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June 13, 1975 

The House met at 11:00 A.M. 

Mr. Speaker in the Chair. 

MR. SPEAKER: Order, please! 

Tape No. 2230 

PRESENTING PETITIONS: 

NM - 1 

MR. SPEAKER: The honourable Minister of Rehabilitation and Recreation. 

HON. T. DOYLE, Minister of Rehabilitation and Recreation: Mr. Speaker, 

I have here a petition from the Community Council of Ferryland, the prayer 

of which reads as follows; that the fishing industry of Ferryland is 

vital to the social and economic existence of its people; that at 

present in Ferryland there is a severe lack of suitable premises for 

the fishermen of Ferryland to satisfactorily process fish in a marketable 

condition; that at present in Ferryland there is a shortage of space 

where fishing gear can be stored and repaired 1and that for the very 

existence of the fishery there a community stage is of vital importance. 

Mr. Speaker, I support this petition which is signed by 

238 residents of the Community of Ferryland, my district, about two-thirds 

of the voters in that community. In supporting the petition, Mr. Speaker, 

I would like to point out that in the report of the Select Committee 

on the Inshore Fishery, presented in this House last week, there is 

a section on shore facilities which very briefly states that the 

inadequacy, the woeful state or the total absence of facilities for 

the landing, handling or holding of fish at some landing points was 

the subject of complaints by many fishermen. Mr. Speaker, I, as I said, 

support this petition wholeheartedly and would place it on the table 

of the House and ask it be referred to the department to which it 

applies. 

MR. SPEAKER: The honourable Leader of the Opposition. 

MR. E" ROBERTS: Mr. Speaker, those of us on this side of the Bouse 

would like to join in supporting the petition. We think it is an 

entirely reasonable request. The Southern Shore is one of the premier 

fishing areas of this Province. It always has been, hopefully and almost 

certainly will be. The fishermen along that shore, Sir, largely are 

inshore fishermen. I guess it is one of the strongholds of the traditional 

inshore fishery, the fishery which twenty years ago existed everywhere 
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in Newfoundland and now it exists only in certain portions ~f the 

Provint:e, it st.ill .suT'Vives and flourishes along the Southern 

Shore. 

The request for these facilities,the member tells us,is 

justified and from our own knowledge I think the request is 

eminen·tly so. I should no.t think the amounts of money involved 

are overly larp,e and in view of the exceptionally generous assistance 

which the Regional Economic Expansion Depar~t 
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they are putting into the provision of fisheries facilities in thfs Province 

this year to the order of $6 million or $7 million, I would think that surely 

something could be done for the fishermen of Ferryland. I am not suggesting 

that DREE should do it. DRF.E cannot do everything. In any event if we 

are going to be a Province ar>d have our own government we have got to 

assume some responsibilities on our own. 

What I am saying, "fr. Speaker, is I think the Minister of Pecreat:lon 

is clearly on th~ spot. He is in the cabinet. J think it is up to him 

to ensure that the few thousand dollarsirelatively speaking,that are 

necessary to provide these facilities this year he provided. I think 

DRFE have done their share ry putting in a number of millions. That 

has freed up surely some provincial money that otherwise would h,we had 

to go on the projects that DREF. has funded. I can think of no acceptable, 

rational reason why the fishermen of Ferryland, the petitioners, should 

not see the prayer of their petition granted this year. 

MR. SPEAKER: The honourahle Member for Rell Island. 

MR. NEARY: Mr. Speaker, I would like to present a petition on behalf 

of forty-two fishermen of Fortune Harbour, Cottrell's Cove and Moore's 

Cove,no relation to the, no connection with the honourable the Premier. 

The prayer of this petition, ~r. Speaker, is that these fishermen 

say that they are in desperate need of some kind of income to feed themselves 

and their families. Right now, they say, the only way they can describe the 

situation there in their connnunities is a complete disaster area. They 

' . llllderline disaster area, Sir. They have lost many of their lobster traps. 

They cannot put out any fishing gear in the water due to the worst ice 

conditions that they have ever known. They have no income, Mr. Speaker, 

of any kind for the last several weeks. 

They go on to say that if some k:1.nd of assistance by the government 

does not soon come forward, they cannot see how they can survive under 

such drastic conditions. The situation along the Northeast Coast, 

Mr. Speaker, is absolutely desperate. It is a drastic situatinn. 'l'he 

'Minister of Fisheries, Sir, as Your Honour probably knows, because T 

believe these cononunities are in Your Honour's own district - unfortnoatel'.f 

Your Ron our is not in a position to support the pe ti t:1 on. Rut, T am snre 

if Your Honour was that he would give this petition his wholeheartEd support 
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and the Minister of Fisheries did undertake, Sir, did make a cOllllllitment to 

the fishermen in the Notre name Ray area that he would carry out a survey 

an~ then determine what action if any the government could talce. I want 

to know now, Sir, if the report has been submitted to the Minister of 

Fisheries . 

I also did a little investigating myself and discovered that no 

representation up to this moment has been made to the Government of 

Canada in connection with this matter. So, Mr. Spealcer, I wholeheartedly 

support the prayer of this petition, Sir, and I hope that the government 

the Minister of Fisheries will not dilly-dally, not delay one moment 

longer in deciding what his government is going to do to help the fishermen 

in the Notre name Bay area who have lost income and lost lobster pots and 

lost gear as a result of the worst ice conditions that they have ever known 

in their whole history. Give us a hit of support on that ~ow. 

MP.. SPEAKER: The honourable ~inister of Fisheries. 

HON. J.C. CROSRIF. (MINISTER OF FISHERIES): Mr. Speaker, I think I 

spoke a~out this last week and said that a survey was underway and that 

when we had accurate information, we would be deciding what to do,if anything 

or anything could he done about this situation. I described the losses that 

we estimate there ~~ere of lobster pots along that area, and on the Port 

au Port Peninsula. When I have any further information, I will certainly 

provide it to the House. All I can say is that this matter is being looked 

into. There :fs no representat:f.on being made to the Government of Canada 

yet because until t.e know exactly what the damage is, we can hardly make 

a re!)resent.iition to them. In addition to ~·hich of course the only provision 

11nder which they would partake in any programme would be a disaster over 

a ~idespread area of the Province such they participated in last year. 

That will he <l:lsc11ssed with them once I have a final report on the damage. 

~•R. SPEAl<EP: The honourable Leader of the Opposition. 

MR. RORE~TS: ~r. Speaker, if I may say a word or two in support of that 

petition: I think my colleague, the gentleman from Bell Island, has stated 

the prayer of the petition and has stated our position on it. But, let me 

say a word with respect to the Minister of Fisheries attitude as he has 

just outlinec:1 it to us. 

The disaster on the Northeast Coast, Sir, is far larger than a matter 
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of some lobster pots, as serious as the lobster pots sjtuatjon is. The 

honourable gentleman yesterday winged his way in from Edinburgh and I assume 
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came via Gander and if it was at all a fine day he would have been 

able to see what mnounts to an ice blockade which I am told stretches 

from about Cape Freels in the south to Cape Norman and Cape Bauld 

on the northern tip of the Northern Peninsula. I am told, Sir, 

that effectively no fisherman along the Northeast Coast has been able 

to get fishing this year to this date. Normally by now in every part 

of the Northeast Coast the fishery would be underway. But as far as I can 

determine the fishery has not been able to get underway, and the reason 

for it is ice. Now I am not going to blame this government or any other 

government for sending the ice. Weather, as I have always, is federal. 

But, Sir, the fishermen along that coast have no incOtlle, they have no 

means to earn an income, and they cannot earn an income until 

they can get fishing. I think it is the role of the government of this 

Province, Sir. We have asked a number of questions. We have made 

a number of requests here in the House all to no avail but I tb;lnk, 

Mr. Speaker, that it is the role of the government of this Provillce 

to take those steps which are appropriate and necessary to get those 

men compensation. They are facing a disaster, Sir, in an economic 

sense if no other. Most of them had no income at all since their 

unemployment insurance benefits expired, in some cases in mid-March. 

They have had no income, Sir. They have no :Immediate prospect of 

obtaining an income. 

June 13, Sir, is the period when the fishery should 

be well underway along the Northeast Coast. It is not. So 

I would say to the minister that once he has settled down from his 

jaunting hither and yon - and I am not denigrating his attendance 

at Edinburgh, apparently he achieved nothing but still, you know, 

it was forth the effort to go. That matter is important too -

But I would urge him to put some attention on this. The fishermen 

expect some attention and the fishermen expect some help. And, 

Mr. Speaker, they deserve it. 
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MR. SPEAKER: Are there any other petitions? 

The Hon. Member for St. George I s. 

MB.. DUNPHY: Mr. Speaker, I would like to present a petition 

on behalf of thirty-eight farmers in Western Newfoundland in the 

district of St. George's. 

The prayer of the petition: We, the undersigned, 

members of the Western Farmers Prddacers Co-operative request 

the Government of Newfoundland and Labrador to match the subsidy 

given by the federal government on potatoes as of April 1, 1975. 

Many groups in this Province that have been fortunate enough to have 

powerful tmions behind them have received substantial increases 

for their goods and services, I might also note here that included 

in that would be federal gover1D11ent members I salaries. It is their 

vi.ah that I quote to you a f- increases they have bad over the 

past two years. Of course, these increases are not the type that 

were desirous or of any help to them. The cost of fertilizer over 

the past two years has risen to eighty per cent. The co•t of 1.Daecticides 

is up to one hundred per cent, New fara equipment is up eighteen per cent. 

The coat of fuels is up ninety per cent, Labour is up lhirty to thirty-five 

per cent. The coat of general farm maintenance, maintenance of equipment 

is up one hundred per cent. Hay seed is up sixty per cent. Farm fencing 

and equipment is up fifty per cent. Twines and shipping containers 

are up sixty-five per cent, Farm buildings are up forty per cent. 
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And the price paid to farmers for potatoes is down 200 per cent. 

In light of the above figures the farmers feel that they are 

justified in requesting the provincial government to matching 

the eubsidy given by the federal government April 1, 1975. 

I was just in my district recently, and I visited 

with the farmers in the Heatherton - Highland area. and I did not 

feel too good coming away from there. Presently there is 

approximately 26.000 bags of potatoes that have not moved. The 

moving of these potatoes is very slow, and it looks as though in 

due course these potatoes will have to be dumped. As a matter of 

fact there is some on the warehouse premises there now, away from 

the farm storage, that have deteriorated and had to be dumped. Nov 

this is a very sad state of affairs in our Province particularly 

when we pay so much attention to other resources and so little 

to this one. I think it would be in order that the farmers 

get some assistance from the provincial government and enable 

these farmers to go back putting in their crop again this year because 

if they do not get this assistance some of them may not be able to do 

so, because this situation has them near ruin. Farming in 

Newfoundland has not gotten the encouragement it deserves, and I think 

a step in the right direction would be to see that they do receive 

the subsidy to bail them out at this time, because it is a very bad 

situation. 

Mr. Speaker, I hope this will reach the proper people 

within the Department of Agriculture and that it will be given 

serious consideration, very serious consideration, and I look forward 

to getting some favourable news back very, very shortly because time 

is of the essence. I will place this upon the table of the House 

and ask that it be referred to the department to which it relates. 

MR. SPEAKER: The Ron. Minister of Forestry and Agriculture. 

HON. H. COLLINS: ( Minister of Forestry and Agriculture.) Mr. Speaker, 

perhaps a few words concerning the problem facing the potato farmers 

particularly in Newfoundland might be worthwhile. After many representations 

this past Winter and Spring to the federal authorities I have run into the 

difficulty with which our potato farmers were faced. It was finally 
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agreed by the federal authorities that a subsidy would be made 

available and we had a lit.tle difficulty in getting tbe subsidy 

2 - ·IW 

to apply to Newfoundland. First of all it was designed for P.E.I. 

and New Bnmswick where the vast ~jority of the potatoes, of course, 

in Eastern Canada are pToduced. We finally did get the federal 

government to agTee to $1.67 peT hundTedweight subsidy which woTks 

out to roughly $. 85 foT a fifty pound sack. We have also put on 

a publicity cmnpaign that ran foT a couple of months outlining the 

difficulties of the farmen and appealing to the Newfoundland 

comrumer, the Newfoundland hQus:ewife, to recognize this problem. 

And because of the fact tbat the Newfoundland pToduct was of high 

quality we encouraged people to buy them and cons11111e them. There 

were three problem areas, really. One :in Pasadena. one in the 

Musgrave Town and Lethbridge area and anotheT cm the section of the 

:West Coast to which my honourable friend Tefers. 
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T have heen keepinp, -fn daily touch with it for - not naily touch, but 

•crr.1.- I y touc-h f,:,r this p11st t,rn c,r three months. The great majority, in 

f;ict , T think it is almost safr- to say that the problem in Pasadena is 

.i 11st ah out solved. The problem f.n ~usgravetown-Lethbridge area is just 

ahout solved and that the potatoes have been movinr,. nut the farmers 

1111 fortunately had to rerluce the:! r prices. I do not know how far they d:ld 

l'J', but I suspPct that they rE'ducecl their prices to the extent of the 

ff'rlPral snhsfrly which me/'lns tliat they could stabilize the prices at around 

$].SO I heUt've, $3.85, the last I saw them at. 

I unclrrstancl that the farmers on the- West Coast have not been so 

fortun;,tp in mov:lnp- thri r pot;itoes. Possibly one of the reasons is that 

the ••·holesale outl.e>ts on the West CN1st have not been resnond:lng apparently 

tr, tht' reCJuPsts which WP have m;icle, and that the wholesalPrs of course 

ont rrsnond inr, l>y huying not;,tc,es from the farmers l!lnd making Na-wfcnmdlancl 

potatOPs av;,il;,hle thrc,up;h the ret;i11 outlets, then of COltrse any 

pnh .lidty c ;impair;n can only fail. I can certainly appreciate the 

prnh]Pms that t.he hnnourahle member has. When he says that there has not 

hr!'n "nough done for farmers, T suppose that could be said for any group 

,:,f neorle 1n Newfo1mdland nr for that matter in Canada or anywhere in the 

,-•or Id. 

But. when we- look at all of the programmes wh:l.ch are in place to 

;assist f;irme>rs in Newfoundland, I think everybody will agree that a great 

dral has hePn done. The new Capital Assistance Programme is in place, 

which is of great benefit to the farmers. The loan board, the Farm 

Lnan lloarrl, has hpen improved. Just a couple of months ap;o we announced 

the settin p; up of rP.gfonal Pqufpment hanks on the Wrst Coast., Central 

Newfound l;ind, and nn the f.ast Coast. We- have increased Land Clearing 

r.r;ints. Th e-rr is a r;reat c1eal which has been done, but he~ause of 

thf' tremendo11s overproductinn in the States ancl in Prince f.dward 

IsJ,,nd and !l!e-w Brunswick last year, the m;irkets have been flooded w:lth 

rotatoes. Th .is is whert' the problem derives from. 

T can asRure the hc,nourahle member that I will take another look 

.at it just Hs scion as we receive this petition. 

~-'R. ,; p r,:,\K~'.1' : The honourahle Leader of the Opposition. 

1-'_R . RO!lf 1lTS : t-'r. Speaker, the presentation of the honoura1'le gentleman 

from ,;r. r.eorgt>'s in itself ,,,ouln have been enough to bring me to my feet 
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to support the petition which he presented so eloquently anrl with such 

detail and such knowledge. But, even if it was not for his remarks I 

would have wanted to say a word or two on the merits of the matter. Even 

if that was not sufficient, Sir, - and I do not know if this is connected or 

not with the honourable gentleman's visit which he related to us, but I 

have a letter here from the secretary of the Western Farmers Producers 

Co-operative. 
11

We the members of the Western Farmers Producers Co-operative 

respectfully request your party's support for our petition for a provincial 

govenment subsidy on potatoes to match that granted by the Government of 

Canada as of April 1, 1975. This petition is being presented by our 

member shortly. 
11 

That in itself, Sir, if it were not for those other two facts, 

would have ~een enough to bring me to my feet on this occasion. Let 

me state quite briefly, Sir, because my friend and colleague, the 

gentleman from Bonavista North who speaks for us on agricultural matters 

may well wish to say a word or two fn detail, but let me say that I think 

the case is well made for assistance to the potatoe farmers, the West Coast 

farmers and the ones in the Musgravetown-Lethbridge area and for that matter, 

if it is relevant, the ones in the North West River in behind Ga,nho. 

The farmers throughout Newfo1JI1dland, the potatoe farmers have come on a 

very hard time through no fault of their own but through the operation 

of market forces. You know, this is not the place, Mr. Speaker, to debate 

the philosophy or the practice of marketing boards because that is a two~ 

edged sword. But suffice it to say,Sir, that if anybody doubtec1 what could 

happen to a small local industry, small in terms of overall consumption, 

they need only look at what has happened to the potatoe industry in 

Newfo1JI1dland this past year because I understand that the real root of 

the problem is the fact that Prince Edward Island potatoes are coming 

in at, you know, rock bottom prices. They are fn effect just dumping 

them. If it were another country dumping them into Canada, they would 

not be allowed to do it because of the International Agreement on Trade 

and tariffs. 

But, of course, because we cannot have harriers on inter-provincial 

trade.nor should we, they can do it to Newfoundland. We have an unprotected 
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industrv and one which is very much at the mercy of economic forces 

and the economic forces this year have operated with ruthless 

effect and the result of that will be unless there is additional 

assistance made 
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MR. ROBERTS: available to farmers, as I understand the situation 

very few of them are going to be able to plant this year because 

very few of them have been able to afford to get into the planting 

of potatoes this year. And if we are every going to have an 

agricultural industry in this Province we are going to have to 

support it and to make it possible for it to ~row, Sir. The experts 

have looked at it over the years and I think they have apreed that at 

least in the root crops, potatoes, turnips, that type of crop, we can 

be much closer to self supporting. Successive generations of agricultural 

ministers have hoisted that standard to the flagpole and saluted it. The 

only problem is, Sir, apparently whatever has been done is not enou~h. 

We are today in the situation where our 11otato industry is in a very 

parlous state indeed. 

So I support the petition. I think the honourable gentleman 

presented it well and that in itself would lead me to do it. If that 

did not the merit of the petiti~n would and then finally,as I have 

said• the secretary of the group• the Producers Co-op 1orote me ar.d 

made a point of asking us to support us and for that reason too, Sir, 

I am happy to say a word or two in support. 

MR. SPEAKER: The honourable Member for Port de Grave. 

MR. WILSON: I too as a member of a district would Hke to add 

support to this petition so ably presented to this House. In the District 

of Port de Grave which I represent there are also small farmers and they 

have the same problems and surely if this government can do anythin~ 

to help out farmers as well as fishermen and what not, surely we 

would all lend our support to it. And I do not see any reason why our 

own farmers are not presented wisely to attend to raise crops and to 

encourage them as well as they are on the ?-<ainland. I think there is 

something wrong with our Province that we have to import every potato 

we eat, supposing we have to go on record to have the people even buy 

our own produce without importing it and I think where people and 

farmers are willing to work, I think we should stand by them and help 

them the best we know and the best we can. I thank you. 
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MR. SPF.AKER: The honourable Member for Bonavista. 

HR. TUO~S: Mr. Speaker, I rise in support of the petition so ably 

presented by the ~ember for St. GeorFes. This petition, Mr. Speaker, 

to me i~ of preat importance because if the prayer of this petition 

is not answered, and by answering it I mean within a very limited 

period of time, we are goinp, to have a very serious situation, especialJy 

arnonj!' the Western farmers of Newfoundland. I understand that the 

farmers in Central and Eastern Newfoundland are well ahead in planting 

this year and that they have found sufficient funds to undertake this 

project. 

The situation in Newfoundland for the past six months in the 

potato industry has been a very serious one, one of the most serious 

that we have witnessed for some time. This of course is being caused 

by a tremendous c~op in Eastern Canada, specifically New Brunswick and 

P.E.I.,and in the State of Maine and because of this over-abundance of 

crop,and of course we also had a tremendous increase in the acreage 

planted in Eastern Canada last year, this has caused prices of potatoes 

to drop to rock bottom and as a matter of fact they have been sold for way 

less than they can be produced. And while I congratulate the federal 

authorities, the Federal Department of Agriculture on implementing 

a subsidy of $1.67 per hundred weight, this was indeed a good gesture 

on the part of the federal government and I am sure helped many farmers 

in Eastern Canada, however, it was not the answer as far as the 

Newfoundland farmer is concerned -

MR. NEARY: He had to sell the potatoes first. 

MR. THOMS: - because the stipulation was that the potatoes had to be 

sold as Canada number one before this subsidy could be collected and 

Mr. Speaker, what happened in P.E.I. was that the fanrersbag~ed their 

potatoes and sold them for one cent per seventy-five pound bag and this 

of course undercut every price or any price in Eastern Canada,whereby 

many of the farmers in P. E. I. sold their potatoes, the potatoes of the 

f armers in Newfoundland stayed in storage. Some of them in storage at 

the present time are reaching the point where 
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breakdowns in potatoes are becoming common. Of course because of the 

tremendous amount of volume in storage at the present time, I would predict 

that very soon you are going to have a tremendous amount of these potatoes 

dumped this year. The prayer of the petitf.on -

MR. NEARY: Give them to the Minister of Social Services. 

MR. THOMS: suggests that the provincial government also implement 

a subsidy. I certainly agree with this. I believe the provincial government 

should become involved financially here and help out our farmers who are 

at the present time at the verge of bankruptcy. '!"any of them cannot 

find the funds to plant this year. This in itself is going to cut down 

the already small production which we do have in Newfoundland because 

Newfoundland at the present time in 1974 imported approximately ninety per 

cent of its consumption of potatoes. I believe that this should be reversed. 

It can be if we have a proper farm programme implemented in Newfoundlartd. 

Mr. Speaker, I sincerely support this petition. I trust that the 

provincial government will see fit to implement a subsidy, not necessarily 

on the basis that the federal subsidy was implemented because if it is, 

Mr. Speaker, I do not believe it will be as effective in Newfoundland as a 

subsidy should be. I trust that the Minister of Finance, Minister of Forestry 

and Agriculture and his colleagues will see fit to implement such a subsidy 

within the very near future because, Mr. Speaker, here time is of the 

essence. 

HR. NEARY: They should buy the potatoes. 

MR. SPEAKER: Are there any other petitions? 

The honourable Member for St. George's. 

MR. DUNPHY: Mr. Speaker, I would like to present this petition on behalf 

of all of the residents of the comnunity of Black ruck in the district of 

St. George's. The prayer of the petition says, whereas there has been a 

large increase in heavy vehicular traffic on route 460, the district of 

St. George's,and whereas there has been,recently been a large increase 

in the number of children living alaiytside the highway in the Black 

Duck area, and whereas the Black Duck area caters to a large number of 

tourists and whereas there were three fatalities, three, Your Honour, 

and a number of injuries as a result of traffic accidents in the Black 

Duck area during 1974, we the residents of Black Duck, St. C.eorge's district 

do hereby request of our member to present this argent petition to the House 
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of Assembly asking that an immediate order be passed directing that a 

thirty miles per hour speed limit zone be placed into effect on route 

4/iO. That is thP route that goes from the Trans-Canada Highway through 

Tilack nuck into StPphenville Crossing. 

Also to include the side road known as the Loop to a point 

approximately onp-half mile East of Harrys River Bridge on route 460, 

and that signs be posted immediately to this effect and that in addition 

a speed limit of twenty miles per hour be immediately posted on the side 

gravel roads known as the Loop and farm roads which travel through portions 

of the community of Rlack Duck. 

Your Honour, this is a very serious petition. It deserves 

by the Department of Highways serious consideration. I may point out 

that on past occasions I have presented to that department similar 

petitions 13skinr. for the reduction of speed limit and to date no action 

has been taken in that direction,which in my estimation is a very high 

lack of responsibility on behalf of that department. Unfortunately the 

Minister of that department is not present in the Rouse today, but 

hopefully he wi 11 soon get the message and see that something is done 

in regard to these other requests, and in particular this petition on behalf 

of the citizens of Black Duck. Now, it is a very serious matter when 

the people have to implore their member to present this petition. They 

do not have to implore. It is a pleasure and I support it. But, on 

the other hand whereas the member has to implore the department to take 

action and action is not taken. 

I assure you, Mr. Speaker, that I will be following this particular 

one through tn make sure that it does go through. I am not at all happy 

with other requests, and I expect immediate action on this particular 

request on behalf of these people because it is no joking matter when 

peonle are being run down on the highways through too high speed limits 

in a conp,ested community where there are many children and people moving 

to and fro. This has to be looked at in a very serious light and some 

very serious action taken.Immediately upon receipt, the action should he 

initiated. I place this upon the table of the House. It should get there 

as soon as possible and action to be received as soon as possible. Thank 

you. 
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MR, SPEAKER: The honourable Mem,ber for llell Island. 

MR. NEARY: Mr. Speaker (excuse me), it is obvious, Sir, that the Member 

for St, George's and the people who he represent, who sent him here as an 

elected member of the Rouse of Assembly have very, very strong views on 

this matter of reducing the speed limit in the· Black nuck area and in the 

Loop Road area and on some of the farm roads in the member's district, 

From what I can gather from the member's remarks, Sir, it is a very emotional 

issu, and one that: should be dealt with without further delay. 

Anybody who has travelled in that area, Sir, knows the hazards 

of some of the roads in that area. They are narrow in some cases. There 

are a lot of turns in some of the roads. Only re.cen tly I drove through 

the honourable member's district. Unfortunately be was not there to greet 

me. But this is the thing that struck me, Sir, about some of these roads. 

After the Spring thaw, Sir, there were a lot of bumps in the road too, 

I think the member will agree, more than I have seen in probably any 

other of the paved roads in the area. It is a very reasonable request, 

Sir. As I say the member has very strong feelings on the matter when he 

strongly 
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condemned the minister and the department for not takin~ the action 

that he asked before. If the member becomes further frustrated 

I would suggest that he might consider moving his seat over on this 

aide of the House if he cannot get the required action from the 

minister. But I am sure that his emotionally charged request 

this morning will be heard by the Minister of Transportation and 

Communications because after all, Mr. Speaker, this is not going to 

cost the Provincial Treasury one penny. They already have the signs 

made over in the highways depot. It is only a matter of getting 

somebody to stick up the signs and changing the speeding regulations 

in that area, It will not cost the public treasury one cent. It is 

a reasonable request, Sir, and one that should be granted without 

further delay. 

MR. SPEAKER: Are there any other petitions? 

NOTICE OF MOTION: 

MR. SPEAKER: The Hon, Minister of Fisheries. 

HON. J. C. CROSBIE (Minister of Fisheries) : Mr. Speak.er, I give notice 

that I will on tomorrow ask leave to introduce a bill, "An Act To Provide 

For The Reversion To The Province Of Certain Mineral Lands In Labrador," 

I am speaking on behalf of the Minister of Mines and Energy. 

MR. SPEAKER: The Hon. Minister of Education. 

HON. G. OTTENHEIMEll (Minister of Education): Mr. Speaker, I give notice 

that I shall on tomorrow ask leave to introduce a bill, "An Act Further 

To Amend The Memorial University Act." 

ANSWERS TO QUESTIONS FOR WHICH NOTICE HAS BEEN GIVEN: 

MR. SPEAKER: The Hon. Minister of Finance, 

HON. H. R. V, EARLE ~Minister of Finance): Mr. Speaker, yesterday I 

undertook to get some answers to questions asked me by the Opposition, 

As I recall the first question was if the foraer Comptroller and Deputy 

Minister of Finance was paid anything when he seve:fed his connection 

with the p,overnment. Yes, he was paid ten months severance pay which is 

not unsual in a person of that standing and that position, Actually his 

severance pay for ten months 811lounted to $29,900. 

MR. NEARY: Resign! 
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MB.. SPEAKER.: Order, please: 

HB.. EARLE: The deputy ministers who were retired on pension 

before their pension was due are being -paid full salary at present. 

They are as follows: Mr. Fred Gover A Deputy Minister of Mine11, 

who retired on full •alary effective December 4. 1972, He will 

be placed on pension June 1, 1976. Mr, Eric Gosae,who was Deputy 

Killiat.er of Fisheries,ia being paid full salary. He will come on 

peaaion as of Novmber 1, 1977. Kr. Jobn Cochrane is also in the 

••e position. He retired on December 4 • 1972 and he will come on 

peaion on Hay 1 • 1976. Mr. 
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David l .. Butler, Deputy "inister of T.ahrarlor Affairs, he retired on full 

pension, December 4, 1072 and will come on pension- on full salary I am sorry, 

December 4, 1g72 and will come on pension September 1, 1974. There are 

no changes nor are there to be any changes in the salaries prior to the date 

of pensionability. 

_l"R. ROBF.RTS: noes that mean they are drawing the salaries that they drew 

at the time -

m-. F.ARLF.: At the time they retired, yes. There are to be no changes in these 

salaries. 

Concerning the other questions yesterday as to the legal representatives 

in bond issues, I inadvertently gave a wrong answer for which I a-pologize to 

the House. But, the practice of government is that it employs no legal 

counsellors in 1:onrl issues except in one case. That is in the case of 

the market of New York where the situation is so complex that we have 

been employing for some time now the firm of ~udge, Rose, Guthrie and 

Alexander who are New York attorneys. 

MR. ROBERTS: Mudge, Rose and 1-fitchell 

MR. EARLE: These are the - this is the only law firm to whom the government 

pays any retainer. In the case which I mentioned yesterday, they as usual 

were retained by the underwriters and of course the settlement of fees 

is between the UI1derwr-J ters and themselves. So, I am not familar with 

what the amount was. Incidentally as there is some publicity in the 

paper th1s morninp,, I should say that as my son happened to be a member 

of that firm he did no work on the issue, received no fee or collDllission 

of any sort. 

ORAT. QUESTIONS: 

MP.. SPF.AKER: The honourable Member for Bell Island. 

~- NF.ARY: Mr. Speaker, in relation to the answer just given by the 

}f:fnister of Finance, I won<ler if the 'M'inister of Finance could inform the 

Rouse if he and the }1ember for St. John's South before he became Minister 

of Real th made a trip tn Paris i.n connection with that bond issue or any 

other bond issue or any other business on behalf of the government? 

MR. F.ARLE: Yes, }fr. Speaker. It is customary, in fact it is necessary 

that the Minister of Finance goes to sign the necessary documents of all 

these bond issues. Now, I was in Paris for that particular issue. The 
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honourable member referred to was there on hehalf of his firm who as I 

said represented the underwriters. There may have heen other lawyers 

present I but.I did not recognize them. 

MR. ROBERTS: 

MR. EARLE: No. 

MR. HICKMAN: 

Were there other Newfoundland lawyers present? 

Yes there was. 

MR. EARLE: Oh, yes, I am sorry. Vince McCarthy was there from the 

Department of Justice. 

MR. NEARY: Mr. Speaker, a supplementary question. Would the minister 

indicate to the House whether the Memher for St. John's South pai<l his 

own expenses or if they were charged on the public treasury? 

MR. EARLE: Of course he paid his own expenses,as far as I know. I 

have seen no travel imprest or anything go through for him • 

...!"fR.. ROBERTS: ••••• Mr.Speaker, a further supplementary which I 

suspect the honourable gentleman will wish to take as notice. Would he 

get for the House and make public, Sir, the following information in connection 

with the bond issue in Paris: the amount of the bond issue, the interest 

rate, the commission and the net amotDlt drawn by the government of the Province 

as representing the proceeds of the bond issue,and include in that any 

expenses or fees which the government of the Province may have paid 

directly or indirectly in connection with the bond issue. 

Of course, as the minister knows in these bond issues we draw, 

we, the Province, draw a net amotn1t. There is subtracted from that, 

from the amotn1t raised, the expenses which are paid by the underwriters 

in connection with the issue. 

MR. CROSBIE: 

MR. SPEAKER: 

MR. CROSBIE: 

a speech. 

'MR. ROBERTS: 

Mr. Speaker, on a point of order. 

Order, please! 

It is note question. The honourable gentleman is making 

Mr. Speaker, to that point of order, Sir, I submit that is 

a perfectly improper point of order. The honourable Minister of Fisheries 

hes been away from the House recently, and has obviously forgotten the 

rules of order. I was merely attempting to make sure that the Minister 

of Finance understood the question. In view of the Minister of Finance's 

willingness to help,as he hes demonstrated, I think it is only right and 

proper that we should try to help him. It is a very detaflerl question. 
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proper that we should try to help him. It is a verv detailed 

question. I think the minister will have to take it as notice. 

If he wishes, I would be happy to see him outside the Rouse 

and go through it in detail with him. 
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Mil. SPEAKER: Order, please! 

The question was detailed but the Chair feels, too! 

that the Hon. Leader of the Opposition was almost getting involved 

in a debate in asking a question which was certainly longer than 

the Chair feels necessary. 

The Hon. Minister of Finance. 

MR. EARLE: Mr. Speaker, if the Hon. Leader of the Opposition 

read the papers most of the particulars he asked for have already 

been given. 

MR. ROBERTS: No, not the one -

MR. EARLE: The bond issue was sold at nine and a half per cent 

coupon and $20 million was the principal amount. 

MR. ROBERTS: Eight years. 

MR • . EARLE: And fortunately it sold at par which meant that 

it sold at one hundred. So as far as the charges by the underwriters 

are concerned I do not have these at my finger tips. Of course, I can 

get them. 

MR. ROBUl'.S: Hr. Speaker, a further supplementary. I thank the 

honourable gentleman. I like the term of it vhich I believe 

vas eight years and, of course, the real question is what is the 

net drav down because ve have to pay back $20 ail.lion, and I want 

to mov sactly how much we drewt We did not draw $20 millions. 

MR • . EARLE: I have not got that information. 

MR. SPEAKER: Orders of the Day. 

The Hon. Member for Bell Island. 

Mil. NEAJI.Y: Hr. Speak.er• I would like to direct a question to the 

Acting Minister of Public Worka whoever he might be, Sir, and I would 

like to ask the Acting Hillister to tell the House what action has been 

taken on charges made this week during meetings between the government, 

between the Acting Minister and representatives of the government, and 

the Bricklayers Union, charges that vere made that material and labour 

at the Health Science Complex is being diverted for use on personal projects, 
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building homes, putting basements in private homes of individuals 

who are management members,and burying dogs of members of management 

either on the site now or formerly on the site of the Health Science 

Complex? 

HR. SPEAKER: The Chair understands that the Acting Minister of 

Public Services is the Minister of Transportation and C011111unications 

who is not in his seat today. The Chair could be corrected on that. 

MR. NEARY: Mr. Speaker, there is no Acting Minister. 

Well, Mr. Speaker, I will wait until the minister comes back 

to his seat. 

HR. ROBERTS: Perhaps the Minister of Justice , then could 

possibly help. This is very serious. 

HR. NEARY: Does the Minister of Justice knov anything about 

that matter? 

MR. HICKMAN: 

MR. NEARY: 

MR. ROBERTS: 

MR. NEARY: 

I never heard of it. 

Never heard of it. 

You will hear a great deal more. 

Well we will hear about it when the Minister of 

Transportation gets back on Monday. 

Mr. Speaker, I have a question for the Minister of 

Municipal Af£airs and Housing, Sir. Woul4 the Minister of Municipal 

Affairs and Housing tell us, give us an update, a progress report 

now on the grievance, the objections made to the minister and to the 

government by the people who live in government owned houses and over 

at the Wallace Place, Newtown Road, Whiteway Street, Hoyles Avenue and 

Graham Street who thought that · they were paying off their houses when 

they were paying the rent and who are now objecting to the prices set 

on these houses, the purchase of these houses? 

MR. SPEAKER: 

MR, PECKFORD: 

The Hon. Minister of Municipal Affairs and Housing. 

Mr. Speaker, in several meetings held by people who 

rented these houses on Whiteway Street - Hoyles . .A:w-enue area,several 

meetings that were held from 1953 to 1972 with the honourable, the 

then Premier, Mr. Smallwood and with Mr. Vardy,who was responsible 

for the Housing Corporation, they were continually told verbally by 

those people that -
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MR. ROBERTS: What? 

MR. PECKFORD: Okay. 

- they were continuously told by these 

people that the agreement was a rental purchase one. There was 

nothing legally on paper to indicate that it was. All the documents 

relating to that project end the building of those houses indicated 

that they were going in there to rent them and at some point in the 

future they would have the opportunity or the option to buy them. 

There was no mention in any of the doctDDents of a rental purchase 

agreement. When the people came to me two or three months ago 

and gave me their story they had no legal case from the advice that 

was given to me.~ut because they seemed to have a moral case I 

pursued the matter and sent a proposal to the CMHC head office 

in Ottawa and asked for a reconsideration of their request indicating 

that there be some formula divised whereby if you are in there for 

twenty years the aJDOunt your house would cost would be reduced by a 

certain amount and your retainer wo11ld be so much lees and so on, 

to give them an opportunity to reduce the cost of the houses so that 

they would be in a better position to buy them and to purchase them. 

The CMBC board in Ottawa turned down the proposal that I put to them, 

flatly and indicated that they would not do it and so the position 

now is simply that if the people want to buy those houses they have to 

buy them for the cost that they have been told that the Housing Corporation 

is selling them for. That is where it stands right now, 
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~- PECKFORD: and as far as I know CMHC are going to remain in 

the same oosition they have been before whereby they will not 

consider any rental purchase agreement. 

MR. YOUNG: You mean those two fellows promised those people homes -

MR. NEARY: Mr. Speaker, a question for the minister. 

MR. YOUNG: - and did not live up to it? 

MR. SPEAKER: Order, please! 

As the Province -

MR. NEARY: As the Province has a twenty-five per cent financial involvement 

in these houses, has the minister given any consideration to writing off 

the Province's twenty-five per cent in order to reduce the purchase price 

of these homes? 

MR. SPEAKER: The honourable Minister of Municipal Affairs and Housing. 

MR. PECKFORD: Mr. Speaker, because the agreement was a federal-provinclal 

one, we in a submission that I put before CMHC had agreed to take care of our 

twenty-five per cent, eliminate our twenty-five per cent on the formula that 

was in the proposal 1but because CMHC did not go along with the proposal that 

of course no longer is valid. 

MR. NEARY: Mr. Speaker, I have a question for the Minister of Health. I wonder 

if the Minister of Health, Sir, could tell us,as time is running out, 

if he is still optimistic about the possibility of avoiding a strike in 

the hospitals that is scheduled to take place on June 20, is the minister 

still optimistic that this can be averted, headed off? 

MR. SPEAKER: It is not so simple, Mr. Speaker, that I can reply in a word 

yes or no, The position is that the matter is now before a conciliation 

board and we read in the papers and we have heard statements that there is 

to be a strike on the 20th. Now I for my part underst~nd that if the 

conciliation procedure is ~oing through as it has already started, and I am 

sure it will, that the earliest date that a legal strike could be held 

is likely to be somewhere in the second week of July, So that if any strike 

takes place on the 20th. of June, as we read in the papers and hear by 

statements that it may, then that would be of course an illegal strike. 

MR. MURPHY: Well it is not correct to say, Sir, that they cannot strike on 

the 21st. as we hear over radio and everything else. 
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MR. WELLS: If they strike on the 20th. of June it would have to be 

an illegal strike. Now I am optimistic in this sense, Mr. Speaker, that 

I have sufficient confidence in the public employees of the hospitals 

and the people who represent them that they would not precipitate 

an illegal strike on the 20th. of June while at the same time going through 

the process which government has provided for the settling of disputes. 

So I cannot accept now the position that while on the one hand takinr, 

part in the legal process they would at the same time walk out illegally 

on the 20th. Now what the conciliation board will report I do not know, 

but I am hopeful of course that settlement will be reached after the board's 

report. But I would say and say very clearly that we expect these public 

employees and their representatives to go by the law which has been 

established and we do not expect an illegal walkout on the 20th. and I think 

we would be all very sort:y to see that take place while the legitimate 

process is underway and being used. 

AN BON. MEMBER: Bear! Bear! 

MR. SPEAKER: The Member for Bell Island. 

MR. NEARY: Mr. Speaker, would the Minister of Health, Sir, tell us 

now about the position of the nurses, when will they be in a legal 

position to strike or is the minister optimistic that there will be no 

strike amongst the nurses? 

MR. WELLS: Certainly, Mr. Speaker, I would be optimistic that there would 

be no strike. It is appreciated that all groups bargaining with the 

government and in boards and groups, hospitals and the like,_ you know 

they have legitimate concerns and money is of course an important 

concern. But the nurses,too,I suspect and hope and am optimistic that 

they are not going to take precipitate action that would cause difficulty 

to the people whom they serve and that the process of bargaining is 

underway and I think that we ought to wait until that process is fully 

exhausted before even thinking in terms that t~ere will be a strike,or 

certainly an illegal strike. 

MR. NEARY: 

MR. MURPHY: 

Have they gone into conciliation? 

No. No. 

MR. WEIJ.S: I do not believe they have. They of course will be dealing with 
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Treasury Board. My understanding is they have not yet as~ed for 

conciliation services. 

MR. NEARY: Mr. Speaker, I have a question for my honourable and learned 

friend the world traveller, the Minister of Fisheries, Sir. Could the 

minister infonn the House if there is any late news, any new developments 

on the matter 
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of the construction of a fish plant for Burgeo as the Town Council and 

the people down there are severely peeved with the minister and the 

government for delaying this project? 

MR. SPEAKER: The honourable Minister of Fisheries. 

MR. CROSBIE: Mr. Speaker, I shouln tell the honourahle gentleman that 

really he should direct his question to the honourable Minister of 

Regional and Economic Expansion hecause the ball has heen in his court 

for quite a long time in this situation, for at least a year. It is 

probably longer. The Government of Newfoundland has been prepared to 

proceed with the construction of a new fish plant at Burgeo under a 

carefully structured and complicated arrangement with 1ational Sea 

Products Limited who are managing the plant. An application has heen 

before the Department of Regional and Economic Expansion for a year now 

if not longer in that connection. Once the final arrangments are made -

there was a meeting some two weeks ago on the matter. 

The Minister of Industrial Development met with Mr. Jamieson 

there about a week ago. Re is away today and I do not know if there is 

TB-l 

any late breaking news. But, certainly this is a matter that the C:overnmen t 

of Newfoundland has been prepared to proceed with at every instant over 

the last year and a half and still is. When the t'inister of Industrial 

Development comes back, he can give the House the latest news on that. 

But, certainly this government is well recognized hy the town council 

and the people of Burgeo as having pushed and promoted this proposal for 

the last eighteen months and we are ready to proceed with dispatch as soon 

as we know that the Government of Canada at· Ottawa are going to contribute 

also in a substantial manner. 

MR. NEARY: Mr. Speaker, a supplementary question. Could the minister 

confirm or deny that they are now talking about a different kind of 

fish plant for Burgeo? I do not know what kind but I heard about some 

public statements saying that they were talking about revising the 

plans, the original plans. They will not now proceed with the original 

plans to build a fish processing plant in Burgeo similar to the one, 

for instance, that we have in ~arystown. Is there any foundation to this? 

MR. CROSBIE: This could very well be true, Mr. Speaker, but I "'111 have 

to - you know, I can only tell the honourable gentleman that I would have 
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to wait to speak to the minister who is directly concerned with it, the 

Minister of Industrial Development. He will be here next week and he 

could give any details. The honourable gentleman can rest assured that 

IB-2 

no matter what kind of fish plant it is, it will be up to date and will be 

one that will provide at least as much employment as is now provided in 

Burgeo if not more employment when construction is finished. But, for the 

latest details, we will have to wait for the ¥inister of Industrial Development. 

MF. NEA'RY: Mr. Speaker, another question for the Minister of Health, Sir. 

Will the Minister of Health bring the House up to date on the shocking news 

that we received yesterday about twenty-five cases of silicosis in Labrador 

City? What about the situation at the ERCO plant where the workers down 

there are complaining of very poor working conditions and health hazards? 

What is the real situation in Labrador City and what is being done about 

it? What about Baie Verte, the asbestos mine in Baie Verte? Would the 

minister care to bring us up to date on these very, very serious problems? 

MF. SPEAKE!!: Order, please! 

I sincerely hope that the answer by the honourable Minister of Health 

wil 1 he brief because the Chair feels that it could be a rather lengthly 

one, and as such it could go on, the question could go on the Order Paper. 

Rut, if the minister is prepared to he brief, then I shall permit him an 

answer. 

}fR. WI\U,S: I will only say at this stage, Mr. Speaker, that this also 

concerns the nepartrnent of Hines and Energy, the question of mines and 

asbestos fibers, these sort of things. There is continuing liaison and 

work between the Departments of Health and the Department of Mines and 

Energy on this. It has been brought to the attention of the Department 

of Health that potential danger exists,well,practically in every mine 

and there is study and monitoring at all times in conjunction, and most 

of this I think is being carried out, most of this work, by the Department 

of lfines and Energy. 

But, I am glad the honourable member raised it. It is something 

that we are very conscious of and something that is going to be watched · 

and followed up very carefully in future. If the honourable member 

wishes, T can get more detailed information and present it to the House 

at a later date. 

MR. NF.ARY: Yes, Mr. Speaker, I would appreciate a full report because of 
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serious nature of this problem. I would appreciate a full report. I 

am sure that the members of the Rouse would he very happy to get. a 

repon on this. 

MR. WELLS: Yes, and that will be gladly provided, 'Mr. Speaker. 

MR. NEARY: Mr. Speaker, I want tQ direct a question to the Minister of 

l'lanpower and Industrial Relations. Would the minister tell the l!ouse 

whether or not he has received a request from the St. Lawrence ·~iner5 

Protective Union 
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MR. NEARY: to intervene in that dispute in St. Lawrence between 

Alcan and the St. Lawrence miners? 

MR. SPEAKER: The honourable Minister of Manpower and Industrial 

Relations. 

MR. MAYNARD: Yes, Mr. Speaker, I have received a request by telegram 

yesterday morning and by talking to Mr. Curtis,the bargaining agent for 

the union,yesterday afternoon. 

MR. NEARY: Mr. Speaker, supplementary; Would the minister tell the House 

what action he_ has taken on that telegram, on that request, and will the 

minister become personally involved in that, ~pparently which is developing 

into a very serious labour dispute in St. Lawrence where the employees have 

been locked out? 

MR.MAYNARD: Mr. Speaker, meetings have been arranged by this time by my 

Assistant Deputy Minister, Mr. Bannister, I believe for tomorrow morning 

but I have got to check that out a little bit later on. I do not plan 

to become personally involved in the conciliation procedures as such at 

this point in time. I will however meet with both parties sometime tomorrow 

,mrl discuss the situation with them. Any conciliation efforts that are 

done Twill have one of my conciliation people or Mr. Bannister the 

A.n.M. do that job. 

The honourable Member for Bonavista North. 

MR, THO!'~: ~r. Speaker, I would like to direct a question to the 

Minister of Forestry and J\['.ri culture, Could the minister inform this 

honourahle House if there is a water bomber at the present time stationed 

at roose Ray aT'.d if there has reen any request from the fire officials 

in the Hahush Area for that water bowber to take part in putting out the 

ser:f ous fin• which is in that area at the present time'? 

}1R. SPEJ\KER: The honourable Minister of Forestry and Ap:riculture. 

MR. COLLINS: "'" Sneal,er, I have been :In touch with the people in Wabush 

since two-tl,1. rty t111s i;,orninr, had numerous telef)hone calls with µeof)le 

there anc'l kept 1.n touch until five minutes ap.o. A water bomber arrived on 

the scene from ~oose Bay at six-thirty this morninp. I might add for the 

information of the House that the fire is burning in wuat is commonly called 
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caribou moss, There is no flame now. There is a considerable amount 

of s1110ke. It has burned to the edge of the open pit mine. 

MR. ROBERTS: Wabush? 

MR. COLLINS: At Wabush, yes, There is another water bomber at 

Montreal which should be available in a day or so and we are also 

in touch wi.th the Government of Quebec and we hope that if we need 

it we can get a bomber f~om them from Bagotville. So the thing is 

well in hand. 

MR. THOMS: A supplementary question, Mr. Speaker, Is there any danger 

at the present time to the Town of Wabush and if so is there any 

evacuation taking place? 

l'IR. COLLINS: No, Mr. Chairman, there is no flame. It is a matter 

of smoke now and it is pretty well under control and it is raininp.. 

MR. NEARY: Mr, Speaker, I wonder, Sir, if the Minister of Justice 

could tell the House whether he issued instructions to have additional 

police sent to St. Lawrence yesterday or the day_ before? Oh,and Mr. Speaker, 

would the minister care to tell the House who issued the instructions to 

send additional R.C.M.P. officers to St. Lawrence? 

HR.. HICKMAN: No, Mr. Speaker, I have no idea. 

MR. NEARY: Mr. Speaker, a supplementary question. Would the minister 

tell the House whose responsibility it is to decide whether or not additional 

police should be sent to a community during a labour dispute? 

MR. HICKMAN: The appropriate officer in whichever police force is involved 

in the Province, Mr. Speaker. 

MR. NEARY: Well, Mr. Speaker, a supplementary question, Hae the minister objected 

'to the presence of a1i these police officers in the Community of St. Lawrence, 

the peaceful Community of St. Lawrence? 

MR. HICKMAN: No, Mr. Speaker, I would not be as irresponsible to take 

that act. 

MR. SPEAKER: Order of the Day. 

MR. ROBERTS: Mr. Speaker, is the question period expired? 

MR. SPEAKER: Not quite, no. 

MR. ROBERTS: Well then I have a question for the Minister of Education, 

Would the minister please tell us whether the government have accepted the 

recommendation made by Dr. Harris in his report to the effect that all of 
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the schools should be, I do not want to use the word amalgamated, 

or integrated because they all have connotations in the education 

field, but it says here that .they should all be brought together 

and that the government should take over directly the educational 

systems in the Province? 

MR. SPEAKER: The honourable Minister of Education, 

MR. OTTENlIETMER: No, Mr. Speaker. I can state that the government 

certainly has not accepted that recommendation. 

MR. ROBERTS: Mr. Speaker, I am not altogether surprised by the 

minister's answer but I wanted to have it on the record. Perhaps I could 

go a step further with a supplementary. Is the government giving any 

consideration to that reco111111endation or have they rejected it? 

MR. OTTENHEIMER: Mr. Speaker, it is not the intention of gov~mment 

to take over the schools. 

MR. ROBERTS : Mr. Speaker, I did not think it was but I wanted to have it 

on the record. 

MR. SPEAKER: The honourable Member for Bell Island. 

MR. NEARY: I want to get back to the Minister of Justice there again, 

Sir. Was there any prior consultation between the gentleman in charge 

of the R.C.M.P. and the Minister of Justice before these additional 

police were sent to St. Lawrence7 Were there any? 

AN HON. MEMBER: No. 

MR. NEARY: No prior consultation with the minister? The minister did 

not know of it? 

AN HON. MEMBER: No . 

MR. NEARY: Did not know a thing about it? 

MR. HICKMAN: Did not know a thing about it. 

MR. NEARY: Okay, Sir. 
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ORDERS OF THE DAY: 

AN HONOURABLE MEMBER: Inaudible. 

On motion of the Ron. Minister of Justice, a bill, "An Act Further 

To Amend The Stamp Act," read a first time, ordered read a second time on 

tomorrow. 

rn-1 

On motion of the Hon. Minister of Justice, a bill, "An Act To Amend 

The Public Libraries Act, 197 5," read a f1 rst time, ordered read a s1Pconc1 

time on tomorrow. 

On motion of the Hon. Minister of Transportation and Communications. 

a bill, "An Act Further To Amend The Highway Traffic Act," read a first time, 

ordered read a second time on tomorrow. 

On motion of the Hon. Minister of Education, a hill, "An Act Further 

To Amend The Memorial University (Pensions)Act," read a first time, nrdered 

read a second time on tomorrow. 

On motion of the Hon. Minister of Provincial Affairs and Enviro~ment, 

a bill,"An Act Further To Amend The Auton,bile Insurance Act.'' read a first 

time, ordered read a second time on tomorrow. 

Motion second reading of a bill, "An Act Respecting A Plan Of Legal 

Aid For The Province. " 

MR. SPEAKER: I think the honourable Mellher for Placentia East adjourned 

the debate last night. I recognize the honourable Member for Placentia East. 

MR. AYLWARD: Mr. Speaker, when we adjourned the debate I had made a few 

observations with respect to this bill and also in reply to the remarks 

by the honourable Member for Bell Island, vho,I respectfully submit, 

Mr. Speaker, either did not read this bill,or if he did completely misunderstood 

it because this particular piece of legislation, Mr. Speaker, is designed to 

do what the honourable Member for Bell Island says should be done. 

His great quarrel is that this is empire building and that it is 

only a milch cow for the lawyers. Mr. Speaker, I hope he does not 

postulate the position of the Opposition on this bill because if he does 

I think it is very, very sad because this is a great piece of social 

legislation. I~ is a great step forward for Legal Aid. I think it 

culminates the aspirations of the Law Society and people concerned with 

Legal Aid for many years. 

What this act does, Mr. Speaker, fs take over, authorize the 
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Minister of Justice to enter into agreement with the Law Society to 

take over the a~m1nistration of Legal Aid, and that is the whole 

purpose of this hill, section (72). 

!-<R. NF.ARY: Why not take over the whole Province? 

MR. AYL'·!ARD: The minister 
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may enter into such agreement or agreements as he thinks necessarc1 and 

reasonable with the Law Society respecting the takeover by the rommissfon 

of Legal Aid. Now, this is what tM s legislation is for, to take over 

from the Law Society the administration of Legal Aid. That is the whole 

purpose of this hill. 

MR. NEARY: Do not be so foolish, hoy. 

MR. AYLWARD: Do not be so foolish! Does he read, ~r. Speaker? noes 

he read? Or if he cannot read, can he hear? If he will refer to Section 

(72) this is the purpose of this legislation. That is the whole purpose 

of it. 

Now, who controls Legal Aid? This commission. And this commission 

reports to whom? To the Minister of Justice who reports to the House of 

Assembly and all regulations of course respecting Legal Aid have to be 

passed by the Lieutenant-Governor in Council. These regulations, Mr. Speaker, 

the act enables the Lieutenant-Governor in Council to make regulations 

dealing with all aspects of Legal Aid including the fees to be paid to 

solicitors for professional services under this act or the regulations. 

So, Mr. Speaker, complete authority will be vested in the Lieutenant

Govemor in Council to make and set the fees. Now, to hear the honourable 

Member for Bell Island holler and scream about all the money the lawyers 

are making and their empire building and how much is the director of 

Legal Aid being paid, Mr. Speaker -

MR. ROBERTS: Re is being paid out of public funds, is he not? 

:MR. AYLWARD: Of course. Of course. There is nothing secret about 

it. But, Mr. Speaker, the connotation is given that, oh, somebody is 

making a pile of money. 

AN HONOURABLE MEMBER: Row much is the director being paid. 

MR. AYLWARD: The director of Legal Aid in Newfoundland, Mr. Speaker, 

is the lowest paid director in about six or seven or eight provinces of 

Canada. In fact in the provinces of New Brunswick, Saskatchewan , Cluehec-, 

~anitoba, and (\ntario they pay double what the man in Newfoundland 

receives. 

MR. ROBERtS: Row much is our man getting? 

MR. AYLWARD: Our man is getting $14,000, $14,000. 

MR. NEARY: That is only half what Dirk Pepper gor- for being dismissed. 

'!14R. AYLWARD: Right, right~ And the man in New Brunswick gets $26,000 plus 
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a car, plus expenses. The man in Saskatchewan gets $26,900. 'J'he man 

in Quebec gets $30,nnn plus insurancf' and other benefits. The man in 

Manitoba gets $31,nno, Ontario, $32,000 now going to $36,000. And 

our man in Newfoundland is getting $14,000 and someone stands up, what 

1s he getting! 

~- ROBERTS: He is putting in for a raise, I would hope, now. 

~'ll. AYLWARD: I think he should. He has requested a raise and I sincerely 

trust that if thf.s is transferred to the connnission that when his contract with us 

with us expires in July, he has done wonderful work, I would be certainly 

very, very happy to recommend to the committee if it is in our jurisdiction 

or the connnission when it takes over, that his salary be increased. 

What do they have, ~r. Speaker? He has one other lawyer do~'!\ there 

,•ith him. The purpose of obtaining the services of the other lawyer 

was to be able to deliver a better service at a cheaper cost. Now, how 

are the bills paid? As I said yesterday, Mr. Speaker, all bills under 

~200 are taxed by the provincial director and all bills over $200 by 

the Taxing Master who is the deputy registrar of the Supreme Court. 

In addition the Audi tor r-.eneral has audited the books of Legal 

/dd since its inception. In fact when the Legal Aid, when the Government 

of Newfoundland entered into an agreement with the Government of Canada 

.,e had at that time Lee and f-'artin do our hooks and the Auditor (',eneral 

not alone agreed to do the audit but in fact this is the only audit that 

the T..egnl Aid requires now. So, all our books are being done, are being 

audited by the Auditor General. 

Every cent in Legal Aid, Mr. Speaker, is being spent,I respectfully 

submit and srent very, very well. What this act does and. the principle 

of it is to pass it over now to a Legal Aid Commission. I sincerely hope 

that this commission will continue to administer the plan and will set 

up the area rljrectors in <'lifferent parts of Newfoundland. What this 

act st,ites and authorizes the commission to do is to set un differPnt 

areas throughout the Province .,here there wj 11 bP area d1 rectors and 

1n remote parts of the Province where there are no lawyprs practicing 

aod people have prohlems trying to find out about Legal Aid, get to 

1,ei,;al Ai d , a special statutory provision is made designating Legal Aid 

agents. That is referred to in Section (29). These will be individuals 
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in different coDDDunities of Newfoundland who will distribute information 

and assist people who want to find out ahout Legal Aid. It is an 
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attempt to bring Legal Aid out to the people. I think th1.s is a wonderful 

idea, Mr. Speaker. 

This is the kind of suggestion 
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MR. ROBERTS: 

MR. AYLWARD: 

MR. ROBERTS: 

be accurate. 
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that we would have liked to have heard from the Opposition. 

The Opposition have been making that for about four years. 

Mr. Speaker -

You cannot be accurate- if you cannot be complete at least 

MR. AYLl•JARD: I have heard only one member speak so far, Mr. Speaker, I know 

a little about this -

MR. ROBERTS: We have made that suggestion in this chamber three or four 

times in the last three or four years. 

MR. AYLWARD: I know, Mr. Speaker, that I have dealt with the honourable 

and learned gentleman, not really in his capacity of Minister of Justice 

but I remember himself -

MR. ROBERTS: I have never been Minister of Justice. 

MR. AYLWARD: Not in the capacity of minister but -

MR. SPEAK.ER (STAGG): Order, please! Order, please! When honourable 

members may indulge one another by allowing interruptions this is not 

correct and I suggest to the honourable Leader of the Opposition that 

the member speaking has the right to be heard in silence. 

MR. AYLWARD: Thank you, Mr. Speaker. But I remember, Mr. Speaker, 

meeting the honourable and learned gentleman, the Leader of the Opposition 

with his former colleague from White Bay South in the then Attorney General's 

Office when I was trying to extract some money from the adminsitration for 

li.ep:al Aid. 

MR. MURPHY: What did you get, $1,000? 

MR . AYLWARD: And what did we get, Mr. Speaker, in 1968 and 1969, 1970 

and 197lf For three years we had $10,000! In 1971 it went to $25,000, 

in 1972 it continued at $25,000 and in 1973 to $100,000. Now this year 

it is hard to say, Mr. Speaker, I suppose what portion is really from the 

provincial and what is from the federal, But now the hudget, the total budget 

I think this year is around $380,000, But,Mr. Speaker, we are compelled to 

provide Legal Aid to all individuals who cannot afford the services 

of lawyers who are char~ed with indictable offences, no matter where 

they are in Newfoundland and this has cost considerable money and I think, 

Mr. Speaker, the committee was very, very successful in delivering the 
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type of service that it has delivered over the years considering the 

few la'!fYers that we have practicing in rural Newfoundland and the 

difficulties involved in getting lawyers to go to these communities. 

I would like to thank the Attorney General, Mr. Speaker, who 

we found very, very co-operative and has supported the efforts of the 

committee and all concerned with Legal Aid, In fact the society and 

the committee have been after this bill for years and when we requested 

the bill and thr bill was first drafted in his department he referred 

it to the Legal Aid Committee and I had the director of that time, 

Mr. Stapleton, who was attending the meeting of Legal Aid Directors 

all across Canada, discuss and consider with them the different programmes 

and look at their legislation and as a result of these meetings he 

drafted up a complete new act, a complete new - well bill really, Mr. Speaker, 

it is not an act yet. This was submitted to the Attorney General's 

Department and I am glad to see there are very, very few changes, So 

this has the endorsation of the Legal Ai.d Committee and it was 

considered by the Benchers and they have approved as well. The society 

was quite concerned because ~egal Aid has grown to such an ex~ent and 

there is so much money involved. They are glad to see it taken over by 

a commission, but it is not enough to just see it take over, Mr. Speaker, 

anyone concerned with Legal Ai.d should want to see it expand• But what 

do we hear from the honourable Member for Bell Island: Allthe money the 

lawyers were making! He never dealt with how the programme could be expanded. 

MR. NEARY: You are not on television. 

MR. AYLWARD: No. Just an attack on the lawyers, and that is good for 

publicity, Mr. Speaker, Legal Aid is a joke~ It is a milch cow! But, 

Mr. Speaker, is he doing his duty to the people he represents and to the 

people of the Province who need this service? I would hope, Mr. Speaker, 

that this bill receives the endorsation and support of every member of the 

honourable House of Assembly, not just use this bill as an excuse for cheap 

political gain. The lawyers, the doctors, the car dealers, anybody -

AN HON, MEMBER: Human beings, 

MR, AYLWARD: No, Mr. Speaker -

MR. MURPHY: Human beings. 
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MR .• Art.WARD: Sure., ~se are men. Mr. S11eaker, he aho'11.d be 

paying tribute to the '!111!!1 who worked so hard and clid all this 

for notJting. Bis cousin, Mr. Edward Neary. who acted as secreta-ry 

of this Conlllittee spent 1110.re hours at: this act 8'l,d at: meetings of 

the Conlldtt.~ for years. If he we~ p~d. it would be thousands 

and thOUS811.ds of dollars but: st:Ul it is all held up to public 

ridicule. ~ is scandalous, Mr. S~eker. By all._, of 

couri.e. you can crlt:icize. 
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Anybody in this game understands it. But I think credit should be 

given where credit is due. And this cousin of his, Mr. Nearv, as I 

said before, who spent so much time at all these meetings, went over 

this act and did so much work for Legal Aid and has been mv right 

hand on this for years, if he were paid, Mr. Speaker, it would be 

thousands and thousands and thousands of dollars and so also for 

other members of the committee. But not one cent! And then he 

speaks about he would be happy if this lawyer took the case and that 

lawyer. Until 1971 all Legal Aid in Newfoundland, Mr. Speaker, was 

provided by the lawyers of Newfoundland free of charge. 

MR. ROBERTS: That is not so. The Justice Department used to pay 

a certain part -

MR. AYLWARD: Ah. Well the odd case, eh? The odd case. A fellow 

would be charged with capital murder or something like that. 

MR. ROBERTS: Let us be accurate! 

MR. AYLWARD: Mr. Speaker, yes, here it is. "Steve claims LeRal Aid 

1.s a joke." Three thousand neople 1.n Newfoundland last year, Mr. 

Speaker, three thousand, that 1.s who the Legal Ai.d helped, three 

thousand people. Over 200 divorces alone. The programme has eXl)anded. 

A greater nuni>er of people were qualified for it. And here were neople 

whQ had broken homes for years and under the new law, of course, any 

person separated from their married partner for over three years that 

was their grounds for divorce. There was a backlol!; of them. A lot 

of poor women their husbands had gone off and other cases - years and 

years. And last year alone 200 cases! What would these 200 neople 

say? What would the 3,000 who received Legal Aid say? Would thev 

support this? No, Mr. Speaker, indeed they would not. They would he 

ashamed, ashamed that we would even listen to it because what we 

should be concentrating on in a debate of this nature is how we can 

improve the service. How can we give the poor people of N=foundland 

who need Legal Aid better service than we are P.ivin!'; them todav? How 

can we improve upon it? Not just use this as a e;reat big golden 

opportunity to lash out at the lawyers when he sees this element of it. 
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Onlv two lawvers in NewfouncUand, only two, and I will not mention 

them, over the years refused to take a Legal Aid case. They are 

not among the gentlemen mentioned by the honourable the Member for 

Rell Island. Rut he knows them and knows them well. 
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I am glad to say, Mr. Speaker, that when the Society brought 

in Legal Aid, and it was a requirement of all lawyers if a case was 

assigned to them to take it and take it for nothing, and if they 

could not take the case to retain and pay a lawyer themselves. And 

we have lawyers in this Province who have !'aid other lawyers as high 

as $500 to defend peonle, over $500, And, at least, Mr. S1)eaker, 

nobody expects him to be other than glorified on this. Rut they 

should he recoJ!:tlized. I would exPect better from a man who held 

the portfolio of Social Services, who was SU1)posed to be the great 

white knight, the greatest humanitarian that ever took a seat in 

this honourable House of Assembly. And what does he see and what 

do we hear? Oh. what money the lawyers are making! And the 

honourahle member who is now the Minister of Social Services, just 

a simple re~uest, we needed a social worker down there who we felt 

would round out the office and help some people who are having 

trouble, and I am glad to state, Mr. Sneaker, that the honourable 

minister has acceded to that request and has placed in the Legal Aid 

offices now a qualified social worker who is working very, very well, 

hand in glove with the other people in the office and are giving 

the noor T1eople not alone legal service hut good advice, good, 

that vou can hardly buy, Mr. S1)eaker. There is no agency in 

Newfoundland, there is no independent agency where vou can get that 

tvpe of advice on that very, very noble effort. I give the oresent 

minister one hnndre<l percent marks for that and with no cost to the 

Legal Aid Committee at all, Mr. Speaker. That is oaid from a vote 

from his department and that girl is working wonderfully well. In 

addition we have down in that office a girl who worked there for 

five vears. Unfortunatelv, she is leavi~g now. She is expecting 

an addition to her family. She has been there for five and 
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one-half years. She worked right around the clock. There were 

hard times. There was no money to oay lawvers anvthing, givinp.; 

all kinds of advice and assistance. Thev dic1 a 

Pap.;e 3 - l"fH 
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wonderful joh for a great number of people. And, ~r. Speaker, I always 

maintain myself that the legal rights of a person are more important 

than any other rights that they may have. All the money we spend on 

IB-1 

health, all the money if you break your leg, you are taken to any doctor 

you like. If you get a nervous breakdown, they send you to a psychiatrist. 

There is no amount of it. You can get medical care for the rest of your 

life, top-notch. If there is no one in this Province, they will send you 

off to the Mainland, everything on the government. Probably if you cannot 

travel yourself, they will send someone along with. 

But, what about a person, Mr. Speaker, who has grave troubles in 

their home, or a contract is broken? I respectfully submit, I am 

sure, from 'Where you sit,and particularly in your practice in an area 

of Newfoundland where there those broken hmnes unfortunately exist,and 

probably to a greater degree than anywhere else,particularly when the 

Americans pulled out there in that particular area, I am sure that if 

you could speak from where you sit, you could tell us, Mr. Speaker, 

from all the divorces that you have had to handle for Legal Aid, what 

a blessing it was, what a blessing it was that these poor people could 

now enforce their rights. You will no longer have a law for the rich and 

a law for the poor. In some areas, yes. 

But, Mr. Speaker, here are these people living in - their husbands 

gone, no support, wanted to remarry, wanted a divorce but they could not -

'ffi. SPEAKER (STAGG): Order, please! 

'Inch as I would like to listen to the honourable member further, 

hjs time has expired. I will give him a minute or so to clue up. However, 

I must before h1s time is up bring to his attention a point of order 

which was brought up by the honourable the Leader of the Opposition yesterday. 

T have obtained a transcript and the transcript of the honourable 

member in referring to the honourable Member for Bell Island said as 

follows: "I think that no one knows any better than the honourable 

gentleman 'Who has just taken his seat that, you know, he does not 

believe himself the half of what he says because I refuse to think that 

" a man could be as blind as he appears to be. Well, that is a statement 

of opinion on the part of the honourable member but I believe that it 

does transgress the rules of unparliamentary language that I have read and 
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I would ask the honourable member if he would retract that statement. 

'fl!. AYLWARD: 

MR. NEARY : 

t-lR. AYLWARD: 

Oh, by all means, Mr. Speaker. 

Name him. Name him. 

I trust the man but, Mr. Speaker, when he says, oh, it 

could go to $1 million. He should be supporting efforts to get more 

money, to increase the service, ~!r. Speaker. 

MR. NEARY: Time is up'. Time is up~ 

Tn-7 

MR. AYLWARD: I would like to stand on a platform anywhere in Newfoundlancl 

with this gentleman when he decries Legal Aid like he has done here. 

MR • NEARY : Time is up~ 

't-lR. AYLWARD: ""r. Speaker, what will they say on Rell Island. 

No wonder if what I hear is true -

AN HONOUl!.ABLE 'P-IEMBER: l'r. ~peaker, a point of orrler -

MR. ATI.WARD: - he is going to leave Bell Island. 

MR. NEARY: A point of order, ~r. Speaker. 

MF.. AYLWARD: No wonder he is leaving Rell Island. 

\fR. ROBF.RTS: A point of order, Sir. Would the honourable gentleman like 

to sit down while I make the point. I am quite willing to listen to the 

honourable gentleman's ranting and ravings at any length that is perniftted 

by the House. But, Your Honour did say just a minute or so ago that the 

honourable gentleman's time had expired 

MR. AYLWARD: Oh,no -

MR. ROBERTS: Yes, Sir. And Your Honour then said,as is Your Honour's 

courteous· practice that Your Honour would allow him a moment or so to 

draw his remarks to a close. That is fine, Sir, but the honourable 

gentleman is apparently launching himself on yet another assault upon 

the gentleman from Bell Island. Sir, I would suggest that is not dra'Wi.nr 

his remarks to a close. 

NR.. AYLWARD: To that point of order. To that point of order, Hr. 

Speaker, I was drawing my remarks to a close. You r,ave me a minute and a h~lf -

MR. ROBERTS: Rear! Rear~ 

MR. AYLWARD: - and I think I spent thirty seconds of this. 

Let me say this, Mr. Speaker, in closinr,. This is a great piece 

of legislation. I only hope that someone on the other side 9tands up 

and supports this because it should. and I hope will receive the sunport of 

every honourable gentleman in this Rouse. 
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_rll . NEARY: Would the honourable member permit me? Your Honour -

'fR. SPEAKER (STAGG): Order, please! 

Ml!. NEARY: Your Honour, there is a point of orde.r before the :House. 

I believe Your Honour has to rule on the point of order before the 

member can throw another tantrum. 

MR. SPF.AKEP (STAGG): We cannot have three hQnourable members on their 

feet at the same Ume. I miyht add that the hQDQurable member's time 

has expired unfoYtunately. 

The hQnourable the Minister of Mines and Energy. 

'1-!R. BARRY: I would like t .o have a few CQDtents on this bill, Mr. 

Spe;i.lcer. I find it amazing really that the remarks that came out of the 

honourable J,(embe·r f ·or B_ell I .sland. He l!IUSt ha-ve had an off day, Mr. 

Speaker, because :i.t is not consistent with the noJ'lllal philosophy that 

the honourable member espouses in this Rouse. Th.e honourable membe.r sets 

himself up as a champion of the underdog. Mr. Speaker, he sets hill!Self 

up as a champion of the consumer, a ch~ion of all eleuents of our 

soc:f.ety, Mr. Speaker. And here we have him attempting to peut to ridicule 

a bill 
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MR. BARRY: that I suppose as much as any other piece of legislation 

that will ever be put before this honourable House will do more to 

protect tre rip,hts, to improve the position of the ordinary Newfoundlander 

than any other piece of lerislation we can exnect to see. 

We have heard, !1r. Speaker, that -

MR. NEARY: Another Indian Chief! 

MR. SPEAKER (STAGG): Order, please! 

MR. BARRY: It is often alleged there is one law for the rich and 

one law for the poor.. And, Mr. Speaker, that has been true. As a lawyer 

who has practiced I can say that that has been true,bPcause we know, 

we all know and you do not have to practice law to know this, that there 

are instances where some ordinary person will have what he considers to he 

a cause of action, what he considers to be a grievance or an injustice, uhich 

he will not pursue in the courts or elsewhere because he is afraid that 

he can not bear the cost that would be incurred in so doing, because he 

has not been able to afford the cost of pursuinr the remedies that he 

is entitled to just the same as any other citizen of this Province, of this 

Country. 

Ve have seen that some people have been in a position to pursue their 

reme.dies whether they be civil or criminal because they could afford to do 

so. That, Mr. Speaker, is what I mean when I say that there has been one 

law for the rich alld one for the poor and I think that until 

MR.· HDRPHY; Al Vardy is the best example of that. 

MR. BARRY: - Legal Aid came on the scene, this was true not just in this 

Province but in many other provinces.Rut we now have a situation, Mr. Speaker, 

where any citizen of this Province can go to Legal Aid, can set out a 

cause of action, can set out a grievance or an area where he believes an 

injustice has been done and can obtain from the state, from the taxpayers' 

dollars, can obtain assistance in meeting the cost of protecting the 

rights that he is entitled to protect just the same as his fellow 

Newfoundlander who is in a more advantageous position having a greater 

income or greater savings or being somewhat better off. 
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Unfortunately, Mr. Speaker, we have also seen in this Province 

that there has been one law for the urban Newfoundlander and one law 

for the rural Newfoundlander,because we have seen a phenomenon, again 

it is not unique to this Province but that has occurred,where lawyers 

had tended to congregate in St. John's initially and then one or two 

in the larger towns such as Grand Falls and the City of Corner Brook. 

MR. NEARY: Where will the second mortgage m~ney be secured? 

MR. BARRY: But, Mr. Speaker, you have found that very few lawyers 

were out in the . rural areas of our Province. Now this is changing 

and this will continue to change as more lawyers come into the .Province 

and this is why I am sure the honourable Member for Bell Island will 

encoura~e more lawyers to come on the scene, to encourage lawyers moving 

out all around the Province. 

MR. NEARY : A man should be able to represent himself in court . 

MR. BARRY: Because, Mr. Speaker, if any man is permitted to represent 

himself in court, just as any man is able to take out his own appendix 

if he is so inclined, Mr. Speaker, and we might be interested in seeing 

the honourable Member for Bell Island attempt to engage in that 

or perhaps in brain surgery. 

AN !ION . MEMBER: In what? 

i.m. BARRY: In brain surgery -

MR. MURPHY: You cannot do the impossible. 

MR. BARRY: I am sure -

MR. MURPHY: You have to have something to work on. 

MR; BARRY: I am sure, Mr. Speaker, that there could be a set of 

tweezers found that could be made available to the honourable member. 

Anyhow I did not mean that. I did not mean to be unkind to the honourable member. 

MR. MURPHY: He is such a nice fellow, 

MR. BARRY: But, Mr, Speaker, we have seen the situation develop where -

MR. NEARY: Next time I will give you more, 

MR. BARRY: - throughout the years people in the rural areas of the Province have 

either been unable to 
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obtain a 1..,,,,er when they require one or else have had to pay much more 

in the way of legal fees because of the travelling distance incurred by 

the lawyer,because of the additional time the lawyer spends out of the 

office and so on. The individual in rural Newfoundland has ended up 

paying more for the protection that he is entitled to, for the legal 

assistance that he is entitled to the same as his fellow Newfoundlander 

who happens to reside in an urban area where there are lots of lawyers. So 

we have a bill before this House now that will benefit people in our 

Province who cannot nomally afford to pay the cost of legal services. It 

will benefit the rural Newfoundlander who has up to now been at a disadvantage 

because of the additional cost that he has had to incur. Not only, Mr. Speaker, 

does this bill provide for assistance with respect to criminal matters 

but I found when I was practising law, and I know the situation has 

continued since then, that lawyers involved in Legal Aid are involved in 

the protection of the consumer. They are acting for the consumer and 

are assisting citizens in dealing with government and municipalities. 

They are providing counselling often in financial matters, in domestic 

matters. ~ guess, Mr. Speaker, I have had the privilege of doing 

a number of Legal Aid cases when I was practising,both under the Legal 

Aid Progrmmn.e and before then, before the Legal Aid Progrmmn.e got underway. 

AN BON. MEMBER: Charity. 

MR.. BARRY: But in any evant, Mr. Speaker - not charity -

doing what as a lawyer you had a responsibility to do. Mr. Speaker, we !tot 

an indication of a large n\Dber of our people who are taking advantage 

of the :Legal Aid Programme, and I am sure that they will be happy to 

know that the assistance they have gotten is being ridiculed by the 

Bon. Member for Bell Island. I am amazed really at a man who sets himself 

up as the protector, the promoter of the cause of the ordinary Newfoundlander, 

to have h~ pass off the obvious advantages to, every man, woman and child 

in this Province from hsving this bill approved. And, Mr. Speaker, I 

hope that every member of this honourable Bouse, including the Hon. Member 

for Bell Island, gets up and gives wholehearted support to this bill and 

votes for this bill when it is put before the House. Because, Mr. Speaker, 
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it is something that will go far to protect the rights of our 

citizens, and it is a step forward, a step in the right direction, 

and I ask the Hon. Member for Bell Island to recansider. His, 

I take in good grace, and I think •~ is doing a very worthwhile 

job in keeping the legal profession on its toes, and I know every 

lawyer appreciates the conments Clbat the Hon. Member for Bell Island 

makes, and I hope he will continue to keep the legal profession on its 

toes to ensure that it~remains alert to its public duty. Bnt, 

Mr. Speaker, he should not let bis over-zealousness blind hiJa to the 

obvious effects, the obvious adv11Dtages for every Newfoundlander 

of having this bill approved by this Legislature. 

MR. SPEAltER (Kr. Stagg): If the minister speaks now he closes 

the debate. 

MR. HICKMAN: Mr. Speaker, the Hon. Member for Placentia, for the 

both Placentiae have very effectively answered the position of 

the Opposition as put by the Hon. Member for Bell Island. 

MR. ROBERTS : 

KR. HICKMAN: 

MR. ROBERTS: 

MR. HICKMAN: 

Will you permit a question? 

No, Mr. Speaker. 

Okay, I thank the honourable gentleman. 

There are two points that I wish to refer to in 

connection with the comnents made by the justice critic for the 

Opposition. One,there was a suggestion that the legal profession 

are making a great deal of money offthis operation. Mr. Speaker, 

I have no hesitancy in saying and advising this House that the 

fees being charged for the legal profession by the lawyers who 

participate in the Legal Aid Progr-e are not only modest but 

considerably 
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below that going and that would be charged in a normal practice. ~ay 

I give this House just a few examples of the average cost per case which 

includes both fees and disbursements. Brea~, ent~, and theft, ~171.11. 

Fraud, forgery, and false pretenses, the average $154.09. Narcotics 

cases, an average of $278.73. Appeals -

MR. NEARY: How about getting horses out of camels? 

MR. HICKMAN : -$243.91. Hit and run, $150.74. Willful, 'mal1d.011s, 

mischievous damage, SU0.00. Breach of parole,probation or 1-ond, $R<J.55. 

These are t:he -

'41!. NEARY: Is that a minute or an hour? 

MR. HICKMAN: That is an average cost, fees and disbursements per case , 

Mr. Speaker, which indicates to me and I would hope indicates to the 

taxpayers of this Prov:f.nce that the legal profession are indeed providing 

a very valuable social service to the people of this Province. 

MR. NEARY: Your name will be put on the top of the list. 

?-fR. HICKMAN: Indeed, Mr. Speaker, if we looked at even oh, some of the 

more -

?-fR. NEARY: Your name will replace Jim Green's at the too of the list . 

MR. HICKMAN: In fact, here is one for the honourable the Leader of 

the Opposition - the honourable the Member for Bell Island. He is concerned 

about w1.ld animals. I do not quite know why he is so up tight about wild 

animals. But the average cost of defending a case involving wild animals, 

$150.00. 

MR. NEARY: Is that getting a horse out of a -

MR. HICKMAN: Now, Mr. Speaker, the suggestion has been made that the 

Province, the Department of Justice, the Minister of Justice should assume 

responsibility for providing Legal Aid. May I say, °"r. Speaker, that that 

is not a philosophy or a suggestion that can stand the light of day. 

There would be such an apparent, such an obvious conflict of interest: 

if you had a crown prosecutor, a lawyer on the staff of the Pepartment 

of Justice serving as crown prosecutor and then some other lawyer in 

the pay of the Government of Newfoundland on the staff of the Pepartment 

of Justice or even as this public defender system that has been trierl 1n 

some jurisdictions with very limited success -

MR. NEARY: The Nember for Placentia would run it. 
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MR. HICKMAN: - that conflict of interest would in my opinion not 

~ive to an accused person the kind of unbiased fair fearless representation 

that he is entitled to receive when he applies for and is granted Legal 

Aid. 

MR. HICKMAN: This is a good piece of legislation, a good social piece of 

legislation. I know where the government of this Province stands on 

Legal Aid. The Province is aware of the government's attitude, the government's 

willingness to provide funds. The position of Her ~ajesty's Loyal Opposition 

has been very articula~ely put by the justice critic for the Opposition, 

-the honourable the Member for Bell Island. I have no hesitancy in saying 

that the government members, the government benchers will vote for this 

piece of legislation and I think it should be noted that we have nothing 

hut oppositio1' for it from those who occupy the Opposition benches. I 

move second reading. 

On motion a bill, "An Act Respecting A Plan Of Legal Aid For The 

Province," read a second time, ordered referred to a Committee of the 

Whole House on tomorrow. 

AN HONOURABLE MEMBER: Inaudible. 

"MR. ROBERTS: This is going to be one of the longest committee stages, 

"Alex" you have ever seen'. 

MR. HICKMAN: That is because you crossed Ill!: up on Friday. 

MR. SPEAKER: Order, please! 

MR. ROBERTS: We did not cross you up. You were being surly. 

MR. SPEAKER: Order, please! 

MR. NEARY: C.o get your blood pressure checked ; boy! 

Motion second reading of a bill, "An Act Further To Amend The 

Forest Fires Act." (Bill No. 48). 

MR. SPEAKER: 

MR. COLLINS: 

The honourable Minister of Forestry and Agriculture. 

1--fr. Speaker, this amendment is brought about by virtue 

of the fact that since the Province has assumed control 
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or respon_sibility - I should say, contl!.,l and responsibility, for 

forest fire fighting all over Newfoundland. There has to be a few 

changes made1so my officials tell me, and I agree with them, and I 

am sure the House will,too, in that they want to protect government 

in terms of the cost of fighting fires in the event that it can be 

shown that a fire was brought about by negligence on the part of 

Canadian National,for instance,or by any other company for that matter. 

So what we are doing:or what the amendment means, Mr. Speaker, is 

that the Lieutenant Governor-in-Council would have the powers· to 

assess · liabilities and also collect some cost if it could 

be shOV11 that the fire was indeed caused by indiscriminate action 

on the part of a company or a person. Of course, in : teras of a person 

there are very few people I suppose that we could recover any costs 

from. But in the event that a fire, as I say, was caused by Canadian 

National,or anyone else for that matter,if it was proven to be by 

negligence then we would try and recover some of the costs for the first 

two er three days of the fire, 

Essentially, Mr, Speaker, that is the purpost! of the amendment, 

and it gives ae pleasure to move second reading. 

MR.. SPEADR.: The Bon. Leader of the Opposition, 

Mil. ROBER.TS: Mr, Speaker, there is a very dangerous philosophical 

view, at least I have always felt it to be a very dangerous one, Sir, 

one which is an easy one to adopt, an easy trap to fall into, but 

a very, very dangerous position philosophically, politically, realistically 

and all the more dangerous because of the apparent,or first of all because 

of the actual ease with which one can fall into that position and then 

secondly because of the apparent attractiveness of it. The minister's 

speech, Sir, and this bill.the bill which he introduced, provide 

a very good ex-ple of it, what I am talking about. The philosophical 

doctrine, Sir, is that the end somehow justifies the means. Now, Sir, 

nobody . could quarrel with the end of controlling forest fires,or 

of preventing them to begin with.and then if they do occur despite the 
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prevention, the pevention measurea,of controlling them, Nor 

would anybody for one minute quarrel with what I believe should 

be the policy adopted by the gover11111ent of this Province with 

respect to the fighting of forest fires. Dallely • that it should be 

the government who fights then., and I think that is the policy now. 

It does not matter where a fire breaks out, Sir, whether it breaks out 

on Crown limits. on paper ctapany limits, on other privately held 

limits. As far as I aa concerned, Sir, it is the duty of the 

government of this Province to fight that forest fire just as it is 

the duty of the government of the Province• which they discharge through 

the St. John I s Fire Department or through municipal f:lre organizations 

to fight the fires which break out in homes and bain.esses throughout 

our Province from tille to t:iae. But, Sir, that is the end. If ve 

support the end, I do not think anybody would quarrel with it. I do 

not see how anybody could. And if a fire breaks out on Bowaters l:lmita 

or on Price limits it should not be there responsibility to fight it. 

They should help. They should co-opted. Their men should be made available. 

Their resources should be made available. And I • quite willing to say 

that financially they should bear at least that part of the cost which 

is in relation to their benefit. I do not see any reason why the people 

of the Province should be out of pocket• Mr. Speaker, to pay money to 

protect property which belongs to a private company, property which that 

company will use,quite legitimately,but nonetheless will use for their 

own private profit. 

So, Sir, the end is acceptable, Bu~,•Mi-. Speaker, 

the means in this case is open to very real question. And, Sir, this 

is part of the trend which this administration seems to have fallen 

into. I am not proposing to debate any other bill, Sir, but the 

principle of this bill, I submit, is exactly the same in spirit as 

other bills which we have seen brought before this House, Sir, some of which 

are still before the House. The Minister of Tourism's bill on the 

Wildlife Act, an infamous bill, has the . same sort of principle 

in it, the end justifies the means. I am sorry to see the minister 

leaving. Maybe he is going out for a cigarette or maybe he is not leaving, 
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But, I think, he should :listen to what we have to say because I 

think it is quite relevant and quite im.portan.t. This bill, Si.r, 

if it is passed without amendment, and I hope it will not be, and 

I hope we do not see the sort of child.ish surliness that the 

Minister of .Justice just exhibited as only he can. I hope the 

minister will rise above that and will rise to the occassion. This 

bill would do far more than provide that the government can collect 

when they are out of pocket in connection with forest fire fighting. 

That is acceptable. I mean, as a statement of policy, I would be the 

first to accept it, to agree wi.th it, to endorse it and. to say let us 
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implement it. Rut, Sir, this bill, Section (2) - and I submit this is 

the principle of the bill really, it is the only thing the 

minister mentioned. The bill only has four section and two of 

them are procedural and two are substantive - this bill would 

allow the government, would allow the government unilaterally, 

arbitrarily to determine how much they are going to collect, no 

right of appeal, no right of a paper company to say.hold on now, 

either we are not liable at all,and we are not, you know;and no 

mea~s of determining that. And then if it is found that they are 

liable or if they agree that they are liable, no means to determine how 

much they should be liable for. 

Now let us look, Sir, at the section, section (2) it provides 

let us use non-technical language but I think I am describing 

its import and its effect accurately, that where it is determined,in 

effect,that a fire has broken out on private limits, a determination 

made by the government, or by a person or comm:1.ttee da da da da and 

so forth. The minister should go to the Governor in Council and the 

minister - or the company shall pay such compensation as appears to the 

Lieutenant-Governor in Council to be sufficient to any person adversely 

affected by the exercise of the power, that is one point. The second 

point is in number (3), section (3), the Lieutenant-Governor in Council 

may7 by order published in the Newfoundland Gazette, require da da da da 

to pay the total cost or such proportion of the total cost as may be 

specified in the order incurred by Her Majesty in extinquishing forest 

fires for such lands,and any order made under this section may specify 

the details of the payment and it also provides, Sir, that such an order 

may be, the government may take it to court and sue as if it were a debt, 

Now, Sir, let me deal with section (3), because section (2) 

I will come back to it deals with a slightly different situation. But I think 

this section (3), Sir, is a very dangerous power because under it the 

minister and I, I am sorry, the Lieutenant-Governor in Council, presumably 

on the minister's initiative but Cabinet as a whole-- I am willing to say acting 
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in good faith. They may not be but I will grant that most often 

Cabinets do - may arbitrarily, unilaterally, without any reference 

to anybody, order a private owner, perhaps my friend from Bonavista 

North who has, what,a lease on a couple of hundred acres up on 

the Gander River -

MR. THOMS: 140 Acres. 

MR. ROBERTS: 140 acres,is it, on which he grows vast quantities of 

potatoes and turnips and vegetables. That is a legitimate interest, 

a proper interest and I wish we had a hundred more farmers in Newfoundland 

who woUld grow a hundred acres of potatoes each. It would be a very good 

thing indeed. 

Now, Sir, supposing for some reason the Lieutenant-Governor in 

Council requires the lessee in this case, he has possession or control 

of lands within the Province, to pay the total cost as may be specified 

in the order incurred by Her Majesty in extinquishing forest fires on 

his land. Reasonable enough but it does not say who determines the 

costs. We may get a situation where the minister or the Cabinet decide 

that all of the costs of extinquishing all of the fires next month on 

the Gander River,if we should be so unfortunate as to have any, are taxed 

to,one man's land. No, Sir, I do not need to go on at any great length 

on this but I want to make that one point, This act is deficient. It 

should be withdrawn. It should be taken back to the draftsmen. The 

draftsmen should be told to put a provision in that where a person against 

whom an order is made is aggrieved and does not feel either that he is liable, 

or that his liability has been properly assessed, he may have an appeal, 

perhaps to an arbitration board under the Expropriation Act, perhaps 

to a court,_ and that then if the appeal settles it the matter will go forward. 

I have no objection to it being made an automatic debt. That is not an 

offensive provision, that is quite a normal administrative provision. The 

S.S.A. Act is an example of that. 

But, Sir, as it now stands thus bill puts too much power in the 

hands -of the Cabinet. I am surprised the Justice Minister,who formerly used 

to be a man who told us he was concerned 
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with c1v11 liberties and the rights of the subjectlwould a]low such 

legislation to come in. It is quite simple, Sir. The cabinet can make 

an order. The words are there, bald, naked, and the order can just say, 

to pay the total cost or such proportion of the total cost as may be 

specified by the ordPr incurred by Her Majesty in extinquishing forest 

fires from the lands under his control. It is putting too much power 

in the hands of the cabinet. There can be no reason ·against allowing 

an appeal provision, no reason at all for it. 

The minister wiil probably say1 or one of his colleagues will say 

for hjm, oh well, we are going to use this power reasonahly. But, Sir, 

the books are fillet! and the centuries are filled with precedents where 

reasonahlP legislation has heen used unreasonably. That is why I began 

by saying that there is a very dangerous doctrine evidenced in this bill, 

that the end justifies the means. If the end is acceptable, it matters 

IB-1 

not what means we used to get that end. That is what is happening .here. 

The end is perfectly acceptable, ~ir, and it would be low of any honourable 

gentleman opposite,worthy only of the Minister of Justice to get up and 

say, oh, ,:.•ell, we are somehow against this bill because we feel that the 

means arp not acceptable. The end is perfectly acceptable. 

If a fire breaks out on my colleague's land and he is somehow 

responsible for 1 t within the normal meaning of that, let him pay the 

costs. If 1t is to his benefit to have it extinquished, let him pay 

a fair share of the costs. Althm1gh I might add, if the fire breaks out 

in the honourahle gentleman's home here in St. John's,and he sends for 

the f1re department and they come and they put out the fire, he does not 

then get a bill from his colleague, the Minister of Justice or from 

the cabinet for that. He pays for it as part of his taxes. It would be 

a far more effective hill, a far more effective principle to implement 

the policy to say th~t my friend and anybody else who owns land in this 

Province shall pay a fire protection tax. We will raise enough money through 

a fire protection tax to pay the cost of our fire fighting services. 

The administration, Sir, have got an acceptable end but a very 

objectionahle means. I would urge the minister to withdraw this bill. 

It could be redrafted in a day or so. It would not he a difficult job, 

but a very important principle. I just heard the gentleman from Placentia 

East in one of his fights of oratorical fancy say - and I agreed with him 
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for once - that the rights - I am paraphrasing him and I think I am putting 

them accurately and I think his collearue, the Minister of Health, would 

agree,that the rights of the subject must be paramount, that the rights 

of an individual against the state must be jealously guarded and protected. 

Sir, this bill flies in the face of that. 

Oh, maybe I am taking the unusual circumstance. Maybe in ninety-nine 

out of 100 that will not be the way this bill works. It could well be. 

But, Sir, it is the hundredth that must concern us. All of our civil 

liberties ~ all of the great landmarked cases, he they here or anyvhere, 

where we have concerns with civil liberties, came because of the 

one hundredth case. F.ven in the bihle, it tells us that, I am more 

concerned - I think our ~aviour was speaking - he is more concernerl 

with the one who strayed frOlll the fold than with the ninety and nine who 

were in the fold. 

This Rouse, ~ir, should be concerned with the exceptirn, with the 

injustice that could be done. Your Honour seems about to spring up to 

call it one o'clock. If Your Ronour wishes I will call it one and we will 

have a good lm1ch and we will resume at three and carry on with the roint. 

MR. SPEAKER: It is to be notpd that the honourable Leader of the Opposition 

has adjourned the debate. 

I now call it one of the clock and leave the Chair until three of 

the clock this afternoon. 
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The House resumed at 3: 00 P .1-1'. 

Mr. Speaker in the Chair. 

MF. SPF-'°IKEP.: 

!-'JI. ROBERTS: 

The honourable Leader of the Opposition. 

Thank you, Mr. Spea_ker. We are back on bill No. 48, "An 

IB-1 

Act Further To Amend The Forest Fires Act." I had, I think, pretty well 

concluded the point which I wished to make with respect to this bill, 

this amendment to the Forest Fires Act»and to bring the matter back into 

a framework I would like to just repeat the point very briefly. That 

is tha·t this bill, Sir, is a very good example of the very dangerous 

philosophy adopted by this administration 1it would seem. That philosophy 

is the view that the end somehow justifies the means. 

The end here is eminently desirable. Anything which will increase 

the protection from forest fires atforded to our legislature - to our land, 

our forest land in this Province is something which we should very much 

encourage. But, Sir, to try to achieve that end by giving the cabinet 

the power unilaterally,without recourse to law, without recourse to appeal, 

without recourse to anything except their own opinion, their own judgement, 

to give them the power to assess unlimited sums of money limited only by 

the very vague phrasing, such proportion of the total - I am sorry - the 

very vague phrase, "and to pay the total cost incurred by Her Majesty 

in extinquishing forest fires on such lands," that, Sir, is too broad 

a grant of power. 

There are no limits on that, Sir. It could be argued - I do 

not know whether successfully or not - but it certainly could be argued 

with some force under those words which are the words taken from Section 

(3) of the bill, it could be argued that a proportion of the salary 

of the 1-finister of Forestry and Agriculture would have to be paid by any 

individual whose private land had been burned by forest fire and the 

forest fire had been fought by government agencies. It could be maintained 

that the chief forester's salary in part would have to be borne. 

There is nothing here to say, nothing here to limit those words, 

There is nothing there to provide for any appeal against a determination 

by the cabinet. There is nothing here to provide for anything except an 

arbitrary unilateral decision by the cabinet. Now, Sir, that is too wide 

a grant of power to give the cabinet. It is unnecessary in the circumstances. 

It is something that they just do not need. So, I again suggest to the 
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minister that he should withdraw this bill or we should adjourn the debate 

now and he should go back to the draftsmen and get a clause which could be 

put in, he should assure us it will be put in and then at Committee stage 

it could be put in, a clause saying simply that any order made by the minister 

under this act shall be appealed either as to the detennination of liability, 

the first decision which must be made is to whether or not a person is 

liable, then, assuming he is found liable, the appeal against the second 

fact or the second factor in it which is the amount assessed. 

As I said at the outset, Mr. Speaker, there is a very real danger. 

I think we have seen any number of examples of it in this House in this 

session, and if we had searched the statute books for the last twentv-five 

years, we could probably find many more. But we have seen the Wildlife 

Act come in I we saw the abortive bill, the creation of the Newfoundland 

and Labrador Hydro Corporation bill which we are told,and I assume we 

will get legislation to limit it, but as it now stands that corporation has 

unlimited authority to borrow money. 

Here now we have a bill which gives the minister power, a wide grant 

of power. 'The Governor in Council"may by order published in The Newfoundland 

Gaaette require owners, lessees, licensees and other persons having possession 

or control of land within the Province to pay the total costs or such 

proportion of the total costs as may be specified 
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in the order,incurred by Her Majesty in extinguishing forest fires 

in such lands,and an order made under this section may specify 

the circwnstances in which payment shall be made, including without 

limiting the generality of the foregoing the location, cause,extent and 

period of duration of forest fires,and any payment required to be made 

under this section pursuant to such order may be recovered by Her Majesty 

as a debt following action in a court of competent jurisdictionJlit is 

a very wide grant of power, Sir. It is unnecessarily wide, and I submit 

that it should not go thmough the House in that form. The proper way, 

I submit, is to allow an appeal to a judge of the Supreme Court or 

alternately to an Expropriation Board or a board set up under the 

Expropriation Act .an appeal 9'aint either the finding of liability or 

the determination of liability by the minister,or alternately an appeal 

against the assessment, the actual mmunt of the asses•ent. Other than 

that, Mr. Speaker, the bill is largely objectionable because that is 

really the only substantive point in the bill. Clause (2) of the 

bill is essentially a procedural point. It enables the minister to have 

the power to appoint an Expropriation Board where, in certain circumstances, 

he has the duty of determining the amounts to be paid to persons affected 

by orders which he has made under the legislation. The minister is then 

allowed to appoint a board and in effect the Expropriation Act is made 

part of the Forest Fire Act for these purposes. I think that is a reasonable 

enough suggestion, and I am quite happy to go along with that. 

But the other one, Sir, the point made in Section (3), the 

one of the grant of power to the minister, Sir, that is too much. It 

should not go through without challenge. It will not go through without 

challenge. It should not go through without amendment, and I hope the 

government will listen to reason on this, will listen to logic, will do 

what is right and proper and that is to protect the interests of the 

persons who could be affected and the way to protect it, as I have said~ 

is by amending the act, Now I hope that the menber for Placentia East, 

who is so vocal and outspoken in his defense of legal rights,will make 

it quite clear where he stands on this one. It is very well for him to 

attack the gentlemen here for voicing their views. It is very well for the 
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Minister of Justice to play his low little games and sly little 

games but let them now say where they stand on a very important 

principle~ Do they believe - and silence from the Minister of 

Justice will indicate that he in fact does believe that he sponsors 

this legislation and endorses it and now that it has been pointed 

out to them and it would be charitable and assumes that they 

had not realized it before, they had not looked at the legislation 

in this light - do they believe now that the cabinet should have the 

power to say to an owner of land, "He have determined what the total 

cost of fighting a forest fire on your land is, We say what they are, 

You cannot challenge that, And we now say that you must pay them 

in all or in part, and you cannot challenge that either. And if you 

do not like that• you cannot do anything about it, You cannot go to 

court, you cannot object in any way. The law is the law, and there is 

the law, And if you do not pay it we are going to take you to court and 

we will get a judgment against you, and we will attach your wages 

or we will seize your property and send the bailiff to sell it?11 

I think, Sir, it is too wide a grant of power. and I would 

ask, the ministry to - the Minister of Justice is leaving now. I would 

assume that he or one of his colleagues will speak to indicate just 

where they stand on this bill. Sir, there is no need for it to go 

through in its present form. It will be a positive harm to the 

public interests of this Province. and I ask the ministry to let 

it stand and to reconsider it and then amended it along the lines 

as I have suggested. Thank you. 

MR. CROSBIE: Mr. Speaker, I move the adjournment of the debate. 

MR. SPEAKER: It has been noted that the Hon. Minister of Fisheries 

moved the adjournment of the debate. 

MR. CROSBIE: Motion 4, Mr. Speaker. 

MR. SPEAKER: Motion 4 is a motion on the Order Paper to be moved 

by the Hon. Minister of Justice. It is really the report of 

the Seclect Colllllittee on the Inshore Fishery. 
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The Hon. Minister of Fisheries. 

MB.. CROSBIE: Mr. Speaker• I ria.e to move that the House 

adopt this motion. Now this 110tion, Mr. Speaker. is to thank the 

s ·elect Committee on the Inshore Fishery for their report. for the 

diligence and perception which the committee mf(!mbess brought to their 

task. It directs the government to investigate :IJaed:l.ately the 

feasibil:l.ty of implementing those recommendatiOIIS -,of the repo.tt tliat 

are within provincial jurisd:Lction. 

Now, Mr. Speaker. :lD. opeuing debate on the motion 

todlf.y I do not intend to be very long. 
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MR. CROSBIE: I will make a few preliminary remarks and then of 

course I would like to listen to any honourable member who has 

a contribution to make to the debate. And then when I speak in winding 

up the debate on this motion I will be able to deal with the remarks 

that have been made and also to discuss the recommendations in the 

report and what the position is on all or most of those recommendati.ons. 

So first, Mr. Speaker, I would like to con~ratulate the Member for 

Placentia East and themembers of his committee for the hard work and 

the time and effort they put in their hearinis and into this report. 

,OME HON. MEMBERS: Hear! Hear! 

MR. CROSBIE: When the committee was appointed I said that we realize 

that with the time limitation that they had that there was only H certain 

amount they could do . But at the primarv level several of the main reasons for 

having the Select Committee or askinp, the House to appoint the Select 

Committee was to give the inshore fishermen of the Province and those 

interested in the industry the chance to present their views publicly, 

since in the preceeding months there has been the offshore or the trawler 

fishery th.at: vas getting most of the public attention. It Has a 1rnhlic 

chance to put their views and su~~estions before the public through 

this Select Committee or the members of the industry anc members of 

the trade and I believe, Mr. Speaker, in that respect that the Committee 

was most successful. They met in many parts of the Island. They Rave 

the opportunity to hundreds of fishermen to apoear before therr, or.J to 

other groups to submit briefs,and I think that their report itself is 

a very workmanlike document, very many sensible recol!'l'?endations an~ they 

are to be con!'ratulated on it. It was not expected,of course.thnt it 

could be anythinr: approachin,:: a royal commission report 1-1hich to tio 

proper.Ly you would have to - it would take a royal commission, i f there was one 

appointed, six months or a year to really stucfv and report hack •. ~nd 1 clouht, 

?fr. Speaker, whether many of the recommendations ,.,o,.lrl be much ,li fferent pven 

if a year had teen taken. 

Now, Mr. Speaker, we are now ..-n~nr; to have this debate on the 

prohlems that face our fishery and I am goin~ to address myself just to 

a coup.Le of those nroblems and to the ICNAF Conference t!,at ;~ ~oi nn on 
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now in Edinburrh, Scotland. The primary problem of the fishery. 

'.,,h ich is a5'reed I helieve on all sides now, Mr. Speaker, is 

the problem of the declining resource, that the resource is 

dPcl.ininr, tnat the catch per unit of effort,as it is called by 

the economists,has been declinin~ year after year, that there are 

too Many people out fishinr, for the same stock of fish off the 

East Coast of Canada, too Many countries in the world, too many 

trawlers, too great an effort and of course this is reflected in our 

inshore fishery by the fact that fewer and fewer stocks of fish are 

p,ettinr inshore so that the inshore fishermen can catch them and 

make a l1v1nr. at fish catching and processinp.. 

T believe, Mr. Speaker, that in 1973 the total catch of fish 

t:i1<en 1i1 tile ~orthwest Atlantic, in the area that comes under ICNAF 

totalled 4,500,000 tons and I believe also that the catch taken last 

year 1.n the same area was some 4,0IJ0,000 tons. a decline of '500,000 tons. 

And there is no question, µr. Speaker, that for any nation that is out 

there fishin)! on any economic basis, that you can no longer operate a 

tr1>wler in these conditions economically or in any sense of economic 

viahility. 

~lm-1 the thin!!, Mr. Speaker - because there is too much effort for 

the amount of fish there is out there to be cau~ht. The point is as far as 

the East Coast Canadian fishery is concerned, Mr. Speaker, is that we 

do not have the mobility of the foreign fishing fleets, that if the 

Northuest Atlantic fishery is depleted so that it becomes uneconomic 

or no lonr.er any p.reat desirability to fish those etocks of fish, a fleet 

such as the llussian fleet and the East Geman fleet and the Polish fleet 

anci other fleets, once they have depleted that fishery can move on somewhere 

else in the world,•With the kind of fleet they have and facilities and 

factc,ry ships and the rest they can move on to some other area and 

fish that area. Rut the trawler fleets of Eastern Canada and the inshore 

fishermen cannot move. 
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They do not have this viability or this ability to ~ove to fish elsewhere. 

It is therefore, of course, the fact that these stocks must he protected 

first for the coastal fishermen. That is something that d1o not seem 

to be too well realized until perhaps the last year or so. 

Well, all honourable members know Hhat happened at the Law of the 

Sea Conference and that that is adjourned now until next varch or April 

in New York. I think it is generally accepted that the majority of nations 

at Geneva have agreed with the concept of a 200 mile economjc zone that 

will enable the coastal state to protect the fishing resource, not the 

Continental Shelf as we have requested hut a 200 mile economic zone where 

the coastal state would determine insofar as fish are concerned what the 

total allowable catch should he every year for the various species, what 

catch the coastal state could and would take itself, and what catr.h 

would be allowed to l>e caught by the fishing fleets of other nations. 

The coastal state would then control and supervise and enforce all nf this. 

I think it is widely accepted that the vast majority of nations 

at f'.eneva have accepted that principle. Jlowever, they wi 11 not agree 

to deal with the fishery resource separate and apart from all of the 

other issues that are now before the Law of the Sea Conference, many of which 

have nothing to do with the fishery. The question of minerals and oil 

and gas beyond the 200 mile limit, the question of passage through international 

straits and a whole host of other questions that have nothing to do with the 

fishery are not agreed,and the nations at that r.onference want 

a convention that is going to deal with all these matter and will not agree 

to deal with the fishery issue first even though 1t is so pressing. 

That being the case, this House of Assemhly has taken the position 

by way of resolution which we sent to the Cov~rnment of Canada that 

unilateral action should be taken. The Law of the Sea Conference at Geneva 

was not successful this year. That Conference was not successful this year. 

Well then the suggestion -

MR. NEARY: Are they not meeting later on this yeaT? 

~- CROSBIE: They are meeting again next year 1n ~'arch or AprH starting 

next year again in New York. 

Now, ~r. SpeakeT, the next situation put forward, the l.atJ of the Sea 
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Conference not having resolved these matters this year, the next position 

put forvard was that there is going to be a meeting of ICNAF, the International 

Commission on the Northwest Atlantic Fishery, in June, their annual meetin~ in 

June in Edinburgh, Scotland,and that Canada was making certain proposals 

at that meeting which if accepted by the seventeen nations that are members 

of ICNAF would mean that there might be time then to wait another few 1110nths 

or another year to see if an international agreement can be reached on the 

200 mile economic zone. 

That Conference started in Edinburgh, Scotland on Tuesday. I was 

present there on Tuesday and Wednesday for the first two days of that 

meeting as an observer. The people there who represent Canada are 

Dr. Needler,whowas a Deouty Minister of Fisherle~ of Canada for manv 

years,and two commissioners, Mr. Gus Etchegary of Fishery Products Limited 

and ~r.Kjell Henrickson of Nickersons from North Sydney. 

They are the three commissioners and of course there are also other 

representatives of industry and the fishermen and the Department of 

Fisheries of Canada present at that meeting. 

At that meeting Canada is making certain proposals. Those proposals 

may or may not be accepted by the nations who are at the ICNAF meeting. 

The Canadian proposals are, first, for a reduction in fishing effort on 

~roundfish stocks in sub-areas (2), (3) and (4) of ICNAF for 1976. The 

Canadian delegation pointed out that in recent years the catches and 

catches per tmit of effort of most important groundfish stocks in the 

convention ~rea off the Canadian Coast have declined. For Canadian 

fishermen catch per unit levels have now reached the point where severe 

economic hardships are being experienced by most Eastern Canadian Fishing 

communities. To provide relieve for Canadian fishing communitfes and to 

improve the economic base for fishermen of all countries, Canada proposes 

a substantial reduction of fishing effort in 1976 on groundfish in 

suh-areas (2), (3) and (4) by all countries except the coastal state. 

Now, that should be noted because there is some confusion about 

that. 
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Canada's suggestion of a reduction of fishing effort does not 

include any reduction by the coastal state,Canada. It is a reduction 

for the other foreign fishing fleets. It is proposed that the 

reduction take the form of decreases by each country of a number of 

fishing days in each ICNAF division,or in some cases groups of 

divisions,by their vessels in each of a number of size categories. 

These reductions would be a certain minimum percentage. And the 

percentage suggested is forty per cent below the 1973 level for 

each gear and size category vessels in each division. Now the 

analysis indicates that while such a reduction of fishing effort 

as that would cause an immediate reduction in catch - the reduction 

in catch this year would probably be of the order, in 1976, would 

probably be of the order of forty per cent - the resulting affect 

in the stocks would lead to a recovery of the catch to close to 

present levels within a few years to the economic benefit of all. 

The stocks will have a chance to come back. and then the ships 

out there fishing, the reduced number of ships fishing, the reduced 

number of fishing days, would all be more economically viable. They 

would have a greater catch per trip and the trawler fishing industry would 

111tair. become economically viable. So that is the first proposal that is 

made by the Canadian delegation of ICNAF, that next year there 

should be a forty per cent reduction in fishing effort by all the 

forejgn fishing fleets except the coastal states. That is forty per cent 

below the amount set for 1973. 

There is also a second Canadian proposal -

MR. BARRY: What is the reaction to that? 

KR. CROSBIE: I am going to come to that. 

There is also a second Canadian proposal on the 

national allocation of T.A.C. 's. The T. A. C. is the total allowable 

catch. ICNAF was formed,by the way, Mr. Speaker, in 1949. It has 

been op~rating since 1949. The T.A.C.'s are set for each of these 

ICNAF areas and sub-areas each year based on the scientific evidence, 

the advice of a Scientific Conmittee, and the total allowable catch is 

set for each species in each area~ And Canada is proposing that the 
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national allocation of quotas - once you set the quotas, let us say, 

for codfish in sub-area 2 or whatever the area is, you have to 

decide how much each of the nations fishing is going to get, that 

in allocating those quotas nationally Canada is suggesting that 

from the total allowable catch of each stock ·as re~ended by 

STACRES, that is the Scientific Comittee, and agreed by the commission, 

first deduct the estimated catch by the coastal state, whether 

in a convention area or outside it, and then divide the 

reaainder mainly on a historical basis vith an allowance for new 

entrants, non-members and special needs. 

In other words, once the total allowable catch level 

is set for a particular area you deduct from that what the coastal 

state can catch, what its estimated catch is. Then what is left 

you divide among the foreign fishing fleets. But the coastal state 

comes first. If the Total Allowable Catch in some particular 

area can all be taken by Canada or by Newfoundland then that 

whole T.A.C. for that sub-area goes to Canada and no other foreign 

nation can fish for that species in that area. But if Canada, 

the coastal state, cannot take, let us say, the 60,000 tons of 

cod from that area and the coastal state could only take what they 

had takmin the past, they could only take, say, 10,000 tons, 

well then the other fifty would be divided 11110ng the foreign fishing 

fleets based on their history of fishing in the area and so on and so 

forth. But the important principle would be that the coastal state 

would have first priority and then the T.A.C.'s would be divided anong 

the others. So that is the second proposal. There are-certain areas 

where Canadian fishe'[lllen can take all the T. A.C. 's of those stocks. 

Those particular areas are important to Canadian fishermen whose vessels 

generally have a limited range in species capability and in addition.of 

course, the maintenance of landings is essential to the economic and 

social well-being of the coastal c0111111unities from which these vessels 

operate. And they go on to say, the difficulties caused to Canada 

by the declining catch per unit of effort and so on, and the communities 

dependent on that situation. 
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Now, Mr. Speaker, (I would like a glass of water if there 

are any water Gunga Dinns around.) 

MR._~HY: (I have alreadv ordered one for vou.) 

'ffi. CROSBIE: That you very much. 

Page 3 - mw 
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"R. CROSJllE: Mr. Speaker, those are the two essential positions that 

have b~en put forward by Canada,but there is a third very important 

issue. And the third very important issue is that the scientists ba.se 

their estimate of the total 

MR. NEARY: How is it done? 

MJ'.. CROSJlIF,: - I am coming to that - of the Total Allowable Catch. That 

is hased on b1ological data and so on and it is based on what catches 

are reported for the preceeding year and years. Now if the catches 

reported are not be~nf. reported honestly and accurately to ICNAF,then 

if there is more fish being caught than is being reported from whatever 

the stock is, cod, or flounder or yellowtail or whatever, if the 

information is inaccurate then of course the scientific recommendation as 

to what the Total Allowable Catch is is also inaccurate because it can 

only he as accurate as the data that it is based on. AndCanada now has 

Irrefragable and irrefutable proof that some nations are not properly 

reportin~ the amount they have been catching in the ICNAF area. Not only 

that. another important problem there is that there are by-catches, 

that a nation may be fishingisay,for cod and they may be out to catch 

cod,hut while catching the cod they may also catch flounder and other 

species which they cannot handle and they cannot process or deal with. And 

those snecies are then discarded, thrown back into the water and discarded. 

There is evidence that certain nations are not reporting the 

amount of catch, by-catch which is discarded, but they are not counting 

that and they are not reporting that. Well if that particular nation 

is out to catch cod and it also turns out that when you are catching 

the cod you catch about half as much flounder as cod and that all that 

flounder is disposed of by throwing it overboard and that catch of 

flounder is not reported to ICNAF, then the TAC levels that the scientists 

are recommending for flounder are going to be completely inaccurate because 

the discards have not been reported. 

MR. NEARY: Any evidence of any dead fish arotmd the coast? 
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MR. CROSBIE: Well there is lots of evidence that this has been done . 

So Canada has said that it views with grave concern the fact that 

substantial catches of certain species are not bejng reported to the 

Commission when these catches are made in fisheries directed primarily 

at other species. By-catches whether dis~arded or retained are intended 

to be included in catch quota regulations and are required to be reported. 

Canada urges all nations to make special efforts to report these things 

and the importance of it . And the statement that was made by ~r.T.eRlanc 

last Friday has been reiterated at the ICNAF meeting)and properly so, 

to the effect that if violations continue of failure to report the amount 

caught and report it accurately or failure to report the amount of by-catch 

discarded or of net mesh sizes or whatever, that any nation that is caught 

in that position or with those transgressions in future Canada will take 

action to forbid those nations from having their fishing ships use Canadian 

ports and that position has been made very plain at this ICNAF meetinp,. 

At the present time and in order for a foreign fishing vessel 

to use a Canadian port you have to have a licence from the Minister of 

Fisheries of Canada. It is discretionary to the ~inister of Fisheries 

whether he gives a licence or not. Canada has been granting licences. 

But Canada does not have to and the Minister has now said that Canada 

is not going to grant licences for the fishing vessels of fleets that 

are caught violating the ICNAF rules that I have mentioned. 

MR. NEARY: Does that mean closing the ports? 

MR. CROSBIE: No. No. It has not been suggested that the ports are 

going to be completely closed to all foreign fishing fleets. Mr. LaBlanc 

has stated that they may well be closed to those who violate these 

quotas and regulations. And it may be that if our proposals at 

ICNAF are not accepted at all and as the year goes on perhaps they 

should be closed in any event to all foreign fishing fleets. 

Now if that occurs 
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to any of the nations, to any of the major nations fishing in the North 

West Atlantic that will cause them a lot of grief. Make no mistake 

about that. These fleets are fishing far away from their home countries. 

They have to come into port to get water. They have to come in to get 

supplies. _They have to come in to give the crews a chance to get off 

the vessel. In fact I understand nm1 that the Fussian vessels have got 

some arrangement with their crews where they must have forty-eight hours 

ashore every sixty days. I think there is a - someone told me the 

number of visits by Russian vessels to East Coast Canadian port during 

the past year or during the period of a year was about BOO visits, a huge 

number of visits to get oil and to get water or provisions or to give 

the men a chance to go onshore. 

MR. NEARY: To go down to St. Pierre. 

MR. CROSBIE: No, Mr. Speaker, they will not be going to St. Pierre. 

St. Pierre cannot handle them. St. Pierre has not got the facilities to 

handle all of these vessels. So, going to St. Pierre is not going to -

MR. HICKMAN: They have not got the water either. 

MR. CROSBIE: - is not going to, you know, is not going to help them 

or save them. And they all realize that this is - that if this happens, 

it wjll have a major interference with the fishing fleet of the country 

to whom that happens. 

Now, I applaud ~r. LeBlanc's statement to this effect. Anyone who 

is interested in the fishing industry of Newfoundland or thinks that it 

should be preserved or that it should not shut down altogether has to 

applaud that statement. For years and years we have been waiting for 

the Government of Canada to take some serious interest in the fishery, 

the East Coast Fishery of Canada. For year and years this situation of 

the resource has been allowed to get worse and worse and progressively 

worse. 

But, finally in the last six months or a year the Canadian Government 

has made a decision that,number one, it is in the national interest to have 

an East Coast Canadian Fishery, and number two, that they will subsidize 

that fishery because he has been allowed to get into such poor shape 

economically due to the declining resource,which is the federal government's 

responsibility, that they will subsidize the industry over the period of 

the next couple of years until the resource can be reclaimed by Canada and 
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come back so it becomes economically viable. And the Government of Canada 

has decided to do that. 

The Government of Canada this year is spending $60 million to $80 million 

to assist the East Coast Canadian Fishery in continuing, and it does not want 

to continue spendinf that kind of money, and it will have to spend a whole 

lot more unless something is done about the fishing effort off the East 

Coast of Canada. So, now Canada has finally seen the light. They are 

taking a serious interest. The federal Ninister of Fisheries is takine 

a serious interest, He has said that in this situation Canada will not any 

longer permit certain fishing fleets to use our ports. Well, I say, "Hear: 

Hear! 11 

Now, what loss of revenue this might cause the few ports involved, 

or businesses or merchants in those few ports, I do not know. I think 

the estimates to me sound very high. Well, what revenue will be lost 

to the few businesses that are in the business of t:upplying fuel and water 

and provisions to foreign fishing fleets is a mere nothing compared to 

the loss to Newfoundland of its fishing industry which provides e111Ployment 

for about 20,000 people out of our work force,for at least 100,000 of our 

population and which has incalculable other effects in the Province of 

Newfoundland. So, when you weigh one against the other, there is no 

comparison. 

If certain firms or merchants in St. John's will suffer some loss 

of business by the fact that the fishing fleets of say, Russi.a or Spain 

or whatever were barred from using Canadian ports, that would be a very 

small item on the scales compared to the fact that stern measures have 

to be taken if we are to have any fishing industry in Newfoundlnad at all. 

So, this government supports Mr. LeBlanc's statement there and hopes 

that he will take action if it becomes necessary. He says;' Canada cannot 
.. 

tolerate further disregard of ICNAF regulations. Well, Canada cannot 

tolerate it and Newfoundland cannot survive as a fishing Province if they 

are disregarded in future. Those who continue such violations will find 

Canadian ports closed to their fishing vessels. TI ear! Hear! We support 

that one hundred per cent. 

MR. NEARY: This is not just a lever to force the 200 mile limit? 
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M'll, CRO~BIE: No . 

MR . NEARY : That -is agree.d on. This is a too1 to crank up the regu1ati~. 

~- CROSBIE: '!.'hat is t"ight. But, I mean, it •.Y become necessary to 

use a little muscle and bar all fot;'eign fishui.g flet1ts !ID.:,Wi.lY tc:, enforce 

the 2.00 mile limit or to enforce the positj.on that we aYe taking at t~AP. 

That is also a possibility. 
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These are the proposals made at ICNAF, Now I understand that there 

has always been great difficulty in establishing quotas. Let me 

say first that ICNAF - it was and still is important to have TCNAF. 

If we did not have ICNAF we would not have any regulations whatsoever 

of the fishing effort in the Northwest Atlantic and that situation 

would be far worse than the one that we have now, There has got to be, 

until Canada takes over jurisdiction within the 200 mile area and 

then outside that 200 mile area, an International Commission to regulate 

this situation or we would be in bad shape indeed. But a question of 

inspection and enforcement is also important. Now the only nations 

really :Interested in inspecting and enforcing ICNAF regulations are 

the coastal states, Canada and the United States. The rest are out 

there fishing, hundreds and hundreds and hundreds of miles from their 

own shores, They do not have the same interest~ They do not 

have any coastal communities depending on what they do in the 

Northwest Atlantic. Iceland does, of course, also. It is only 

the coastal states, 

Well apparently in 1973 we bad fifty-eight inspections 

at sea lily the Canadian fish inspection service. And last year in 

1974 we had 230. This year they are expecting to double the number 

of inspections. So :Inspection has really only being taken place in a11y 

sizeable quantity in the last two years. And the result of this 

increase in :Inspection in the last two years is that two nations 

have been caught - I an not at liberty~! do not think,to name them -

but two nations have been caught in very serious violations of the 

ICNAF regulations in reporting what they have caught and in reporting 

what they have caught and disgarded. And if those two or any other 

carry on in the same way in 1975 certainly our ports should be closed 

to them, 

MR, NEARY: Why are you not at liberty to name them? 

MR. CROSBIE: Well, you know, I think it is up to the Minister of 

Fisheries of Canada,and you do not know what affect it may have on 

what goes on at ICNAF. 
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MR. NEARY: Are these secret meetings? 

MR. CROSBIE: No, you see, they are only public - there is a public 

opening of the ICNAF conference. After that all the meetings are 

private. So, I do .not think I can say which tvo they are 1 but they 

are among the biggest. 

The other thing that has to be understood, Mr. Spe_aker, 

is the point that Mr. LeBlanc also made last week where be said · "We must 

move away from t:he llllWorkable concept of maximum sustainable yield 

to a concept of optimum economic yield." In other words the ~'IIIR 

sustainable yield is the amount the scientists say can be taken 

of some particular stock of fish in a particular area but still have 

that stock of fish physically maintain,its s•e level and regenerate 

itself at that level, pbyscially. But that is not the same as 

the optimum economic yield because as the catches approach the maJciJaum 

sustainable yield, the physic.al maxim.um sustainable yield, as you get 

enough fishing effort to approach that level, the ec011.omics of the whole 

operation turns against you because the amount caught per unit of effort 

declines. So when you have enough trmrlers and enough fishermen catching 

the maximum sustainable yield the amount of the yield - or the amount of 

the economic return for that unit of effort declines so that everybody 

now involved in that fishery start losing money. The catch, for exaaple, 

per trawler trip declines. So that when you are catching to the maxim'IIIR 

susta:lnable yield, you are not catching at the optimum economic yield. 

The optilllum economic yield is a catch of fish considerably below the 

maximum sustainable yield. I do not know if I have~xplained that properly, 

Mr. Speaker. 

'1R. AYLWARD: Above, is it not? 

MR. CROSBIE: No, tpe optimum econ01111c yield is a catch of fish 

considerably lower than what the scientists say is the maximum sustainable 

yield. But as you get enough vessels fishing and sufficient effort 

to catch the maximum sustainable yield, the amount caught by each unit 

is declining, you know, the amount being catch by each vessel is declining. 
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So there is more effort being used for the smaller catch so you 

start to lose money. So the lllllXfmum sustainable yield is not 

the proper concept. It is 
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unworkable. That is what has hanpened to our trawler industry in 

the last year or two. The total catch per trawler trip has been 

declining over the last three years because of the increased 

effort. The stocks of fish are the same but the increased number 

of vessels and the increased effort out there means that each 

trawler gets less per trip until it becOllll!s uneconomic. So the 

Canadian proposal for a forty per cent reduction of non-coastal 

state effort on groundfish stoclcs will be a step towards 

changing the concept of one of the optimum economic yield. And 

that is illustrated by the fact that while in the first year there 

will probably be a decrease in catch of forty per cent, the stocks 

will start to build up and within two or three or four or five 

years the same amount of vessels with the same amount of effort 

would be catching 11111ch more fish and would be taking,eventually, 

eighty or ninety per cent of the maximma biologlcal yield but at 

a lot lower cost. 

Afternoon 

In other words, once you reduce the effort by forty per 

cent so that there is forty per cent less fishing in that area, the 

stocks of fish will start increasing and the catches of all those 

vessels will start increasing year by year until, wi.th the same 

number of vessels as the year in which was started the forty per 

cent decreased effort, with the same number of vessels then, in 

three of four years time those vessels would be back taking ninety 

per cent of the catch as it was when you had forty per cent more 

vessels. But they would all be making good trips and they would all 

be making money because they would then be operating at the optimum 

economic yield. Now this would benefit not only Canadian fishermen 

but also the forei~ fishing fleets out there. 

Now the Canadian Delegation has presented this case in 

conference and the conference goes on until June 21. It is a very 

complicated business and they divide into panels on each area, on 

each stock. The things goes on now until June 21, but the Canadian 

position has been put very firmly by Doctor Needler who is widely 

respected and got tremendous ability and a tre111endous background in 

the fishery and whose instructions are quite firm from the Canadian 
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Government that the Canadian Government is unwilling to accept anything 

less than appears in these two proposals. 

So what is likely to happen? Well, it is anyone's guess 

what will happen, Mr. Speaker, I can only say that I would be 

most surprised if agreement is reached at this present meeting, if 

the other sixteen nations agree to what is being proposed at this 

meeting. They obviously do not want to agree.. They are obviously 

going to test Canada, in my view, to see how firm is the Canadian 

resolve. They are not going to surrender at the opening salvos 

in this proposal which has a big effect on them - a forty per cent 

reduction in this area in the fishing effort - so my view is that 

they are not going to agree by June 21, that they will accent the 

Canadian position. And if they do not agree, then Canada will not 

accept the results that will come out of this Conference, and that 

may mean that there will have to be another Conference in two or 

three months of the ICNAF nations to consider the question again. 

But I do not expect that they are going to agree. In fact I feel 

sure that some of them will not agree. I will not say what they 

have indicated now, but it is unlikely that thev are going to 

agree. 

They are going to say_, "Does Canada mean business? We 

have heard the Canadians talk a lot, you know. The Canadains have 

talked a lot over the years. They are going to do this, that and 

the other." So they are going to test Canada out. And I do not 

think that this is going to be agreed at ICNAF. 

Now the Uni.ted States of America is also very much 

concerned about this whole situation, and they have pretty stronp 

proposals of their own they are putting forward. And they also have 

considerable pressure in Congress to pass United States legislation, 

now, proclaiming a two hundred mile economic zone for the United 

States of America this year. And I hope that the United States of 

America will pass, the Congress will pass, and the President will 

not veto that resolution this year. Because once the United States 

of America can do it, there is absolutely no reason left for Canada 
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not do:l.ng :l.t. And our pos:l.tlon ls, Mr. Speaker, tiu.t whether or 

not the Amer:l.cans t:ake that actlon th:l.s year, the Government of 

Canada should take that actio,i this year, on:l.la~ral action •. Let 

us decl;f,re our awn two hundred mile economic zone llild take the 

action this year. 

We do ni:Jt know if all the oi:her Nat::f,ons of the World 

w:l.ll observe that. You wi.ll never know untll you attempt: :l.t:. 
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The Peruvians have a 200 mile zone. The Ecuadorians have a 20n mile zone. 

They are not very strong nations. The United States of Amer:1.ca pays 

millions of dollars in fines to Ecuador every year for tuna hoats that 

the Ecuadorians seize in the 200 mile limit from the American owners and 

confiscate. The American Government pays tremendous fines for them to 

get these boats back. They could crush Ecuador in a second if they wanted 

to crush Ecuador but they do not do it because they know that world opinion 

would be against them. 

Well, Canada is in exactly the same position. We know Russia could 

crush Canada in thirty seconds if they wanted to but they are not going 

to. We know, number one, that the majority of the nations of the world 

all agree now that the 200 mile economic zone is a proper concept to be 

adopted in international law. World opinion will he against any k:lnd of 

actfon like that. The Russians have shown generally speaking that they 

abide by international rules and regulat:lons. I do not think that they 

would take any action, just ignore action that Canada took on the 20n 

mile zone because the declaration of a 200 mile economic zone, Mr. Speaker, 

does not mean that we are going to block all these nations from fishing. 

That is not the position. 

It means that Canada would decide what the total allowable catches 

are and what the regulations should be and how much Canada herself could 

take and how much there is left for the other nations that fish in the 

North West Atlantic and how much they should be allowed to take of the 

remaining quota. So, a country would not be blocked out. It is just 

that Cartada would have the right to make the final decisions in these 

matters rather than ICNAF. I do not think,and I know all the members 

of the Rouse, you know, unanimously agree that Canada should wait any 

longer than 1975 to take this action. 

I do agree that if ICNAF accepted the position put forth hv Canada 

now, that this would give us some more time. You know,that there might 

be some excuse then for leaving the 200 mile economic zone until we 

see what happens in New York next Winter. But, if ICNAF does not at 

this meeting or in the next couple of months accept Canada's position, 

that is it. That is enough. We have waited long enough. We have been 

patient long enough. Then the Government of Canada should act to protect 

the Canadian fishermen on the East Coast of Canada. 
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You know, when you think also, Mr. Speaker, that all these 

quotas, the total allowable catch, the maximum sustainable yield figures, 

you know, are all based on what is almost certain to be inaccurate data, 

then how much longer can we wait for action to be taken to protect this 

renewahle resource or what should be a renewable resource? When ICNAF 

was formed in 1949, Mr. Speaker, no ore anticipated or had any idea or 

what that there would be such a tremendous increase in fishing effort as 

there has been in the last eight or ten years. 

The main nations fishing out there today did not have fishing fleets 

in 1949 when ICNAF was formed, the U.S.S.R. and East Germany, West Germany, 

Poland. It is a very difficult system, a very complicated system. First 

you have got quotas in each area and then you have got national 

allocations of quotas. It is difficult to enforce the quotas. There has 

only been a joint eriforcement scheme effective in the last two years. The 

Total Allowable Catches have been declining every year. The scientists 

operate under tremendous handicaps because the information is lacking on 

hy-catches and discards. The sampling done is inadequate. All of these 

nations are supposed to do sampling on every catch taken by a trawler. 

There are so many fish you are supposed to select and measure the fish 

and whatnot and report this data. This is not done. So, you have 

inadequate biological sampling. The TAC concept is not the same as 

the economic yield. 

Now, you have to remember also, Mr. Speaker, that the Total 

Allowahle Catch concept does not, if that is a concept that is in 

force, then you will never restore any abundance of stock. The 

stock, first if the level set was the right level that meant that that 

stock of f:I sh would not decline if your fishing catch only took that amount. 

Let us say it is 600,000 tons. If you took 600,000 tons of caplin in X area 

year after year,and all the figures are correct and so on, that the total 

stock of caplin would not decrease and that you could take this yield 
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MR. CROSBIE: vear after year, that is what the TAC would provide. ------
But that does not provide for restorinp.; the abundance of anv stock 

that has been depleted, so it does not take account of the lonP,

range benefits of trving to p.;et stocks up rather than _just keep 

them at their present levels. The TAC's are set 1u~t to prevent 

further stock declines, they are not set to restore stock abundance. 

So that is the position Canada is takinp.; at ICNAF. The meetinp.;s 

are private meetings. We will not know until .Tune 21st. whether or 

not it is successful and on June 21st . we will hear whether thev have 

been successful, or whether there is no agreement and therefore there 

will have to be another ICNAF meeting later in the year. 

I was at a meeting also, Mr. Speaker, of the Canada-Norwav 

Sealing Commission which deals with sealing and the amount of seals 

that can be caught and so on and so forth, which ~~as very interesting 

to attend. The quotas for seals in 1975, the total allowable catch of 

harp seals was 150,100, 120,000 for the larger vessels and 30,000 

reserved for what is called indigenous, non-mobile fishermen. That is 

the Newfoundland inshore fishermen. He is known in the .1arp.;on as "'the 

indigenous, non-mol,ile fisherman." Thev have to set the levels for 

next year on harp seals, the levels of hoods is much lower than that, 

and I attended that meeting· which was to set the leveL,; for next vear. 

And an interesting thing, Mr. Sueaker, is that although Newfoundland onlv 

has one sealing vessel that goes out now - is it Mr. Johnson from 

Catalina? - the NewfolD\dland fishermen along the Northeast Coast did 

remarkably well in catching seals this vear and the latest estimate 

that I have gotten is that over 50,000 seals were taken in Newfoundland 

and Labrador bv inshore fishermen this year and the nrice uaid for nelts and 

carcasses was $20 or over $20, the amount paid out to the fishermen who 

caught those seals was something in excess of $1.25 million. And that 

is a very valuable source of additional income for N~~foundland 

fishermen along the Northeast Coast, who as we all know can onlv fish 

for part of the year because of the climatic conditions 
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on the coast that they live on. But 50,000 seals were taken by 

Newfoundland inshore fishermen this year. And that is a very 

val.uahle supplement to their income and therefore the principle 

is that the inshore fishermen must have the first crack. There 

is no quota set for the number of seals that can be taken by 

insnore fishermen and there should never be a quota set and the 

_seal fishery has to be watched very carefully. The seal herds 

apparently are regenerating and increasing in size but the principle 

must alwavs be that the first priority should be given to the inshore 

fishermen for catching of seals along Newfoundland and St. Barbe Coast 

and Labrador South and the like. 

There is quite a bit of seal meat being canned this year by 

Mr, Eveleich up in Comfort Cove. And I believe Mr. Carl Carlson's company 

from Nova Scotia have bouj?ht a building or a plant that was up for sale 

up in Comfort Cove, that I.D.B. had to foreclose, and they are buy:lng a 

plant up there to use for processing the catch of seals by insh~re 

f:!shermen next year along the coast and I think that would be very 

handy for us so there will be a lot of seal meat canned I guess by 

}Ir. Eveleigh in Comfort Cove again next year, hopefully. 

Now as I said when I started to speak, Mr. Speaker, I do not want 

to in introducing this motion,or speaking first on the motion,! do not 

,,:ant to speak too long and I wanted just to mention sovething about 

Tr~AF and the Canadian position nut at ICNAF which we thorcughly support. 
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One interesting fact here when you are considering Sub Areas 

two 3three and four of ICNAF, which are the areas Newfoundland 

is most concerned with, including the' Grand Banks, when you consider 

the groundfish stocks in those areas as a whole -two, three and four -

it is probable that the level of exploitation in the early 1960's 

was approaching the level associated with the maximum sustainable 

yield in that it passed ·,leyond the maximum sustainable yield level 

in the period 1968 to 1970. Taking into account increases in fishing 

efficiency, it is estimated that from 1961 to 1973 the fishing effort 

has doubled and stock abundance declined by one half, 

The general relationships suggest that a significant 

reduction in fishing effort will not reduce the total catch in the 

long-term, although the immediate loss in catch will be roughly ' · 

proportionable to the reduction in effort. In other words,the less 

fishing effort theee will be a better catch for everybody involved 

out there in fishing. We are not the only company either, Mr. Speaker, 

that is having difficult it is fishery. There is a report in the 

Edinburgh paper, The Scotsman, while I was there on June 9, a warning 

that Britain could be spending an extra £100 million or more on fish 

imports next year if the present decline in the fishing industry 

continues. That was a statement issued by the British Trawler Federation. 

More than forty deep-sea trawlers have gone out of service in the 

past five months in England and a total of seventy-six since the beginning 

of last year, ten of them from Scotland. Well, there are seventy-six 

British trawlers which have gone out of service. Their owners just 

cannot operate them any longer with the present status of the catches 

they are getting from the U,K. That means a reduction in catching 

capacity of about 75,000 tons per year for the U.K. or about twelve 

per cent of last year's U.K. catch of demersal fish, principally 

cod and haddock. If trawlers continue to go out of service and at this 

rate the annual loss of production could rise to about 130,000 tons or 

around twenty-one per cent from deep-sea vessels alone. And the same 

thing is happening with inshore vessils. So the English fishing industry 
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is in a had way. If they cannot take the fish themselves 

they have to import it and that is why they say it might cost 

the U.K. and extra, 100 million or more in fish imports next 

year if that continues. 

So Canada's is not the only fishing industry that is going. 

through a difficult period. Other nations are involved in the 

same kind of thing and the cost of fishing for these fleets that 

Page 2 - mw 

do not seem to pay too much attention to economics must also be 

becoming very severe. I do not think anybody could pretend that the 

u.s.s.R. fleet would continue to operate if it had to 'break even or 

make any profit or any return on the vessels. But the u.s.s.R. has 

p,ot to get protein for its large population and, therefore, they 

subsidize this huge fishing effort they got in the Northwest 

Atlantic and elsewhere in the world. And they must be hurting, 

and it must be costing them a great deal more for the same reasons 

it is costing us a great deal more, the reduction in the amount of 

catch per unit of effort. Every trawler the Russians have got out 

there is getting less now for the effort it is making than it got 

last year or two years ago or three years ago and so it is with 

all these other fishing fleets. 

Well, I made a speech last Friday, at the College of 

Fisheries, Mr. Speaker, which I will not repeat and some of it was 

in the paper reviewing the whole position of our fishing industry 

here in Newfoundland and wha.t has happened. I just want to mention 

from that that I think there is reason to have some degree of 

optimism, cautious optimism with respect to our fishing industry for 

the reasons that I outlined in that speech. The Governmnet of Canada 

now appears to be committed to saving the industry, into doing what 

is necessary to save it. They are taking the steps that are necessary 

to save it. There are a great many programmes to assist the fishery 

and to assist fishermen. It is not true or proper to say that the 

fishermen get very little assistance. There are prop,rammes after 

programmes to assist them. Perhaps some of those programmes are 

mis-directed and need to be changed and everything should be reviewed, 
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and we will be reviewing our programmes with the help of the 

Inshore Select Committee's report and other information that 

we have to try to make it more effective. 
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But I do not think it is proper or correct to say that the 

fishermen get no assistance. That is just not correct and not 

true. There are a considerable number of programmes to help 

the fishermen. 

The point is, that despite these programmes most of 

them are palliatives. They. are to help keep men from starving 

who are in an industry that is no longer economic because of 

reasons beyond their control. But rather than all these 

pregrammes what we need is a proper fishing resource and proper 

long-term measures taken to protect the resource and see that the 

fishermen and the people who invest their money in the industry 

can all make a decent living and get a proper return. That is 

what is needed. And it does not matter how many programmes of 

assistance you have for the fishing industry or the fishermen, 

Afternoon 

they are not going to be much further ahead until the conditions 

are there for them to make a decent living in the fishing industry. 

And that means, numher one, that the resource has got to be 

there. And it is the decline of the resource that has been a 

primary problem. Until that is arrested and put a stop to, which 

canada must do this year, all the other progrmmnes are just 

palliatives. 

The Department of Fisheries will be studying carefully 

all the recommendations in the Select Committee's Report, Mr. 

Speaker. And when I wind up the debate,which I imagine will be 

next week, I will try and give our position on most of them now. 

We a11preciate the hard work of the Committee and the time 

they took and the interest they arouaed, and we will do what we can 

to carry out the reco111111endations and to try to make the fishery 

viable. We are not going to agree to do things that we think are 

not proper steps to take. We are not going to agree to do things 

that we do not think have any economic benefit or value over a 

period of time. We cannot have a processing facility in every fishing 

community in Newfoundland. That is the way to ruin the whole industry 

completely. We have too great a processing capacity now. And all 
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these things have got to be regulated and dealt with fairly and 

squarely. Instead of trying to kid people,or pretend that there 

can be a fish processing facility in every community, I proceed 

on the basis that where it is not viable for there to be a 

processing facility they should be told so,so they know exactlv 

what the position is. 

Where a programme is sensible and should be put forward, 

such as on the Great Northern Peninsula, our proposal for the 

development of the herring fishery on the Great Northern Peninsula 

and Labrador South, we put the progrannnes forward. We are still 

waiting now to hear from DREE as to whether they will assist us in 

that programie. We are getting a bit tired of waiting on that. It 

is not a very expensive programme to put the herring fishery in 

Northern Newfoundland and Labrador South on a very satisfactorv 

basis. It will not take a great deal of money. 

We dealt with the Government of Canada on the business of 

cOIIIIIIUDity stages and this year we are going to both jointly survey 

all c~unity stages in the Province to agree on what needs to be 

done to bring them up to proper standards. The federal government 

will then agree to spend seventy-five per cent of the cost of 

bringing them up to standard. We will meet the other twentv-five 

per cent and the Newfoundland Government will then take over all 

the cOBDunity stages of the Province that are now owned by the 

federal government. As members know some are now owned by the 

Newfoundland Government, some are LIP projects owned by committees 

or whoever and s0111e are owned by the federal government. We are 

agreeing to take them all over once we have agreed on what it will 

cost to bring them up to proper condition. The federal government 

will pay seventy-five per cent of that and then we take over and 

operate the conmunity stages, and the federal government will 

concentrate on what it should be doing. 

Afternoon 

So there are a lot of things being done "nd I can touch on 

them later on when I speak, having listened to the other members. 

So, Mr. Speaker, I commend the report of the Select Committee, look 

forward to hearing an interesting debate from the Members of the 
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Committee themselves and then I will reply when that is all over. 

And it will rec~ve careful attention in the Depart:i¥nt of 

FiShenes of Newfoundland. 

MR. AYLWARD: Mr. Speak,er, before the minister takes his seat, I 

wonder wou.ld he mind answering a question? Be llll!Dtioned the 

proposal at IQilAF to reduce the catch this year, the Canadian 

proposal to reduce the fishing effort by forty per cent. I notice 

in his remarlts ·that h_e said, "decreasbg the nµinber of fishing 

days attd the gear s;l.ze" and that, does that - it does not restrict 

the number of vessels? Is it the number of days f:f,shing or is it 

the number of vessels? Or how do they propose to affect 
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that forty per cent reduction. The other question, Mr. Speaker, was 

he mentioned the difference 1-etween the maximum sustainable yield and 

the optimum economic yield. I was wondering how the maximum sustainable 

yield or I am sorry, whether the TAC, the Total Allowable Catch was set 

first or how one related to the other, how they set the Total Allowable 

Catch in relation to the maximum sustainable yield. 

MR. CROSBIE: Mr. Speaker, I believe that the Total Allowable Catch is 

set based on the maximum sustainable yield. The Total Allowable Catch 

is the amount calculated by the scientists as being possible to take 

for the maximum sustainable yield of that species. That is the amount that 

you can take and the species still sustain itself at that present level. 

As far as the reduction of fishing effort is concerned, this will 

be a decrease by each country of a number of fishing days in each ICNAF 

division -

MR. AYLWARD: Of vessels? 

MR. CROSBIE: - by their vessels in each of the various size categories. 

MR. NEARY: Trawlers. 

MR. CROSBIE: You know, you can have the same amount of trawlers hut 

they would have to fish forty per cent less days which would mean of course 

that you would not send out as many trawlers because that would not be 

practical. You know, but it will be on the number of fishing days. 

Also, you know, it will all have to be worked out in detail and it will 

also depend on the gear and the size category of the vessels that operate 

in each division and so on. So, there will be a lot of detail that will have 

to be worked out. 

MR. PECK.FORD: Well, that would mean forty per cent less vessels? 

MR. CROSBIE: Forty per cent, no. It means forty per cent less fishing 

effort which is calculated by the number of fishing days. 

Suppose that some country had 1 million fishing days for trawlers 

in this area last year. Well, this year that was accepted - ar next vear 

they will only be able to have 600,000 fishing days. Now, they could 

send out the same number of trawlers I suppose hut they would have to 

fish forty per cent less days for each trawler,or you would send out a 

smaller number of trawlers who would fish the nonral number of clays. 

MR. SPEAKER (STAGG): The Member for Burgeo-LaPoile. 

MR. EV.ANS: Mr. Speaker, I feel that I would be remiss if I 
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allowed this resolution to pass without making a few, what I call 

pertinent remarks in regard to the fishery and the nport of this 

Committee on the Inshore Fi•hery. First, I would like to thank the 

Committee on the work that they have put into this report. They worked 

under a very able chairman and the members themselves contributed 

enormously, enormously,particularly in regard to the fact that not too 

many of them were well versed in the fishery as such. And I can 

also appreciate the contribution made by many of our fishermen and other 

people throughout the Province who attended the hearings held by the 

Committee. 

You know, it is tragic sometimes when you consider that we have 

so many people engaged in our fishery with so many bright ideas and 

through lack of education they are unable to express these ideas. But, 

regardless of that fact, they usually manage to get their points across. 

Now, when you mention fishery, you touch me very deep down. 

I grew up in the fishery, came from one of the great families who participated 

not only here in this Province but also in the Eastern United States, 

Gloucester, Massachusetts - most of my relatives are there today, their 

descendants. I guess I was born with a love of the sea. I still have it. 

It makes no difference how far from the salt water I am. It still appeals 

to me, and my love of the sea of course has been tempered with awe on many 

occasions as I have risked t.iy life there as lots of other people have who 

have followed the sea. 

I will never forget a remark made to me 
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MR. EVANS: by an old seaman years ago. He said, "Boy, never 

forget we take and take from the sea. We consider it our right, 

I suppose. But do not forget the sea always takes back its own. It 

may be you and it may be me, it may be sooner or it may be later, but 

l l 

there is always a day of reckoning in that connection. And I guess there 

is a lot of truth in it. My family hu home the scars of it down 

through genarationa. Years ago before I was born, it is the first 

instance that I know of, my grmdfather had a brother, a young man of 

eighteen years old, He was coming aero•• the Gulf, late in the Fall, 

bringing a load of coal for the Winter. When they quit fishing that was 

what they usually did, they went to Prince Edvard Island for a load of 

produce and then they vent to Sydney for coal for the Winter• He was 

washed overboard in a gale one night. He wu given up for lo• t,of course 

but ha got on the log line. Theyused to tow a log then for reckoning 

the distance. They do not 119e that any more. They have more -,dem 

1IIND8 of navigation. But he got on the.lag li•• -d aabevn to anybody 

aboard the venel . that ltil was there, it probably took him hours,but he 

f:laally hauled hiaaalf aboard the vessel. Andha vaa cut to pieces with the 

log, half full of water, chilled to death, And as a re•ult,of co11r• e,he 

developed cou1mpti-,they called it thea, we call it TB today, which was 

certa:la death at that tiae. That vu aot the toughest part of it. A younger 

It - - a bit farther do- the l:lae, My graadfather had a veaael 

lost with all baadaa His oldut •-• wy father's brather, wu oa that 

veaael -d it still c-thlle•• Only about five or ah years age a 

yo-ger sister of aiae lost her huab-d oa the old seiner Enterprise 

that aa.k ia Sydaey Bight, the same time that the CN lost the Patrick 

Morris, the ferry that vent out to her assistance. And there is a man, one 

of ay c:olleaguea here, vha kn-•, be probably ca1lll0t reaeaber back as far 

u I caa bat pretty close to it, the tragedies that we knew of when I 

gr- up ia Fortuaa Bay, 

Back 1a the ba.kiag days vb- I r--1,er first about the fishery 

there vu aot an eagin.e in. a vuael. They were all aailiag vessels. I caa 
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see them now coming iato the bay under full • ail, the mo• t beautiful 

sight that you have ever vitne•• ed. But there wu •ever a year I gue•• 

that you did J!l•t • ee a ve•• el coai•g i• -- -d them. with a flag at 

half--.t in th• riggiag, probably lo• t a couple ef ... i• a dory, 

probably lo• t -re. Captai• George Pollett,! pe•• ,lo• t abeut a full 

ve• sel' • crew, twenty-odd me•, in single separate instances. I know he 

lo• t four at one time d-- •• the Burgeo B-k. I cu reae• ber the day 

quite well.And they -•t through greater trial• th&11. that. I bov the 

Me• ber fro• B11ria, my colleague, c- reaeaber wh- the Partaaa 

went out vith Captain Charle• Aa• tey fr- Gani•~,lo• t with all h-d•, 

twenty-odd aea, Then Captai• Jia LaWTeace wa• lo• t 1• -•ther Teil• el on 

the Grand Bank in the Alsatian. Wome• and children waited ud waited 

and waited for mea who •ever returned. Aad evea aiace we have got hto 

the era of the dragger• we have had aia~•rt-•a. 

Twll dragger•, al• o from Grud Bank, u well a• other• I b- of, 

vent down with all haad•, tryhg to • ake a liThg fer their f-iliea 

on the Gr-d B-k•, B11t they • till per• i • ted. Nebody q11it. Aad there 

wa• a • ayiag •-tag• t fi•her• ea, I do •ot bn if you hear it today, I have 

not lately, they alway• had a • ayiag_"one jeb you will alway• hava,boy, 

You will alway• get a job fi• hiag.'' But today I - begiDliag to -•der 

if that i • alway• going to be the ca• e. 

Now whea I weat up en the Southwe• t Coa• t back 1• 1937, I we•t 

there a• a teacher, Thi•g• ware quite differe•t then 
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than they are today. At that time they had the two-sparred boats, skiffs 

they called them. They used to go two dories mostly. And, they all used 

trawl. Then there was another bunch of fishermen use used the big motor 

dory, open dories. They fished all Winter long in them. If ever you knew 

what it was to go through cold and hardship, that ,:.,as the place to find out. 

When I went up on that coast in 1937, there were motor dories there 

with two men catching from 400 to 500 quintals of fish in a year. Now, 

that was a lot of fish for two men to handle, And, I will tell you what 

they were getting at that time. They split the fish and sold it to the 

fish buyers, Penny and Clement in that area at that time. And, they got 

one cent per pound. There were 308 pounds in a quintal of split fish. 

The year before that they told me they got three-quarters of a 

cent a pound which worked out to about $2.20 per quintal. 

MR. MURPHY: Why 308? 

!-'R. EVANS: Pardon? 

MR. MURPHY: Why 308 pounds? 

MR. EVANS: That is what a quintal weighs. A quintal of fish split, the 

split fish is exactly one-half the weight of the fish when it was taken out 

of the water after the head, the gut and the sound hone have been removed. 

It weighed twice as much when it came out of the water as it did when it 

_was split. That same a111ount of fish, that 308 pounds when dry, hard dried 

as it had to be then, weighed 112 pounds. But, a lot of them used to fish 

on the Upper Islands, Penguinislands and ~runea and that area. They used 

to light salt their fish, salt bulk they called it. and that was 224 pounds 

to the quintal for which they got $3.50 after buying their salt. 

So, you can imagine how the people lived. The only dollar they saw 

was when they went to their merchant in the Fall of the year and said I 

want, I think it was $3.00 they used to pay to the minister then for the 

year. That was the only bit of cash they saw for the year except whe~ 

the women would sell a bit of cod oil that they processed from the liver 

that was saved by the men when they brought it in. 

MR. MURPHY: 

~- EVANS: 

That was his church dues. 

That was his church dues. And they paid the doctor, I think 

something like $5.00 a year. Well, they were given that. No~, at that 
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ti= after landing all that fish, 400 or 500 quintals for two men, I 

can remember that they would probably end up $30.00 or $40.00 in the 

hole and the end of the year after fishing all year 'round. But, 

I think one thing that will always stay in my memory, it happened to 

an uncle of my wife,as a matter of fact. It was only about four or 

IB-2 

five years previous of that that another brother of that family was lost 

with all hands in the August breeze going into the Gulf in a three dory 

boat. 

This other brother,one of the finest men I think that I ever had 

the privilege of meeting in my life, they had a boat built by their 

father, and they owned everything that was in it. They fished for a 

few years. The older brother,who was lost,previously went with him 

for a while until he got his own boat. Then the younger brother took 

this one. The last year he fished this boat with six men and two dories 

they landed 570 quintals of fish and sixteen swordfish. They used to go 

over swordfishing over in Cape Breton every SUllllller at that time. That 

was a hig voyage. 

So, in the Fall they c311K' home and some time in October after the 

fish was all dried and sold they went off to settle up. They settled up 

once a year then. That night we were all waiting for them to come in. 

They did not come. By-and-by, late in the night we heard an engine coming 

and it got closer. Somebody said, it does not sound like Jack's engine. 

So, anyhow he came in, He was in a boat belonging to the firm, Pennys, and 

I said, what did you have? Engine Trouble? 

No, hoy. Well, I said, what is the trouble. Well, he was so filled 

up he said, I will tell you about it tomorrow. So the next day he came 

over. Twas running Pennys business that year, a branch store,as a matter 

of fact, and I said, what happened. He pulled his account sheet out and 

he showed me. Now, to tell somebody this today in view of the demands 

that are heing made by labour and everyone which I am not saying anything 

about today. It is warranted! suppose in most cases with the cost of 

living as it it. But, to tell somebody today what I saw happen there, they 

could not believe it. 

After catching all that fish -
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his wife and two small children were getting an allowance, 

a monthly allowance of $15 - he showed me his account. He 

owed $189. He had two more married men aboard. They were getting 

$7 a month for their families at home. And they owed somewhere in the 

vicinity of $70 or $80. He had three single men. One of them owed 

$1. One was squ•re. And the other one had $.50 coming to him. He 

left the boat after that, and that man had no other choice. 

The next year he took a boat from Clements. He was a big 

fisherman but whatever happened he struck no fish that year so that 

was it. The next year he took a boat from Cadogan in Glace Bay 

collecting salmon and lobster and in the Fall he took an old two 

sparred boat and went fishing. He got out in a breeze of wind in 

October and was lost with all hands. That man waol.d probably have 

been ltwing today if he had had a chance to make a living as he was, 

well he was entitled to it, as far as I am concerned with the work that 

he did and the fish that he caught. 

Now we saw all that happen. The next thing came the draggers 

and they caught a lot of fish when they started out. I can remember 

when they started out they had no limits·. They could go into bays 

anywhere. 

the banks. 

They caught up the red fish in the bavs. Then thev ~ot on 

I remember when there were thousands of haddock on 

St. Pierre Bank, the big haddock. They cleaned it up in a year 

or two. And in the meantime, while they were doing this, they threw 

away millions of the small ones that the plants would not take at 

that time. After a year or two the planta were glad to take the 

small ones, ping-pong they called it. They used to run them down round. 

They did not even have to dress them. And today haddock is a pretty 

scarce co11111odity I can assure you. Now today most of our fishery 

is conducted on the South Coast by longliners, they still use 

trawls, and by greysole seiners and, of course, the offshore dragger. 

And these boats, they are not doing so well today, because the stocks 

have been cut down. But they are not doing any undue harm to our 

fishery. Our fishery today, the main cause of its depletion is 

by the gill net. I will go on record anywhere at any time by saying 

that these gill nets have done us more harm than all the foreign and 
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local draggers caabined that li.ive fished in our waters. And 

the longer that they are allowed to be ased the less t:i.e ve have · 

left to even see a fish caught here in Newfoundland. The day is 

fast approaching when scnebody is going to say,''so-and-so caught the 

last fish yesterday, boys. '' 

I suppose it is going too far to say that we should ban 

the gill net completely overnight because there are a lot of people 

using them. But I can assure you of one thing. It is no use to say 

that ve are going to ban thea in one area and al.loved them to be used 

in another because that will never get us anywhere, because the fish 

that are caught in one part of our Province this month's now and probably 

next month's will be up on the South Coast or they aay be down on the 

Northeast Coast or down in the Gulf scaewhere. They have tails. But 

I would think that if our federal Departllent of Fisheries, who have 

control over .this matter, said to the fishermen, boys, we are going to 

phase out the gill net completely and within the next two or three or 

five years or whatever it might be, we are not going to subsidize 

any more nylon.If you are allowed to use gill nets at all, they must 

~ caught or hemp, because these nets will not last very long 

if they are lost on the bottom before they will rot and will not 

be doing any further damage. Or to people who already have nylon, 

you must head them with 
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cotton twine because then if they are lost the cotton heading twine 

will soon rot out and the linen will sink on the bottom anrl thev will 

not be fishing any longer. Whereas now accordinp; to what I would 

say are conservative estimates, there are probably 5O,O()n or lin,nnn 

or probably 70,000 of these nets out there ghm1t fishing and will 

continue to do so for probably forty or fifty years to come. 

MR. MIJRPHY : What destruction would vou think thev cause? lt is 

difficult to estimate, I suppose. 

MR. EVANS: ----- I would say that they are catching fifty times as much 

fish as is being brought to land bv the gill nets that are hei.nr. hauled. 

I would say that is a very low estimate. 

MR. MURPHY: ------- They just strangle and die in the water? 

MR. EVANS: ----- Yes. They rot. When they get in there the net fills full 

of fish after awhile. They rot. When they are dead they sink down to 

the bottom. Then after they rot out, only the hones left, the twine 

comes back, the floats on the head brinp;s the twine UP to its original 

shape and they fish away again. They claim they do that four times a 

year. So you can imagine how much fish is being destroyed. And they 

are not destroying tomcods in these, either. That is the larger fish 

that you are catching in gill nets. 

Now, if in the course of the next four or five years you are going 

to outlaw gill nets, the federal government is going to have to be 

prepared for that eventuality. It is no good to wait until they have 

been outlawed completely and then say, well we have to do somethinp about 

it. That has to be planned in advance. You are going to need, I would 

say, probably they are going to have, the federal government or somebody 

is going to have to buy these fishermen out and vou are going to have to 

provide them with trawls. They are using this curse, I call it today, 

the gill net, in boats that they call longliners. Longline means trawl, 

not nets, and I would say that they are going to have to be provided 

with trawl to compensate them for the loss of the gill net that thev will 

not be able to use when the final phase-out occurs, and also the 

federal government is going to have to provide more bait capacity. They 

are going to have to put small bait units in a lot of areas -where there 
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aTe none today because as everyone knows you do not need bait to 

fish gill nets, but when you get back to the trawl fishery then you 

are going to have a lot more bait sources available than you have 

todav. 

MR. "MURPHY: Are they still buying the gill nets? 

MR. EVANS~ Yes , I think they are . I do not know whether the 

subsidy works. I have not heard any expression frOlll the Minister of 

Fisheries on that one. 

Now, we are talking about the 200 mile limit. There is a 

petition out by, sponsored by Walter Carter who is a good frlend of 

mine and I ~ss of everyone who is here, very sound idea, but in my 

opinion a bit belated. I would go along with the idea, of course, of 

a 200 mile limit. I do not know if I would go farther. I would say 

we should include the whole Continental Shelf, down to the Virgin 

Rocks or even the Flemish Cap, the south end of the Grand Banks. But 

unless the countries, the European and even the Japanese fleets that 

are using that area find it too expensive to operate for the amount of 

catch they are going to get, I do not think that we are going to be 

able to control that area even if we do get a tacit agreement to that 

effect. I do not think ever it will be possible to control it, even 

with inspection or whatever. It is going to be more or less on an 

honour system, I would say, and that is going to be pretty hard to 

enforce. 

But regardless of the fact, if we do bring in absolute control in 

that 200 mile zone it is not going to hring any more fish within reach 

of our shore fishermen. The fish here in our waters do not come from 

the Grand Banks, most definitely not. Our fish breed in our own bays, 

or they did before the breeders were destroyed by the gill nets that I 

have just been speaking about. And I would be a lot more satisfied, I 

would say , to come out and say, let us have 
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a fifty mile zone around our Province. Let us be direct about it, 

the same as Iceland did. They had a lot of trouble down there 

in ilnplementing it. They even had gunboat diplomacy in regard 

to the British trawlers who frequented their waters. But they 

finally prevailed. And I think that Canada has the means of bringing 

into effect a fifty mile zone even if it is going to be done by 

unilateral action. And I would suggest that that zone, fifty miles, 

be closed to all draggers above sixty-five feet. And I would wager 

any amount that within five years you will notice quite an effect 

in regard to the amount of stocks that will be in our waters 

compared with what we have today. As for the Grand Banks I do not 

think that even with controls, the 200 mile or the edge of the 

Continental Shelf limits that we can bring back stocks that will 

make it viable for our fleet of stern trawlers in this Province 

to make a go of it within twenty years. I am very doubtful we will. 

Today we are faced with a very serious problem as 

far as I am concerned in more ways than one, of course, as I will get 

around to later. But in the conservation area alone, I would wonder 

if the operators of draggers in this Province can continue to operate 

them under the present circumstances or can continue to operate them 

until such times as the stocks ilnprove sufficiently even if we do have 

a 200 mile lilnit implemented or, as I say, even further than that. 

You know, it was only yesterday that a person said to 

me,and a person who should have a bit of knowledge as far as the fishery 

is conerned, he said, well, if the draggers lose money why do they 

have them? Is it the government who more or less insist on them having 

draggers'l I said, no, no way. I said, can you imagine someone 

with a fish plant on the South Coast trying to operate a plant 

without draggers? Now we have a lot of communities on the South Coast 

of this Province, from Trepassey up,that are dependent upon the fisheries 

and the fish plant, of course. If you did not have a fish plant 

you would have no community. You would have fallen a victim to resettlement . 

as so many others have done since we went into Confederation back in 1949. 
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And there is no plant operator who could ever imagine running 

a plaat with the amount of shore fish that could be brought in, 

that is within a very small radius of the plant, of course, that 

has to be caught . You would probably get a veelr.,or a day I should 

say or two days out of a week that there would be work on the plant 

with the proceeds of the shore fish. But by having draggers you are 

providing a base whereby there could be employment in the cota1UDity 

generated by the amount of fish brought in by the deepsea draggers. 

Today these draggers are not bringing in so auch fish, 

as I say. The Harris Report last year showed that on an average 

the draggers on the Soa~h Coast lost $105,000 each. How this year 

the catches are still smaller. Costs of gear, everything, fuel 

and all the rest, insurance, depreciation, carrying charges, have all 

increased which means that these draggers probably are going to lose 

$200,000 this year at the ainilmm. Taite a fira like Fisheries Products 

for instance now. With the nuialier of plants -they have, probably 

around twenty stern trawlers, you can see that coapany ending up with 

a deficit on the draggers, the dragger operation of around $4 aillion 

at the least. Now how much is the federal government's subsidy going 

to compensate them in regard to the loss that they are going to 

experience on the draggers1 
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I am very doubtful whether this subsidy is going to take care of the 

total amount that will be lost by these companies. 

In the past,up to a year and a half ago approximately, 

they had a loss at that time,no doubt previous to that,but that loss 

was eompensated by the money that was made on ~he fish, the finished 

product when it went to market. Now since the price has dropped 

in the markets and the colllllK)dity is hard to sell due to competition 

from countries that have a lower labour programme standard and 

paying less for fish and all the rest of it,they are finding it 

increasingly difficult and if you are going to lose on the dragger 

operation and not be able to recuperate from the finished product 

how long can it continae 1mless the federal government is going to. 

well,almost completely subsidize the industry. 

I a111 much concerned as well in the area of marketing. 

Down through the years marketing has been a helter-skelter affair 

hit or miss. I was in the selling business for nineteen years. I 

sold, other guys sold when there were still people on the road who 

could not sell. They probably had a better product but they just could 

not present it in the way that attracted the attention of the customer 

and therefore they fell short. The same thing applies only on a greater 

extent in regard to marketing a product that in lots of cases is hard 

to sell. There are a lot of people today who like fish no doubt but 

there are an awful lot who do not. And Canada b about the weakest, 

I guess, in that rggard. Probably it would be all right if we had 

a few -,re bad meat scares in Quebec or Ontario because they tell me 

that fish is really going over big up there today. But be that as it 

may, I think the only way we are going to surmount the difficulties 

in the marketing area is by the creation by the federal government 

of a central marketing agency which will assist any fish processing 

firm in selling its produ~t either on the Mainland of Canada, in the 

U.S. or anywhere where there is a deaand for fish because today 

shipping is no problem. At one time that was one of our biggest problems. 

But today you can ship by air allllost as cheap and much more swiftly than 

you can by any other means, and there is hardly anywhere in the world that 

you are not able to ship to. 
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So I think that is one of the things that is going to have 

to be brought to bear very forcibly upon the federal govermnent in all 

of our deliberations in regard to the fisheries. And we are going 

to have to get into different packaging in order to be able to 

more or less conform to the habits of different people in regards 

to the types of fish they prefer and the vay they want it packaged 

and all that sort of thing. 

MR. MURPHY: The size and -

MR. EVANS: Yes,and fish packed so that it will retain its 

flavour, whether it is going to be packed in a vacuum, water, or 

air vacuum or whatsoever so that it will not dehydrate as is done 

today by all of our dry-packed fish, and we are going to have to get 

into canning • ore so that we can be able to supply soae of the 

underdeveloped countries under the Foreign Aid Food Prograine - that 

is included there, and I think I did aore to get that there than anyone 

else. 

MR. MURPHY: Do you agree with the member for Bell Island thep. that 

we should send can openers over there? 

MR. EVANS: We will probably send the member over there for a 

can opener. 

You know to more or less back up my idea of the 

central marketing agency in regard to our fresh fish, you have only 

to look at what has been accomplished by the Salt Cod Fish Corporation. 

I can remember back in my younger days when we had the banking fleets 

it was all dry fish then, and it was dry, not half dried like you get 

today. If you chopped a guy across the neck with it well he 

probably would not be able to get back at you any more. 
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But at that time the top dry fish was for the Spanish market. 

You probably got $6.00 or $6.50 a quintal for that. 

MR. HICKMAN: That was Madeira, was it not? 

MR. EVANS: - ---- - No, Spanish. That was the top. Then there was 

large and medium, of course, and then you had your Madeira next. 

Then there was your broken, your sunburned, vour saltburned and 

your tomcods, and your ling,we called it, hake and haddock and so 

on - a haddock when he is dried, if he was a big haddock he did not 

weigh more than that piece of paper. It was onlv uasting salt to 

bring him in. 

MR. HICKMAN: Just a nusiance. 

MR. EVANS: Yes. Now all of our cullage, we called it, that 

latter group, the only place we could sell that was to the !.~est 

Indies and we got about $1.50 to $2.00 a quintal for that. Now I 

did not know of this until a long time afterwards, but I found 

out that it was correct, the information that I got. At th~ same 

time, when we could only sell cullage to the West Indies we were 

told, "Oh that is all they can afford down there, they are only poor 

people. They are blacks and all the rest of it and they cannot afford 

anything better:' I found out afterwards that at the same time all 

the Lunenburg vessels, when they had probably about 100 bankers up 

there bringing in 5 1000 or 6,000 quintals each and every year, they were 

selling all of their catch to the West Indies and they were getting 

$12.00 or $14.00 a quintal for it. So where was our marketing system? 

Or, was somebody giving us the biggest rip-off that ever was known in 

the history of the world? Probably both, but at the same time it 

shows what can be accomplished when you do get a marketing system as 

has been evidenced by the work that has been accomplished by the 

Salt Cod Fish Corporation. 

Today our fishermen who are salting - there are onlv certain areas, 

of course, where you can get people interested in that - you could not 

mention it on the coast where I live because nobody would even heed 

you. They would say, to blazes with it, we would go on the Lakes 

somehwere rather than do that. But there are a lot of areas in Newfoundland 
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today, even now, where people are interested in salting fish and 

they are certainly getting a great return for it. And I am 

sure. it may take a bit of time, but I am sure that the same 

thing could be done in the realm of fresh fish if the right type 

of organization was set up and able to deal with every scattered 

marketing a~ency that is set up today by the firms in the fresh 

business. They have them in New England, they have them in 

Chicago, they have them in Cleveland - all over the U.S. - and as 

I say. it probably would not hurt if we had a few minor setups 

out in the middle part of Canada that could deal directly with a 

marketing agency, and probably we would not have to depend so 

much on outside markets. We could probably sell a lot more of our 

fish right in Canada than we are today. 

Now, you know, when you are talking about »reserving the 

fishery. you are not only talking of dollars and cents, you are not 

only talking of the industry itself, you are not only talking of 

Afternoon 

the !lien in the industry who are catching the fish or even the people 

who are processing it, you are talking about a large segment of our 

Province, You can talk about, as I say, the financial part of it 

but what about the lives, the very lives of our people who are so 

interwoven with the fishery, particularly the shore as well as the 

trawler end of it? The South Coast: how many communities would you 

have left there is our fishery went down, big towns as well as small 

ones? llurin, Marystown, Trepassey, Grand Bank, Fortune, Harbour 

Breton, Gaultois, Ramea, Burgeo - none of these places would survive. 

And can you imagine if you left and went up the South Coast and saw 

nobody living there· - the best part of our Province, the part that 

is ice free all year round, and I suppose, that produced the greatest 

fishermen that ever lived and who are still producing - but as I 

said earlier, so many of our fishermen had the expression, I will 

never be stuck for a job in the fishery. But by the way things are 

lookinp, today I would not bet a plugged nickel that a lot of them 

will not have to look for something else. And that means that they 

will have to relocate from the South Coast because when it comes to 
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heavy industry establishing there that is almost as remote as 

anything that I could imagine. 

Now, in summing up I think 

Afternoon 
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that we are going to have to consider stronger action than is 

proposed by the Committee that was set up on the Inshore Fishery. 

I think that we are going to have to take a stronger hand, 

provincially, with the Federal Department of Fisheries. 

You know, it is ironic. I ran into an example not too 

long ago. We had a pollution problem right where I live in Isle 

aux Morta from the plant, two pollution problems as a matter of 

fact, I should have thought about that one. But anyhow, we had 

pollution in the air from the 111110ke stack when the herring were 

being reduced, and we also had effluent going into the water which 

contaminated all the sal.aon nets. The fishermen lost thousands of 

dollars in catches and also in gear being spoiled and so on. And 

the first one we did not have too much trouble with. They put on 

an afterburner to burn up the fUIIU. That caia under our Provincial 

Affair• and Environaent Department, Provincial: But the other one, 

I said when you put your toes into salt water you are in federal 

water. Now we had to dig the federal govermaent. Of course, I had 

to aa• i • t in that ad thank God we have that being taken care of u 

well. But that shows you how little control we ha,,. when it c- to 

fisheries. The water in the beach, if it is •al~, or whether it i • 

a high or low water marlt it is controlled by the Federal Gover.ant 

in Ottawa. And I would suggest that we are going to have to take 

stranger 111eaaures to -ke Ottawa realize that although the fi• hery 

of Canada may only &110unt to probably three per cat or even le•• to 

the Gross Nati011al Product of Canada, it meana a• awful lot more to 

the people who inhabit this little Provi•ce of ours. And Ulltil we 

have made that J)Oint with Ottawa, I think that all we talk about, all 

we plan is going to be more or leas usele•s. And I do not think that 

it is going to be in the iatareat of our Province to allow this thing 

to go on as it is today. 

But in the meantime, in summation, once agaia I thank the Comnittee 

composed of member• ou both aide• of thi• House, ad I a aure that they 

did everything that was in their power to aake thi• iave• tigatioa - that 
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i • what I call it. aa iavutigati- ...; a • uccess. And I hope that 

the p-er• that be i• Ottawa will take heed aad will go along with 

the moat iapertut poiat• propouaded in thi• report before it i • 

too late. Othervi• e we will have what you can truly call a 

welfare • tate hara 1• Revfouadlaad. Tbuk you. 

MR. SPEAKER: '.I.be b-ourabla the Miai• tar of Ju• tice. 

MR. BICIDWt: Mr. Speaker. I juat vat to aay a few word. i• thi• 

debate. Firatly -Y I coagratulata th• hoaourable the Member for 

Burgao-LaPoila. That vu a ucelleat prueatatioa, well articulated 

and ebviou• ly ceaiag freaa a-• who repraa-ta what. 01l the South 

Cout, ve kaow u th• Waatara Shor•, which i • •• aru of Nevfo-dlaad 

that ha& aot, ia my opillioa. received the • ert of uader• taading that 

many other part& of the Province have from our people. I • i • an are.a 

when the people have lived in i • olation dcnna through the centurl.ea 

aad it i • oaly w:lthi• the lut f- year• that they have bee• comcted 

with th• raat ef the Prori.ace by read. Their -tural trading bas been 

with Nova Scotia. A lot of them landed their catches ia Nova Acotia. 
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A lot of them fished out of Nova Scotia, even more so, I believe, 

than fishennen in other parts along the South Coast. More of 

them were fishing out of North Sydney and Glace Bay and other 

parts of our sister province. 

Afternoon 

The inshore fishery along that part of the South Coast has 

always been a fishery that has prospere,1 a great deal during the 

ti11e of the year when most other parts of the Province are either 

unable to fish or unwilling to fish. I cannot think of a more 

difficult, cold, hazardous type of inshore fishery than fishing off 

Burgeo, and Rames and along that Western Shore in January and 

February in each year. That is the time of the year when these 

fishennen,who are so ably represented by the honourable the Member 

for Burgeo-LaPoile, really produce, really go to work. And I am 

so delighted to hear, and it is the first time since I have been in 

this House that I have heard anyone stand and articulate some of 

the problems, the courage, the dreadful hardships of the inshore 

fishermen along the Western Shore of our Province. I commend the 

honourable gentleman for the very able job he has done. 

Now, Mr. Speaker, the report of the Select Colllldttee deals 

with many facets of our inshore fishery. One thing the report 

emphasized, particularly in one of the earlier chapters - and it is 

not really a recommendation because it does not generate a 

recommendation - and that is the question of jurisdiction.over the 

fishery. I do not believe to this day Newfoundlanders realize how 

limited is the jurisdiction of this legislature over the fisheries. 

I can recall not too many years ago when one if not two of the 

~aritime Provinces did not have a Provincial Department of Fisheries, 

and those that had were concerned more with the inland fisheries 

than offshore. 

When we became part of the Canadian Nation, because of the vital 

importance of the fishery to our economy , we created a Provincial 

Department of Fisheries. Any maybe the very creation of that Department 

conveyed the impression to Newfoundlanders that there had been very 

little change insofar as their Legislative Assembly, their Provincial 
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Parliament was concemed, that it was still the prime responsibility 

of their government in St. John's to deal with the fisheries. And 

I have a feeling that since 1949, successive Ministers of Fisheries 

in Ottawa have taken advant;1ge of that fact, taker advantage of 

the fact that we did not fully appreciate that almost the entire 

responsibility for the development of, and certainly the total 

responsibility for marketing our fish, for quality control,vests 

exclusively within the Parliament of Canada. And this has been 

unfortunate. 

We have seen during the past twenty-five vears or more, hodge

podge efforts made by the Province to have some input in the fisherv 

with very little success in areas where, in my opinion, the 
, 

Govermnent of Canada should have been asserting their jurisdiction 

and exercising their responsibil:tties in trying to maintain a viable 

industry in Eastem CaJia,da. I have heard in the last eight years 

that I have been in this Bous.e senior members of the Legislature, 

most of whom are no longer here, 
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speaking as politicians, throwing up rheir hands and saying, 

we are not going to be able to generate an interest on the part 

of the Government of Canada because the fishery plays such an 

insignificant part in the total economy of this nation. I have 

always regarded that, Mr. Speaker, as smewhat of a defeatist 

attitude. I think we have seen,for instance in the laat few months, 

just what an aggressive,well prepared, courageous Provincial 

Minister of Fisheries can do in convincing Ottawa that they must 

discharge their constitutional responsibilities to this Province 

in the fisheries field. 

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear! Hear! 

MR. HICKMAN: Ky honourable colleague from St. John's West, 

the present Minister of Fisheries -

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear! Hear! 

MR. BICKMAN: - should in my opinion take full marks and 

full credit for the slow change of attitude that is now beginning 

to develop on the part of the national government toward the 

preservation of our fisheries, We, as a Province, can only in effect 

go to the Government of Canada, present them with the facts, convince 

them of the impact that a successful fishery will have on the econoay 

of Newfoundland, offer to aid them in getting statistics and information 

and if you present them with a plan, as we have done, then Ottawa is going 

to be very hard put to say no. On occasions in the lut year or so 

we have had to take the leadership and invade the field that constitutionally 

that we had no right to be in. These new marine centres are totally 

and exclusively the responsibility of the federal government. But I am 

not saying this in a critical sense of the present occupant of that 

portfolio. His predecessor,who bad a great knowledge of the environment 

and a tremendous concern and interest in the fisheries of the Pacific Coast, 

did not seem to understand the plight ~f the fishermen in this Prov6nce and 

showed absolutely no interest in this concept of the marine service centre. 

So we went ahead and invaded a constitutional field that did not belong 

to us, spent money that we should not nave had to spend,that we could 

have spent in other areas if the other government, the senior government, had 
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been prepared to exercise their responsibility and built some of 

these •arine service centres. And lo and behold! This little Province 

of Newfoundland appears to have cOllle up with a scheme that is beneficial 

to this induatry. And nov the Government of Canada has said, we are 

prepared to assume our responsibility in this field and to assume 

fiscal responsibility for this type of infi:astructure. And that is 

good. 

But what I would like to see is something more than 

the Province having to go to Ottawa and say,here is a scheme, here is 

the way it worka, look,here is the proof, now it is yours, we have 

had pilot projects, bow about you taking it over. I would like to 

see the Federal Minister of Fisheries and his senior officials 

really embark upon the salvation of this industry and the expansion 

of this industry vii::h entlmsiaaa and conviction. Not that they are 

going to try and make a hit of noise about the 200 mile limit to try 

and keep a bunch of noisy Rewfoundlanders quiet~ but I vant to see them 

go further than that. I want to see soae evidence that they really 

and genuinely believe that it is worth their effort to keep alive 

for Eastern Canadian fiabenaen the fishing 
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industry that has been prosecuted off our shores. I want to 

see them r,enerate new ideas. I do not Pant to see them putting 

a tonnage limit on the subsidy for boats,because that only 

indicates to me that some of the senior neople in the Federal 

Department have been getting a message across, a~d I have heard 

them say it time and time again, not publicly but in 

conversation, that they cannot see how the inshore fishery will 

survive. Well, we have been saying that in Newfoundland now for 

four hundred years,but it has managed so~ehow to survive. I 

agree with the honourable the Member for Burgeo-LaPoile that it 

is probably facing more serious times riRht now because of 

declining catches and increasing costs than ever before. 

But why do the Feds make that artificial distinction? Why do 

they not come down any say. "You have the skills, you have the 

willingness to prosecute this fishery, we have the responsibility 

for it, to see to it that it remains viable and here are the 

prop:rammes that we are going to embark upon." If they will show 

me that kind of enthusiasm, then I think, that with some other 

very decisive action that must be taken this year, our Newfoundland 

fishermen can still have some confidence in the future of their 

industry. 

We went through some rather troubled times this year in the 

area that I represent in this House,which is the largest single 

fish producing constituency in Eastern Canada, the District of 

Burin. And there were some very satisfactory changes resulted 

from the prolonged confrontation between the trawlermen and their 

owners. There are a lot of people who were predicting the 

extinction of the deepsea fishery if the system was changed. Well 

the system has been changed. The deepsea fisherman is beginning to 

receive, getting close to receiving his fair share of the dollar that 

arises and is earned and generated by his ,~fforts. And I am told, 

and I have seen in the last two or three months, proof which indicates 

to me that this new system, instead of acc~lerating the decline and 

the difficulties in manning our boats, hav~ had the reverse effect, 

that we are beginning to find in the deenri'!a fishery some sense of 
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professionalism, that men who were trying to llla.ke up their minds 

whether they would work in the plant or go to sea have chosen to 

go to sea. If we can do what I understand is being done in the 

Scandinavian countries and in Iceland, if we will recognize, and 

in this respect we need the generous help of the Government of 

Canada, and they have been reasonably generous on the short-term 

basis of aid that we have seen, if we can change our philosophy 

and see to it that the primary producer gets his fair share of the 

retu~- the plant worker must be i,aid an adequate wage. The i,eoi,le 

who process, transport, sell the product are entitled to a return. 

But I see some daylight at the end of the tunnel that the 

man in the boat who starts it all, who is the cause of it all, who 

keeps the i,lant going, that he from here on in is going to receive 

his fair share of the rewards of his labour. That attitude, in 

my opin:lon, Mr. Speaker, will convince 
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the Hon. Hr. LeBlanc that Newfoundlanders are not losing interest in the 

fishery,because that kind of propaganda is so easily spread. It is so 

easy for some gentleman to come down frn• Ottawa and put on his dark glasses 

and get in a helicopter and go to LaSci~ and go down to Belleoraa and 

go over to Rose Blanche. two or three nther places and talk to two or 

three people who will say. "Boy,it is not as good as it used to be. it is 

not as good as it used to be, The young fellows are not going to se• any 

more. They do not want to go. They are going into the Fisheries College. 

and they are spending two years there. When they cmae out, you cannot 

get them to go to sea. They will take a job on land or they will go up to 

Ontario and on the Great Lakes or something like that.'1 And after two 

days of assessments it is so easy and understandable when he will return 

to his principals in Ottawa and say: Lr•ok, there is no way we can save 

that fishery down in Newfoundland or indeed in Eastern Canada:> 

I do not believe, Hr. Speaker, that that is a fair assesSllent. 

I believe that our fishermen, particularly in the last five or six years, 

have been very conscious of the fact that people in other avocations, 

in other trades and in other skills have been making a great deal aore 

money than they have. And the fact that many have moved away from the 

fishery can be attributed to their lack of reward. their inability to 

share profitably in the fruits of their labour. And this is starting to change, 

ancwith that change,and the evidence i~ beginning to appear already, 

we can rest assured that given half a chance Newfoundlanders are still 

prepared to prosecute a vital industry, an industry that is not only vital 

to this Province but with declining food stocks is a very vital industry 

to the world community. 

The Hon. Minister of Fisheri~s has just returned from ICNAF 1 

anc Canada has made some very good submissions to that convention. I have 

no idea, and I suspect that my colleague, the Minister of Fisheries. 

does not have any idea yet whether the comnunity of nations who 

make up that conmission are going to be prepared to go along with it. 

But assuming they do,or assuming they only go part way, we are and must 

be entitled to look to the Minister of National Defense and his colleagues 

to enforce whatever agreements are accented and executed through the 

ICNAF Connnission. 
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Last week we had an unusual situation occur in the Canadian 

political history. We had a gentieman, obviously of great courage, 

obviously suffering from a great deal of frustration, in the person 

of Admiral Boyle,who is the coDlllander of the Canadian Navy in East Coast 

waters, publicly state his frustrations and his concern over the lack 

of support that he is getting in trying to operate the Canadian Navy 

out of Eastern Canadian, ports. I read it somewhere, and I, obviously, 

not having heard the gentleman, I never met him, I can only rely 

on what I have read,that he said that he only has sufficient money 

to buy fuel to enable his boats to sail one day per week. And he 

expressed the view,or he is quoted as having expressed the view, 

that he sees where the Navy ·can fulfill a great purpose, not just in the 

defense of Canada but 1n protecting the Canadian fleet off our shores 

and in protecting the waters that we believe belong to us. You know 

the Navy is not going to disappear. It is going to operate if for no 

other reason it is probably the main source of eaployaent for certain 

areas of New Brunswick, Nova Scotia and Prince Edvard Island. So the 

political fact of life is that they are going to keep these bases 

alive. But here is a gentl-.n who says, "I want to put my boats to 

good use, 
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but I have not got enough fuel to enable ae to do it.') Aud vbat 

I say is that if the Federal Minister of Fisheries and his Caaadim 

delegates are going to ask for additional protection,or rights rather> 

for Canadian f1sber11e11, hand in gloft v:f.th such request goes 

a fira co-1.tllent to enforce these agre.-mts and to protect our 

offshore resource. 

The Kinister of bternal Affairs, the Bon. Allan MacEacben 

in a speech in Halifax in lebruary, I thiDJt it vas, of this year, 

it vu in the vinter of this year anyway, in referring to the up-1Dg 

Geneva Conference said that Canada's patience was starting to nm 

a bit thin and that if all the Geneva Conference indicated vaa 

that it vaa the beginning of a aeries of protracted conferences 

that aoaett.e hence aay arrive at certain coavent:lona vbicb -1d 

include the 200 llile econollic zoue,that if that is all it vaa 

then Canada vonld have to take soae very decisive action. There is 

no question at all that the Law of the Sea Conference at Geneva 

vas a failure. There is very little doubt that it is indeed the 

begiDDing of a series of international conferences vbi.cb aay or aay not 

arrive at conventioua vhicb soae day aay give Canada increased 

jurisdiction off the East and Vest Coast. So what I say is that 

the Minister of bternal Affairs, articulating the policy of bis 

government in February, is aov in a position where if be assesses 

the reports that 1a1st have co- to hia fro• bis very able representative, 

Aabasaador Beasley,really has no choice but to re~d to govenmeut 

that the time has come for unilateral action and coae right uov. And 

we should be conscious of what the vell-tbougbt-out-noise, for vant of 

a better word or phrase, the effect that it does have on the people vho 

are in our nation's capital. The :resolution that vas passed by this 

House earlier in this session calling upon Canada at the Geneva Conference 

to deaand jurisdiction to the 200 aile liait or the edge of the Continental 

Shelf whichever is the greater,aud alternatively unilateral action in 

the event that Geneva did not succeed, that resolution caused a great 

deal of concern, delightful concern looking at it fro• our point of 

view,on the part of those me• bers of the Govermient of Canada vho are 
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involved in international u·eaty negotiations. The few days that 

I was in Geneva I heard time and time again reference to the Newfoundland 

resolution and for the first time I sensed an anxiety on the part 

of those who were there representing the Goverament of Canada, an 

aixiety to please or help this Province and a willingness to 

pay attention and to pay some heed to what we are saying down here. 

As the Ron. Minister of Fisheries has said in his report to 

the Bouse tod",that the talk at the Geneva convention is the 200 mile 

eco110lld.c zone and that is not what we want • The Southern tip of the 

Grand Banks,is the,supposedly,the spawning area for a great deal of our 

fish stocks and that Southern tip, the Southern tail of the Grand Banks 

is outside the 200 mile limit. So that if we get the kind of protection 

that Newfoundlanders believe that we are entitled to any unilateral 

action by Canada has to be to the edge of the Continental Shelf which 

will take in the entire Grand Bank and also Flemish Cap. 

The report of the Select C~ittee which I think should be 

~ulsory reading for every eaployee of the :federal and Provincial 

Departaenta of Fisheries 
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cae up with soW? rather,or one,I thought,rather novel recommendation 

and that was the recoamendation,and this is not the wording of the coaaittee, 

and I cannot lay • y bands on it now, that the Government of Canada 

bilaterally negotiate with fishing nations who occupy or fish in the 

North Atlantic and see if they can negotiate with them for a reduction 

in their catch or maybe a total abandonment by them of fishing 

off the Grand Bank.a in return for our undertaking to produce sufficient 

fish to meet their requirements. I think that is a recom.endation that 

should be very vigorously pursued by the Ottawa Governaent. And I would 

hope that because it is new, because it is a different approach,that 

they simply will not shake their heads and say,it cannot be done, Because 

there is a great deal of logic in it, Mr. Speaker. We should be able 

to catch and process fish • ore efficiently than any of the other Korth 

Atlantic nations. There is something wrong somewhere, and you cannot 

attribute it all to the fact that behind the Iron Curtain they have 

a different fora of governmental institution than we have, there is 

something wrong somewhere when the Russians and the Poles and the Dutch 

and the Danes can come out and catch fish off our shores and process 

it and place it in the American market at a cost below ours. We have 

the fishermen with the nautical skills. We have boats that by cmparative 

standards going back ten years seem to be reasonably well equipped. But 

obviously some of the other North Atlantic fishing nations must have at 

their disposal far more sophisticated catching and curing devices than we 

have. And if they have them then we should get them. If we have the 

s8Dle equipment then we have a geographic position that we should take 

advantage of. 

And I assume that when the Select Collllllittee made this reco-ndation 

of bilateral negotiations that they had this fact in mind. 

KR. AYLWARD: It is on page thirty-eight. 

MR. HICKMAN: The Hon. Member for Placentia East tells me that the 

recommendation is on page thirty-eight. 

t<To take immediate initiatives to effect further 

reductions in foreign fishing efforts beyond any figures negotiated at 

ICNAF and to create new outlets for our fishery products through multiple 
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bilateral agreements which would replace foreign quota fish with 

fish caught by Canadian fishermen as a portion of an increasingly 

large Canadian share of the -harvest:' That is the reco111mendation. 

That ls one of the reco-endations that I commend to this House. 

And it is a rec0111111endation, Mr. Speaker, that I believe we can 

present with enthusiasm and logic to the Federal Minister; of Fisheries 

in Ottawa. 

As I understand the 200 mile economic zone concept:if and 

when that should come into play it will be possible again 

for that type of negotiation to take place between Canada and other 

nations1 that Canada can say to the Portuguese, "You traditionallv fish 

cod at a certain tim.e on the Southern edp:e of the Grand Banks. We 

fish in the same area but our catching capacity this year is X number 

of tons and the maltimma sustainable yield indicates that there will lie 

a surplus. 
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We will licence you to fish that area for cod, cod only, to the 

capacity of so many thousand tons." This has the affect of insuring, 

if you take it to its logical conclusion,that Canada, Newfoundland 

in particular,will be able to catch sufficient product to keep 

the plants going and at the same time receive from other nations, 

who then will be fishing in what is really Canada's territorial 

areas,monies, and I think the recommendation is that any such 

monies by way of licence fees should be used by the federal 

government.whatever area it is, whether it is the United States 

.Government off the U.S. shores,or one of the developing nations off 

their coast.that that money be used for fisheries research and 

fisheries development only. So that we have got all kinds of 

plans on paper. The enthusiasts who go the international route 

and want conventions agreed to by all nations have laid all of this 

out. There are some hard facts that we have to face, that 1number 

one,it is going to take many years before these conventions fully 

come into nlay,and we cannot wait in Canada, we cannot wait 

that lonr: so we Pill need unilateral action. 

This Committee has laid out another avenue, and the fact 

that it happens to come from a legislature respresenting 550,000 

people is not sufficient grounds for it to be treated with the same 

kind of disdain that so many other things that come out of Newfoundland 

are treated by our fellow Canadians. They will not learn a lesson. 

They were ridiculed because of their refusal many - fifteen years ago 

to take some advice from local fishermen on the currents and tides 

etc. in Port-aux-Basques Harbour. They still continued going. We 

have had some experience 1rlth respect to the design of fishing boats. 

And again the input coming from here is not accepted the way it should 

be. And I say that because this is novel, because it is representative 

of a bipartisan Cot11111ittee of the House of Assembly,should not lessen 

its value insofar as the government, the senior government who really 

has almost exclusive jurisdiction and responsibility in this area. 

The other reconnnendations,and I know that this House does 

not expect me, and does not want me,to deal with every recommendation, 

If every member did this that debate would only degenerate into a 

parrotting of the recommendations over and over again. But I just 
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want to dra'!,• to the House's attention to one more recommendation, 

that recommendation under the heading of (b) Ma.ior Policy 

Recommendations Affecting The Provincial Domain, And that is the 

recOIID!lendation to establish a fresh fish marketing corporation. 

And I assume that what is envisaged there is a corporation similar 

in concept, s'imilar in legislative authority as that of the Salt 

Cod Fish Corporation that we now have operating in F.astern Canada, 

That falls very nnich within the divided jurisdiction. Honourable 

members '!,,ill recall that the legislation passed by this llouse in the 

late 1960' s setting 1,1p the Canadian Saltfish Corporation was 

complililentary legislation. The exclusive responsibility for 

marketing falls within the domain of the federal government. But 

in order to effectively control the onshore activities rela-ted to 

the processing of salt cod it '1,,'8.S necessary that the Province pass. 

that this legislature pass complililentary legislation,which we did. 

Now you 1118.Y get an argument, and a reasonably valid argument, 

too, that when you are into the frozen fish industry and the fresh 

fish industry 
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that ve should not give up the expertise that has been developed 

in this Prottnce by private enterprise, naely. the fish coapanies. 

And maybe ve should not. I m not sure if ve should either.because 

they have offered a great deal. I do not know how aany Rewfo1111dlanders 

realize that the first stern tr-ler to be used in Canadian waters, 

owned in Canada was the Grand Monarch built and designed by Jlooaviata 

Cold Sterage and really Mr. Hazea llussell, vbo is now sort of retired 

from business, was the man who really. against the advice of his 

Canadian confrerea, vent ahead aM said that the EuropellDS are 

using stern tr-lers and stern tr-lers can be used effectively 

out of Canadian ports. An~ he pursued it, ,And that is not aore 

than fourteen years ago at the very • ost. It was fourteen yea'f!I qo 

that he brought in the Grand HDnarch. So you see what bu happened. 

Ro fish co• pany today would th:lnk of building a side tr-ler. 

The first few years before the stoclts started to be wiped 

out by our foreign fleets, the stern dragg.ers were really catching a 

lot of fish. The per • an catch or recovery vaa quite high. The 

comort of the boat and the safety of the boat wu a great :fJaproTe• ent 

over the side trawler. 

So that the fact that these co• panies are Revfoundlanders 

and in the main managed by Newfoundlanders indicates to me that 

they have a great deal of expertise and knowledge in the .. rket 

place that we must have. And I have to see some very convincing 

eYidence to satisfy me that a group of people who have nevec had oy 

exposure to the marketing and processing of fish should suddenly 

be given some great federal crown corporation and say, you take all 

the fish and sell it. That I 811 not sure of. But I do not take 

issue at all with the recomendation of the committee for theF;~;h 

fish Marketing Corporation. In 1966 or in 1967 there vas a report 

prepared for the fishing industry by a firm in Chicago. I think it 

vas called Gruber. I am not sure of that;- it was so• ething like that 

anyway, and I have read it- And that report,which was prepared and 
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paid for by the Fish Trades, I think it was the Fish Trades of 

Newfoundland and Nova Scotia, rec011Dended a stepped-up advertising 

campaign and predicted that if it was not implemented, and I can 

recall raising this in the House of Assembly in 1966, reading part 

of that Gruber report to the House - I must say I did not get 

much of a reaction for it - but recommending and predicting that 

some of the other nations of the world, the Asiatic nations, 

would indeed be invading the American market, our sole market, 

in the late 1960's and early l970's and that we better gear up 

to it, and we had better start ~elling our product through_every _ 

known means of advertj.sing. Not selling Fishery Products product. 

whatever their brand name is,or Highliner or Bonavista Cold Storage's 

product but selling Canadian fish or Newfoundland fish. Because 

if you asked any one individual company to spend hundreds of thousands 

of dollars obviously they are going to have to satisfy themselves 

that they have the funds and that the expenditure will generate the 

kind of sales that would be necessary to sustain this. But they 

recomended that on a co-operative level and on a co-operative basis. 

Unfortunately it was not done. Now I suspect that the Fish Trades 

find themselves in a position where they cannot afford to do it 

and that they do not have the cash to do it even if they wanted to. 

But the establislaent of a Fresh Fish Marketing Corporation to promote 

the sale of fresh and frozen products I think is very essential- .l\nr1 

if you want to - and there is no need to hold up the creation of that 

corporation because there may be disagreement as to who is the most 

capable of the actual 
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selling in the market place, the processing of the fish, 

f-lR. CROSBIF. : Would the honourable gentleman permit me to 

interrupt him for a moment? 

"TR. HICKMAN : Yes. 

MR. CROSBIE: I ask leave so that we can revert to Ministerial Statements 

so the Minister of Mines and Energy can make a statement now it is 

5:30 of the ttouse. 

MR. SPEAKER: Oh, yes. I would like to interrupt the Hon. Minister 

of Justice anyway to remind him that except by leave,of course, he 

has five minutes left to speak. Has the Hon. Minister of Mines 

and Energy leave to make a ministerial statement? Agreed? 

HON . MENBERS: 

NR. SPF.AKER: 

HR. :BARRY: 

Agreed. 

Agreed. The Ron. Minister of Mines and Energy. 

Mr . Speaker, I would like to announce the effect 

of the notice that has been given of a particular bill, notice 

has heen given with respect to a bill earlier today to which this 

statement relates. This bill1which will be distributed as soon as 

it gets back from the printers, we hope to have it available on 

Monday, will confirm that the rights of Canadian Javelin Limited 

w1th respect to the Julienne Lake iron ore deposit in Labrador 

have been terminated once the bill is passed. 

The hill to be introduced will provid_e for compensation to 

he paid to the company since certain ~..xpenditures have been reported 

as made by the company on the property in question. Government is 

interested in seeing the early development of this Julienne Lale 

deoosit. NALCO was originally given rights with respect to the 

despos~t by statute in 1951. In 1959 the grant of a mining lease 

to NALCO was approved which required the company to proceed with 

due diligence with mining operations. This due diligence provision 

was suspended for fifteen years, and again came in force as of 

June 11, 1974. The lease was assigned by NALCO to Canadain 

Javelin Limited in 1960. Government has concluded that Canadian 

Javelin Limited has not proceeded with due diligence to develop 

mining operations, and accordingly government has decided that 

legislation should be introduced to clarify the status of the 

Julienne Lake deposit. 
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Further details will be provided once the legislation comes 

hefore the House. And if the legislation is approved by this 

honourable House government will be prepared to accept proposals 

for development from all interested parties. 

MR. HICKMAN: Mr. Speaker, I thank you for drawing to my 

attention the fact that I have but five minutes left. There was 

not much more that I wish to say. There is just one other 

recommendation or group of recommendations 1 on page 39,of the 

Report that I commend to the attention of this House. This is 

the reconnnendation dealing with the Unemployment Insurance 

Regulations and the obligation to provide a fixed income for the 

fishermen of the Province - that is not the word, I have lost the 

word - what is that word again, 'Fin tan'? - not fixed, but what 

do you call it? 

MR. AYLWARD: Income Support Programme. 

MR. HICKMAN: The Income Support Progrannne. The chapter dealing 

with that, Mr. Speaker, connnencing on page 15, Unemployment Insurance 

and Income Support sets forth a nightmare of, and a cobweb of 

procedures that may have been developed by well-meaning public 

servants in the bowels of some building in Ottawa. But the implementation 

of what started out to be a good programme,nainely,providing 

unemployment insurance for fishermen,has done nothing but create 

confusion and discontent amongst the fishing crews. And I do 

submit to this House that by our endorsement of the Co11111ittee's 

Report the Government of Canada must understand that we speak for all 

Newfoundland fishermen when they ask that these inequities be 

eliminated and that the true intent of the act,- why will not public 

servants, and this does not apply only to federal legislation but 

to provincial legislation, why is it that public servants when they 

start to interpret an act always start off to interpret it against 

the taxpayer. Why will they not give the 
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benefit of the doubt to the very people they are hired to serve, But 

if there is a generous - how aany tiaes have ve had ta .-end the 

Worlmen's Ccapensation Act to deal with the ainers in St. Lawrence, 

to get the kind of interpretation that as l~islators ve vant given 

to that kind of_ legislation? But invariably the decision seems to 

go the other -y. I do not ~ if it is fear of superior officers 

II 
who call thea in and say, Look. you lnow, you are being too generoaa. 

There is the letter of the 1-. Follow this act to the very letter 

and if you follow it you will never get into trouble and indeed if 

you ccme to wort. every worning at 9:00 A.M. and you stay until 5:30 P.M. 

and only have tvo coffee breaks you are bound to get proa,ted. And if 

you do not get pr«-0ted ve will see that there is soaething written in 

I 

the union agreeaent so that seniority will give you a proaotion regardless 

of qualification:' 

lfov this Unl!llplo:,aent Insurance Act and regulatioDB 

fall into that category, Hr. Speaker. After aany years of pressuring 

froa the people of RarfolDldland and a great crusade led by a great 

South Coast man. Se-tor Chea Carter, who year after year, vbo vu at 

loggerheads with the foraer Preaier of this Provtnce, who-• at loggerheads 

with his caucus in Ottawa because they thought be vas too independent,and 

was secure in the knowledge that he could alvays get - and this always annoyed 

people too - he was secure ia the knowledge that he could always get 

elected on his own rlgbt1tbat he did not really need that kind of a 

aantle thrust over hilll 1that he vas that popular. But he did it, and he 

finally succeeded in convincing, and I believe he did it when he vas 

in Opposition - the Bon. Meaber for St. John's Centre aight reaember that. 

MR. MURPHY: What is that? 

MR. BICICMAN : When the Unemployment Insurance Benefits first came 

in for fishermen. I • not sure if it was the Diefenbaker Goverm1ent 

or if the St. Laurent did it. 

MR. SPEAKER: Order, please! 

MR. HICKMAN: But whoever did it -

MR. SPEAKER: I ma prepared to aslt for leave but the forty-five ainutes 

allocated to the honourable member have expired. 
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HR. RICKMAN: If honourable gentleman will agree I will thank them 

very much. I will finish up in about two minutes, 

KR. SPEADRz Does the honourable gentleman have leave to continue? 

Agreed? 

SOME HOH. MEMBEKS: Agreed. 

MR. SPEAKER: Agreed, 

MR. HICKMAN: That principle was adopted, the principle of extending 

Unemployment Insurance Benefits to fishermen was accepted and enacted 

by the Parliament of Canada but the tragic fact is that in the interpretation 

of that principle, in the ilaplementation of that legislation, our 

fisheraen are being discriminated against. Thia committee asked that 

an end be brought to that discrimination and I would hope - I know that 

the govel'Dllent of this Province will continue to make representation 

in that field. - but I do hope that the people in Ottawa who administer 

this act will through this debate become aware of the fact that all -bers 

of this Bouse are totally unhappy with the manner in which that act is 

being illlplmented and interpreted. 

Mr. Speaker, I thank the honourable gutl1!9en for 

giving me that extra minute or so. May I say that whilst my 

constituency to a large extent is one of deepsea fishermen,although 

the area froa Point May to St. Lawrence and again in the Epworth - Port au Bras area 

there is a viable inshore fishery, I know what the fishing industry 

means to the economy of the peoplewhom I represent in this House. And 

if you read a history of this Province you will see peaks and valleys, 

times of limited opt:laia and t:laes of deep depression in the industry, 

But it always survived, and there was always a saying that the fishery 

will survive, that this is part of the fiahing industry,that it has its 

ups and downs but it always comes back. In the face of scientific knowlege 

that has been acquired and the well-documented facts that have been presented 

to the industry, to the Trade Unions in the fishing industry, to the 
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Parliament of Canada and the Government of Canada and this ~egislat•re 

and the Government of Newfoundland,there is very little doubt in 

my mind that we will not come out of this valley of depression 

and get back to that peak of prosperity in the fishing industry that 

we so desperately want simply by wishing that it will be done .. or 

simply by thinking that the Hamilton Bank suddenly will be teeming 

with fish again,or that the caplin are going to strike in this 

year and we are going to have the best inshore fishery that Lawn 

or LaScie have ever seen. The evidence is too convincing the other 

way. It is so convincing that I cannot for the li-fe of me see why 

our senior government, why the Minister of Fisheries in Ottawa and 

the Minister of External Affairs are hesitating one more day before 

taking the kind of courageous,decisive, unilateral action that is 

so necessary and without it we will not get back to that viable, 

delightful,desirable peak of prosperity that this industry deserves . 

I thank you so much. 

MR. SPEAKER: The Ron. Minister of Social Services. 

MR. MURPHY: Mr. Speaker, I thought I would just say a few 

words on this very, very important topic. People will wonder what 

I, the Member for St. John's Centre has to add to a discussion on 

the fishery. But, ~fr. Speaker, if I may, I would just say how very 

nroud I am of that Committee from both sides of the House and I 

think when we face a problem that touches so closely, so importantly

the people of our Province, I do not think there should be one side 

or the other,separated as such. 

I can go back in speaking of the fishery, Mr. Speaker, nearly 

fifty years. Here in the City of St. John's where so many of us 

young people at that time made a few extra dollars working on the 

waterfront, and I am very proud today with our present Hon. Minister 

of Fisheries when I go back to the people where I lived, particularly 

the younger people worked on the wharf that was owned by his 

grandfather, Sir .John Crosbie, where in these days, Sir, during 

the late Summer particularly,where we had literally hundreds of 

schooners come in to this Harbour of St. John's loaded with salf fish 

and we,the younger people,were given the job of yaffling. We were 

never asked to carry the barr09, we never worked on the screws,as 
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they called it at that time, filling the barrels, but we were 

yaffling fish, Sir, either out of the holes up to the deck or from. 

the deck u-p to the wharf. We received, Sir, in these days the 

magnificent sum of ten cents an hour. I think those who did 

other jobs were getting thirty cents an hour, the senior people. 

But even in these days, Sir, when we thought of fish we used to 

spell Newfoundland in these days, Sir, with a capital 1 F 1 ,with a 

small 'i', a dollar sign and a 'h', that is what fish meant to 

Newfoundland. It touched the lives of so many people, Sir. 

Later on when I left school and went into the commerical 

life of this Province, Sir, where I worked as a clerk on Water 

Street. back in the Dirty Thirties as we call them,right up through. 

Sir 1 our economic future as clerks depended on how the fishery 

was, I remember one young man who worked with me in a certain firm. 

Every Friday we would say to him, what about going in and striking 

the skipper up for a raise? He would go in and say, listen here 

Mr. - whatever his name was - what about a raise? And the boss 

would always say to him, Frank 'boy' look at the way the fisherv is now. 

he said,it is not much I can do about it. But he said, listen he~e 

boss, I said I do not work at fish,I am selling hardware. But 

I think it emphasized it very closely and I think it touched everybodys 

lives, a good 
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fishery meant a better deal for all of us. We would get our little 

honus around Christmas because of the fact, Sir, that so many people 

survtved on the fishery, where the merchant came into St. John's in 

these days,and I think of 'the Hon. ~ember for Burin there, and I 

think of the great area of Grand Bank where you had the Pattons, 

the Fords and the Tibbos, Captain Sam Piercy and so many more that 

I knew by heart because of the business that we did in that area. 

And I think my honourable friend from Twillingate and the Ashburns 

and all these people, Sir, and in other parts of the Province, we 

'-'ould know just what kind of a year we had when the end of the year 

came and I presume the fishermen themselves went to settle up1 

and I heard my honourable colleague from Burgeo talk about what you 

d1.d have left, if you made a dollar or if you did not make a dollar. 

I travelled with Walter Carter M.P. on bis first expedition into 

federal politics. I travelled wi.th him for some fifteen days and I 

could repeat his speech word for word after listening to him for so 

many occasions. And he always started off, 
1

'1 was born in a little 

place called Greenspond where fishery was the mainstay.
11 

And he often 

said,when my dad t>ould go to the Labrador in these days, he said, we 

t,7ould all go up on the hill, expecting him l>ack :_ I do not think there 

t-•as any wireless or any ·other communications in these days . .:. and they 

would stand on the hill, he sai.d, and I could always tell by the 

look of that schooner whether we would have sweet biscuits that year 

or ju.st a hard tack.he said, if she was low in the water we would eat 

r>rettv well that Winter. And I think, Sir, that was something that 

touched everybody. I think again, Sir, in later years when we would 

make our Hinter trip on the Southwest Coast, the travellers, we would 

usually have our big travellers dinner on the 2nd. of January, right 

after New Years, and on the 4th. or 5th,, Sir, we would usually go to 

Argentia, take the boat across the Bay, and we would go up the Southwest 

Coast, and I al1.rays marvelled, particularly when I would come out of 

Gaultois, Sir, and around Pass Island there and I just about could 

keep ,-,hat I had in my stomach down, and here were the two little men 
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out there in the dory and they jigging away at it, and I said. 

God help us! What a way to earn a livelihood! And what they did 

create for this Province of ours, Sir, the hard work that they 

did put in there, and I used to see the women of these days, Sir, 

I think they did most of the work on the fish flakes in these days, 

the men were splitting, hut the women I think did a lot of the 

work. 

And we talk today, Sir, with our great trawlers, with the 

catches they are making. We can only say that if we do not do 

something, Sir, as is trying to be done hy the Committee, chaired, 

as I said earlier, who did such a tremendous job, Sir, in this short 

time - and I have followed every word of it that I could, I saw, if 

possible, on T. V. the meetings that were helcl - and you would sit 

back there and say, look in heavess name what are we fooling around 

with when this thing touches the hearts and the souls of so many 

people. I have listened to my honourable colleague from Burgeo last 

night - was it last night, Sir, that we heard vou on Provincial 

Affairs? and I heard him today, and I say - you know, I look back 

on my own life, and I look at this - what a difference in the lives 

of our people,those who grew hy the sea. 

I was on Fogo yesterday, Sir, I was in Wesleyville. And to 

talk with the people on Fogo Island, Sir, where for four or five 

days there was a great sign of fish~as I said, and then in comes the 

ice. What a catastrorhe! What a catastrophe! I went to visit 

the fish plant at Valleyfield. I had never been there, Sir, and 

Hr. Way gave me permission to go around and have a look at what was 

happening. It was not much different from any other fish plant. But 

I like to go around and see these things. Where only one line was 

operating, Sir, I think some sixty people, whereas if two, I think 

two lines there would mean so much more if the fish were forthcoming. 

But when we see our stocks, Sir, actually pirated, the actual bit 

of food,if you like, Sir, taken out of the mouths of our fishermen 

who if they get a fish or not, Sir, have to go through the same 

hardships, they have to go out in the boats, they have to brave 

the elements. If they get a bumper load, Cod bless them~ But when 

they come back enq,ty-handed - So I can only say, Sir, in a few short 
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words that I did have to say to support any measures that are 

being taken by all of us here, I do not care whether we are 

1.iherals or P.C's ,or R.C's or U.C's -

AN HON. m:i,omR: Do not forget the Anglicans. 

~. MURPHY: - and the CeeBees. 

MR. MURPHY: T think, Sir, that we have to say, if we do not 

stick together now on this issue, al1 we can say is, with the 

utmost fervor, "God Guard Thee Newfoundland." Thank you very 

much. 

MR, HICKMAN: Want to adjourn debate, Leo? 

~_:_~Py.KER: The Honourable the Minister of Mines and Energy. 

~.:-.1!~ I will adjourn the debate, Mr. Speaker, 

PK - 3 

~_:_ ~P~ It has been noted that tl:ie honourable the Minister 

of Mines and Energy adjourned the debate. 

MR. __ ~CKMAN: Mr. Speaker, it is. now ten minutes to six. I move 

that the House on its rising do adjourn until Monday at eleven of 

the clock and that this House do now stann adjourned. 

On motion the House at its rising adjourned until tomorrow 

Monday. June 16, 1975 at 11:00 a.m. 
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